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Abstract 
The thesis presents an approach to natural language processing that is integrated yet 
maintains modularity in knowledge representation. It is an integrated approach in the sense 
that syntactic and semantic processings take place at the same time. However, unlike pre-
vious integrated systems, the largely separate syntactic and semantic knowledge bases are 
combined dynamically at parse time. Knowledge application is performed using a blackboard 
framework that also serves as a common medium for exchanging syntactic and semantic 
parsing information. This information is generated by independent syntactic and semantic 
parsers. The advantage of this approach is that the domain-specific knowledge sources 
(syntactic or semantic) no longer reside in the parsers' knowledge bases. The use of the 
blackboard in this manner permits the parsers to utilize the appropriate knowledge sources 
for disambiguation at parse time. 
This approach to integrated parsing has been implemented in a natural language under-
standing system called the Integrated Conceptual Parser (ICP). As a prototype system, ICP 
currently applies semantic and commonsense rules to perform prepositional phrase dis-
ambiguation. The thesis describes ICP's blackboard structure, its knowledge application 
strategy, and its parsing mechanism for generating syntactic and semantic information. A 
trace of a sample parse is given to illustrate the features of the system . 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 What is Integrated Parsing? 
/ 
A problem with text understanding system is that the use of syntactic rules alone 
produce numerous ambiguities, many of which are not semantically possible or likely. Con-
" 
sider sentence [S1], for which any syntactic parser would produce three distinct syntactic 
structures. This is because the prepositional phrase in [S1] occurring after the main verb 
"bought" can be attached at the sentence level (S), at the verb-phrase level (VP), or at the 
noun-phrase level (NP) as the following phrase structure grammar indicates [7]: 
S ::=NPVPPP 
VP ::= VERB NP PP 
NP ::=NPPP 
However, only one of these syntactic possibilities is semantically possible for [51]. The 
prepositional phrase "for Mary" can only be attached to the main-verb "bought" (a VP 
constituency). Similarly, only NP constituency is semantically possible for [52], and only 
S-modification is semantically possible for [S3]. 
[Sl]: John bought a book for Mary. [S2]: John bought a book with blue cover. [S3]: John bought a book in the afternoon. 
Clearly, the semantically impossible syntactic ambiguities generated for the above sentences 
are spurious as a human reader unambiguously understands the meaning of these sen-
tences. The meaning of each prepositional phrase provides enough information to determine 
which attachment makes the most sense. 
These examples illustrate that decisions about the syntactic structure of a sentence are 
influenced by semantic knowledge, or knowledge about the meaning of words; and pragmatic 
knowledge, or knowledge about the world and how language is used. For example, in order 
to determine where to attach the prepositional phrase in ISl], one must know that it is 
2 
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possible to buy for a person but not buy with a book-cover.1 In [S2], VP-constituency is not 
possible, but NP-constituency is, since books often have covers on them. 
Examples like these support the argument for an integrated approach to natural lan-
guage analysis. In this approach, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic process-
ing are performed at once, so that all types of information are available to any parsing 
decisions that are made at these levels. This seems necessary for [Sl], [S2], and [S3], because 
in each of these sentences, semantic knowledge needs to be referenced in order to make 
correct syntactic decisions. A parser that makes its syntactic decisions without complete 
access to this knowledge makes mistakes, or at least finishes its parse with ambiguities 
• • 
remam1ng. 
Carrying forward ambiguities in syntactic analysis that could be resolved by using 
semantic knowledge can lead to a combinatorial explosion in the number of syntactic am-
biguities that must be considered as the parse progresses. Consider the following sentence 
which has well over 20 parses: 
[S4]: The man at the bar with the hat on his head gave a 
small packet containing marijuana to the lady in the 
gray suit in a very suspicious manner. 
When there is an ambiguity of detecting the main-verb in a sentence, the situation is 
even worse as illustrated by the following example: 
[SS]: The man with the hat on his head walked by the cus-
tomers crowded in the bar on new year's eve to give a 
small packet containing marijuana to the lady in the 
gray suit in a very suspicious manner. 
[55] is highly ambiguous syntactically, because either walked, crowded, or give can be the 
main-verb, and the nine prepositional phrases can be attached in multiple ways. In a syntax-
first parser, these ambiguities would cascade, resulting in an increasing large number of 
1The two senses of "with" are instrumental and accompaniment senses. For example, in the phrase ''bought with 
money", "money" is instrumental to buying (''bought'), but in ''bought with Mary", the agent of ''bought" is 
accompanied by ''Mary". Though, one can argue that a "book-cover" may be intrumental to buying as it could be in 
a barter system, I believe it is far-fetched, and probably non-sensical. ,i 
3 
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interpretations that must be considered during the course of the parse. 
As these examples demonstrate, the price of separating syntactic and semantic process-
ing can be quite expensive computationally when semantic information could have been 
used to resolve most of the ambiguities. 
1.2 Integrated Parsing Controversy 
In a natural language parser, one must specify the relationship between syntax and 
semantics. The interaction between the syntactic and semantic components in natural Ian-
gauge understanding systems has so far been quite controversial. Schank and Birnbaum 
addressed some of these isssues in proposing integrated parsing h-ypothesis [23]. Some of the 
pertinent questions relating to the interaction of syntax and semantics are as follows: 
• What is the order of syntactic and semantic processing? Is syntax processed 
before semantics or are they processed together? 
• Is syntax processed separately, or are they processed by the same process? 
• How important are the roles of syntactic and semantic processing in a text under-
standing system? 
• How should the syntactic and semantic knowledge be represented? Should these 
knowledge sources be combined together or should they be kept separate? 
According to Schank and Birnbaum, there are two polar positions on each of these 
issues. One position might be called separatist position, while the other might be termed 
integrated position. One can hold an intermediate position that take separatist position on 
few of these issues and integrated with respect to the rest. The first issue addresses the 
temporal relationship between syntactic analysis and semantic analysis. Proponents of the 
integrated approach argue that both syntactic and semantic processings should be per-
formed together with interactions between them to resolve textual ambiguities. On the other 
hand, proponents of the separatist approach advocate that syntax and semantics processings 
are independent of each other, and a modular approach to language processing is desirable 
with minimal interaction between them. 
4 
The second question concerns the nature of mechanism that processes syntax and 
semantics. The separatist position is that of independent processing of syntax and semantics. 
The algorithm for processing syntax is different from that of semantics. The integrated 
position, on the other hand, argues that syntactic and semantic processings should be per-
formed together without any distinction, usually by the same processing algorithm. 
The third question addresses the relative importance of syntax and semantics. Schank 
and Birnbaum did not address this controversial issue in [23]. The proponents of the in-
tegrated view have neglected the roles of syntax in language understanding. Syntactic 
analysis is performed only if semantic processing needs it for resolving its ambiguity. In 
this manner, the role of syntax remains subservient to semantic processing. On the other 
hand, the separatist approach suggests for a detailed syntactic analysis which can then be 
passed to a semantic analyzer for a complete interpretation of the sentence. 
The last issue concerns the way syntactic and semantic knowledge sources are 
represented. The integrated position maintains that there is no distinction in representing 
syntactic and semantic knowledge. Knowledge about syntax and semantics is highly mixed, 
with syntactic knowledge encoded largely as procedures, often referring to semantics. The 
separatist approach is that syntactic and semantic knowledge are largely separate and that 
they can be represented without any reference to each other. 
Examples of natural language systems written by the proponents of integrated parsing 
include Wilks' parser [33], ELI [22], the Integrated Partial Parser (IPP) [16], and the Word 
Expert Parser [27]. In these parsers, there is no distinction between syntactic and semantic 
processing of a sentence. Syntactic and semantic processings are performed simultaneously, 
usually by parsing rules that contain a mixture of both syntactic and semantic information. 
No separate syntactic representation of the sentence is built. Instead, a "conceptual" 
representation, or representation of the meaning of the sentence, is built directly. Although 
this sort of integration accomplishes the goal of utilizing semantic information early in 
parsing process, storing parsing knowledge as a mixture of syntactic and semantic infor-
5 
mation is highly inefficient [19]. For example, in BORIS, the following parsing rules were 
used to fill the slots of the verb "grading" in the sentence "John was grading homework 
assignments.": 
if a HUMAN appears before the word "grading" then 
Assign that HUMAN to be the EVALUATOR of the action GRADE. 
endif 
if a WORK-OBJECT appears after the word "grading" then 
Assign the WORK-OBJECT to be the OBJECT of the action GRADE. 
endif 
These rules contain syntactic knowledge, that a noun group to the left of the word 
"grading" fills the EVALUATOR of the action GRADE, and the noun group to the right of 
"grading" fills the OBJECT slot. They also contain semantic knowledge, that the EVALUATOR of 
the action GRADE should be HUMAN, and the OBJECT of GRADE should be WORK-OBJECT. 
Examples of the parsers that use non-integrated approach are LUNAR [38], Winograd's 
system [35], and PARSIFAL [21]. These parsers produced syntactic analyses of input texts, 
with limited references to semantics or pragmatics. In this approach, syntactic analysis is 
performed on an input text, producing a syntactic parse tree, which is then operated by 
semantic interpretation rules. The problem with this approach is that a text often contains 
syntactic ambiguity and needs semantic information to make decisions about it. Since, 
semantics is processed on the output of the syntactic parse, these decisions about the syntac-
tic structure must wait until the end of the syntactic parse. This often causes syntactic 
analysis to produce multiple parses that could have been resolved if syntactic and semantic 
parsings were performed together. 
6 
1.3 Dynamically Combining Syntax and Semantics 
Clearly, both integrated and separatist positions are extremes and suffer from serious 
drawbacks. In this thesis, I have a taken a stand that is compromise between the two. The 
syntactic and semantic processings are performed simultaneously, and in that sense it is an 
integrated approach. However, unlike previous integrated parsers, the largely separate syn-
tactic and semantic knowledge bases are dynamically combined at parse time. The stand 
taken by this approach on the questions concerning the interaction of syntax and semantics 
(discussed in the previous section) is shown below. For the purpose of comparison, I have 
labeled each one of them as either integrated or separatist. 
• Syntax and semantics are processed simultaneously with results of semantic 
processing aiding syntactic processing and vice-versa. (integrated approach). 
• There is a great deal of interaction between syntax and semantics. Syntax and 
semantics are processed by independent processes and communication between 
them is performed using a global communication medium. (integrated approach: 
amount of interaction, separatist approach: processing by independent agents). 
• Both syntax and semantics play important roles in understanding the meaning of 
the text. Detailed syntactic and semantic parsings are performed without giving 
any extra preference to either one of them. (separatist approach). 
• Syntactic and semantic knowledge sources are largely separate. These 
knowledge sources are dynamically combined at parse time. (separatist 
approach). 
Even though, this approach takes separatist stands on two of these issues, it an in-
tegrated approach because the syntactic are semantic processings are performed together. 
Dynamic combination of knowledge sources obviates the need for keeping syntactic and 
semantic information together, that caused inefficiencies in previous integrated parsers. 
Figure 1-1 shows how simultaneity can be ac~ieved in processing syntax amd semantics by 
interleaving them. 
The integrated parsing mechanism, a term used to refer to both syntactic and semantic 
parsings, has two parsing-modes: syntactic and semantic. In every cycle of the loop, also 
called the parsing-loop, either a syntactic or a semantic step is performed. After each step, the 
7 
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I nilial Parsing Mode = Semantic 
Semantic 
Perform 
Semantic Step 
Syntactic 
Perform 
Syntactic Step 
Perform Integration 14------
Ascertain 
New Parsing Mode 
Yes 
Parse Over 
Terminal 
Condition? 
No 
Figure 1-1: F1owchart for Interleaving Syntax and Semantics. 
result of parsing is combined and the parsing-mode is determined. Parsing process ends, if 
the resulting state is terminal. Otherwise, parsing continues in the newly ascertained mode. 
1.4 ICP: An Integrated Approach to Language Understanding 
The above approach to integrated parsing has been implemented in a natural language 
understanding system called the Integrated Conceptual Parser (ICP). Figure 1-2 illustrates 
the basic architecture of ICP. 
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Figure 1-2: Structure of Integrated Conceptual Parser (ICP). 
As shown in Figure 1-2, ICP consists of two distinct parsers for building syntactic and 
semantic structures of the input sentence: a syntactic parser and a semantic parser. These two 
parsers communicate in a co-routine fashion through a global database called a blackboard. 
The flow of control between these two parsers is passed back and forth by the blackboard 
controller. The blackboard has two functions: it serves as a medium for communicating 
messages among different parts of the system, and it serves as a repository for intermediate 
states of parsing information. 
The blackboard controller initially sets the parsing-mode to "semantic", and ICP starts to 
build the semantic structure of the input sentence. As the parse progresses, the controller 
uses the information posted on the blackboard te1\gynamically determine the new parsing-
mode for the next parse-cycle (either syntactic or semantic). Parsing stops if the result of this 
9 
step (called parse-step) leads to a terminal state. The blackboard, in conjunction with the two 
parsers, performs the following three operations: 
• Query-posting. If the scheduled parser encounters an ambiguity, it posts a generic 
query on the blackboard and calls the blackboard result integrator. If the integrator 
is unable to resolve the ambiguity by utilizing the information on the blackboard, 
the blackboard controller is informed that the current parse has halted on this 
ambiguity. 
• Result-posting. If the parser does not encounter any ambiguity, parse-results that 
may be used by other parts of the system are posted on the blackboard. 
• Answer-posting. Intermediate parse-results may answer queries that were 
previously posted by the other parts of the system. If so, the answers are posted, 
and queries that are answered are deleted from the blackboard. 
Also indicated in Figure 1-2 are some of the domain specific knowledge sources 
(marked as ks1, ks2, .. ksN) employed by the parser to perform disambiguation. Broadly, 
these KSs fall into three categories: syntactic-KSs, semantic-KSs, and transfer-KSs. Syntactic-
I<Ss pertain to syntactic information, such as morphological information about a specific 
language. Semantic-I<Ss pertain to semantic/pragmatic information, such as the semantic-
network and the definition of concepts in the network. Transfer-KSs are knowledge sources 
that pertain to the overlapping domains of syntax and semantics. Transfer-I<Ss map syntac-
tic information into semantic information and vice-versa. Examples of this category are 
syntactic interpretation rules (such as subject-rule, direct-object rule etc.), and commonsense 
rules for prepositional phrase disambiguation. 
As an example of how ICP applies KSs during the parse-time, consider [Sl] (see page 2). 
When the syntactic parser determines the subject of the verb in [St], the subject-rule fires, 
which posts its result on the blackboard (a semantic role assignment of the subject "John" to 
the AGENT of the verb "bought"). This result is later used by the semantic parser to assign 
"John" as the agent (AGENT) of concept buy instead of its recipient (RECPT). 
10 
1.5 An Overview of the Thesis 
The rest of the thesis primarily discusses the architecture of ICP. Chapter 2 describes 
the knowledge representation strategy in ICP. In Chapter 3, I will discuss the architecture of 
the blackboard along with its knowledge application and control strategy. Chapter 4 gives a 
description of the semantic parser based on conceptual graph formalism (also called concep-
tual parser) [28]. Chapter 5 describes the ATN based syntactic parser. In Chapter 6, I will 
discuss lexical semantics in ICP. Finally, in Chapter 7, an example of sample parse is given. 
11 
Chapter 2 
Knowledge Representation in ICP 
2.1 Introduction 
The Webster dictionary defines knowledge as the fact or condition of knowing something 
with familairity gained through experience or association. The definition suggests that 
knowledge of something is a state, but then what are its components? Is knowledge simply a 
piece of data or information? And if not, what makes knowledge, data, and information 
different from one another? 
These are the questions that have concerned cognitive scientists, philosophers, and 
computational linguists, though for different reasons. A natural language is obviously the 
best way to represent knowledge since they can describe actions, emotions, behaviors of 
both real and hypothetical worlds. But, unfortunately, all natural languages are inherently 
ambiguous. This is basically because of the following reasons: 
• Language consists of a finite vocabulary. A language used for describing ever 
growing real word situations is bound to use the same words over and over 
again. For this reason, most of the words that we use have multiple meanings. 
The following sentences illustrate multiple different ways give can be used in a 
sentence: 
John gave Mary a Kiss. 
John gave Mary a chance. 
John gave Mary a cold. 
John gave in. 
John gave a laugh. 
John gave notice. 
• At present the syntax and semantics are not fully known for any natural lan-
guage. 
• There is little uniformity in the structure of sentences in a natural langauge. Most 
of the techniques that have been developed require the knowledge to be 
represented in a reasonably linear format. 
These are some of the majors representation problems that hinder automatic processing 
of a natural language by machines. Despite these restrictions, a number of representation 
techniques have been formulated. In this chapter, I will describe the conceptual graph for-
12 
malism developed by Sowa [28] for representing knowledge and the operations that can be 
performed on them. I have restricted my discussions in this chapter to this represenation 
formalism and its implemention in ICP. 
2.2 Sowa's Conceptual Graphs 
Understanding a narrative text is a cognitive process in which a listener builds up a 
representation of the speaker's view of the events and situations being described and of their 
relationship to one another. The representation of any event or situation inside the speaker's 
mind is an association of fragmentary percepts that form an event or a situation as a whole. 
In describing an event, "John fell down", for example, the speaker has in his mind a percep-
tion of a PERSON named "John", and an event FALL at some specific time and location, and 
their correlation that specifies a link between these two percepts. 
A conceptual graph describes the way percepts are assembled. For each percept Pi, there 
is a concept ci called the interpretation of Pi· In the graph, concept nodes represent entities, 
attributes, states, and events, and relation nodes show how these concepts are intercon-
nected. 
Figure 2-1 shows a conceptual graph that describes a simple arch consisting of two 
standing bricks and an arbitrary object lying across the bricks. The boxes in the diagram 
represent concepts and the circles represent conceptual relations. The top concept [ARCH] is 
linked by the three conceptual relations (PART) of two [BRICK] concepts and a more general 
concept [PHYSOBJ]. Each [BRICK] is in state (STAT) of [STAND]. The [PHYSOBJ] is in the 
' 
state [LIE], supported (SUPP) by each [BRICK]. One brick is to its right (RGHT), and the two 
bricks do not abut ( --, ABUT). 
In diagrams, a concept is drawn as a box, a conceptual relation as a circle, and an arc as 
an arrow that links a box to a circle. In linear text, the boxes may be abbreviated with square 
brackets, and in [ARCH], and the circles with rounded parentheses, as in (PART). A sub-
graph of the form, 
13 
ARCH 
PART PART PART 
PHYSOBJ STAT 
SUPP SUPP 
-ABUT 
STAT BRICK RGHT BRICK 
STAND 
Figure 2-1: Conceptual Graph For A Concept ARCH. 
[CONCEPT1] --+ (REL) --+ [CONCEPT2] 
LIE 
STAT 
STAND 
is read as: the REL of a CONCEPT1 is a CONCEPT2. For example, in Figure 2-1, the subgraphs 
can be read: the PART of an ARCH is a BRICK, the ST AT of a PHYSOBJ is a UE, and so forth. 
14 
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2.3 Concept Hierarchies: Semantic Network 
Human knowledge about the world is organized hierarchically. As we acquire 
knowledge, we place newly acquired concepts into the network of hierarchically organized 
existent concepts. A typical description of an OSTRICH ~ould be a very large bird, that 
does not fly, abundantly found in Australia. The term OSTRICH here is defined in terms of a 
bird with some other information specific to the class of OSTRICH. The relationship be-
tween the class bird and the class OS1RICH is that of a supertype-subtype relationship, which 
some also call an isa relationship. A complete description of an OS1RICH is not just that it is 
a bird that does not fly, but a great deal more. A complete knowledge consists of an under-
standing of the inclusion (what it defaults from other types) and exclusion (what it has 
different from other types) relationships and the various properties shared by the all the 
members of particular types or classes. "All birds have two wings." states that the property has 
two wings, represented by [G2.l], 
[BIRD] ~ (HASPARTI ~ [WING] ~ (NUMR) ~ [INTEGER: 2] [G2.1] 
is shared by each member of the class BIRD and its subtypes. Since, OSTRICH is a subtype if 
BIRD, this information for the class OSTRICH is derived using network hierarchy. 
The semantic network is organized as a hierarchy of classes or concept types about some 
domain of discourse. For every concept-type in the semantic network, the following infor-
mation is associated [Sowa, p. 59, [29]]: 
• Type label: Each type of concecpt or relation is identified by an uppercase character 
string, called its type label: CI'IY and GO represent types of concepts; AGENT 
and RECPT represent types of relations. 
• Type definition: Some concept and relation types are primitives that cannot be 
defined. Others are defined by parameterized conceptual graph, called lambda 
abstraction. 
• Canonical graph: Every concept and relation type has a conceptual graph that 
specifies the constraints on the pattern of concepts and relations that may be 
linked to it. That graph is called canonical graph. 
• Schema: A concept or relation type may have one or more schemata that specify 
default, expectations, and other background knowledge. Although there is only 
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one canonical graph for each type, there is no limit to the number of associated 
schemata. 
Canonical graphs specify how a concept of a given type should be attached to other 
concepts. Type definitions specify the definition of a type in terms of the other types. 
Schema have the same structure as the type definition, but instead of specifying obligatory 
parameters associated with a type, they specify plausible and default values. For example, a 
concept type WALK might have a canonical graph specifying that the AGENT of WALK 
must be ANIMATE (an external relationship between WALK and ANIMATE through 
AGENT role). Its type definition may specify WALK in terms of other types such as MOVE 
or AMBLE. A typical schemata of WALK may associate the default speed of walking to be 5 
miles per hour which is not an obligatory restriction on a class to classified as WALK, but a 
typical value which may be overridden in some special cases. 
The subtype and supertype pointers link the concept types to form a type hierarchy, also 
known as semantic network. By including these pointers in the structure of a concept type 
record, its representation becomes [Sowa, p. 64, [29]]: 
• A type label, containing a character string that names the concept type. 
• A supertype pointer list, which points to all the supertype records of a given type. 
• A subtype pointer list, which points to all the subtype records of a given type. 
• A canonical graph pointer, which points to a graph specifying the selectional con-
straints. 
• A schema pointer list, which points to the lambda graphs of all the schemata 
associated with the given type. 
• A definition field, which can either be nil or point to a lambda graph specifying its 
definition. 
Relation type records are not linked in a hierarchy; therefore they have no subtype or 
supertype pointer lists. The type record for a relation contains: a tag field, a type label field, a 
canonical graph pointer, a definition field, and a schema field. If the relation type is primitive, 
// . 
then the definition field is nil; but if a new relation type has been defined, then the relation 
field points to a definition or lambda graph. Definition graphs are discussed in section 2.5.4 
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on page 26. 
Concept and relation types are defined as lisp structures using defstruct construct in 
ICP. The advantage of a lisp structure definition is that it automatically defines the creation, 
copying, accessing, and predicate functions of the structure. 
(defstruct CONCEPT-TYPE 
label subtype supertype definition cgraph schema) 
(defstruct RELATION-TYPE 
label definition cgraph schema) 
Since, all major data structures are defined using the defstruct construct, it would serve 
useful to describe them in detail here.2 As an example, consider the structure concept-type. 
This definition automatically defines the following functions. 
• make-concept-type. Creation function. Takes label, subtype, supertype, definition, 
cgraph, and schema as its keywords. These keywords are optional. When a 
keyword is not specified, the corresponding value in the structure is set to NIL. 
The use of this function in creating a concept type C with label as CTYPE, subtype 
as COLLIE, supertype as ANIMAL, cgraph as $CG1043, and definition and schema 
as NIL is given below. 
C=(make-concept-type :label 'CTYPE :subtype 'DOG 
:supertype 'ANIMAL :cgraph '$CG104). 
The symbols beginning with ":" represent the keywords and are required if the 
corresponding field values are specified. In this example, the definition and 
schema fields are NIL, so the keywords :definition and :schema are not used. 
• concept-type-p. The predicate function that has only one argument. If the ar-
gument is a structure of type concept-type, it return T (for TRUE), else it returns 
NIL. 
(concept-type-p C} ==> T. (concept-type-p 'DOG) ==> NIL. 
• Access Functions. Corresponding to each slot of the structure, an access function is 
defined. The name of the function is obtained by postfixing the slot name by the 
name of the structure. For concept-type structure, the following access functions 
are defined. 
2 A description on lisp structures can be found any common-lisp reference book. In particular, refer to the common lisp book by Guy Steele [30]. 
3Some specific canonical graph defined for this type. For reference, see Appendix A. 
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•label-concept-type.Access the slot label. (label-concept-type P) ==> 'ctype. 
• concept-type-subtype. Accesses the slot subtype. (concept-type-subtype P) 
==> '(COLLIE). 
• concept-type-supertype.Accesses the slot supertype. 
supertype P) ==> '(ANIMAL). 
(concept-type-
• concept-type-definition.Accesses the slot definition. (concept-type-definition 
P) ==> NIL. 
• concept-type-cgraph.Accesses the slot cgraph. (concept-type-cgraph P) ==> 
$CG104. 
• concept-type-schema.Accesses the slot schema. (concept-type-schema P) 
==> NIL. 
• copy-concept-type. Copying function. Duplicates the existing structure specified 
as its only parameter. (copy-concept-type P) ==> Q (another structure of type 
concept-type). 
In the following sections we would see more illustrations of defstruct definitions of other 
data types. For each one of them, the automatically defined functions exist even when they 
are not explicitely mentioned. 
2.4 Class and Instances 
A concept type in the type hierarchy defines a class and the properties associated with 
it. A concept type GIVE may define it as an ac~on whose agent (AGENT) and recipient 
(RECPT) are ANIMATE entities. But, a specific instance of giving (some event or act that 
happens at some specific time and location) is not the same as the concept type GIVE. These 
are called instances. A class may have several instances. These instances derive their meaning 
from the class, such as enforcing selectional constraints specified by the canonical graph, 
performing schematic of type expansion to incorporate background knowledge, and so 
forth. A specific instance uses its class pointer to access these graphs. 
An instance of a concept type is called a concept and an instance of a conceptual relation 
type is called a conceptual relation, or just a relation. The representational structures of specific 
concepts and relations have type pointers to their corresponding classes or types in the 
semantic memory. In the next section, their data structures are discussed. 
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2.5 Data Structures 
2.5.1 Concept 
' 
A concept is a basic unit for representing knowledge. It represents individual oc-
curences of entities, attributes, states, and events. Concepts that represent entities of the 
world are called concrete concepts. Examples of concrete concepts are CAT, IX>G, and AP-
PLE. Abstract concepts are concepts that do not have sensory correlates. Instead, these 
concepts acquire their meaning through their association with other concepts in the semantic 
memory. Examples of abstract concepts are PRICE, FUNCTION, and JUSTICE. 
A representation of a concept record contains the following attributes ISowa, p. 61, [29]]: 
• A type field, which points to a concept-type record in the semantic memory. 
• A referent field, which specifies the referent for individual concepts as referent 
record (see below). Concrete concepts point to their sensory correlates through 
this field. 
• A relation list, which points to every conceptual relation record whose arcs are 
linked to the current concept. Abstract concepts associate with other concepts in 
the working memory through relation records linked to them. 
A referent field of a concept points to a specific entity in the working memory. A referent 
record contains the following attributes ISowa, p. 61, [29]]: 
• A value field, contains the value of the referent. The value of a referent may 
contain any of the following values: 
• A generic marker, represented by the * symbol. This marker represents a 
generic concept of the type specified by the type field. 
• An individual marker, represented by# followed by an integer identification 
number. The integer identification number may correspond to a lexical 
pointer (indicating a lexical word) or the entities already existent in the 
working memory. 
• A set referent, represented by a list of individual markers. 
• A generic set, represented by the symbol {*}. This indicates that the referent 
of the concept is a set of zero or more unspecified elements. 
• A type field, which points to the type of the referent record. Usually the type of 
the concept and the type of the referent record are same. 
• A quantifier field, which represents the scope of the concept in a given context. 
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• A coreference link, which connects the current concept to another concept in 
another context that has the same referent. 
In ICP, these attributes of a concept and its referent are used to define slot names. The 
structures defining them are as follows. 
(defstruct CONCEPT 
type referent relation-list) 
(defstruct REFERENT 
value type quantifier coref-link) 
A conceptual graph is a directed graph. The directional information is associated with 
individual concepts and relations. If an arc is directed outwards from a concept then it is a 
positive arc, represented by the symbol "+", and if it directed inwards then it is a negative 
arc, represented by the symbol"-". These directional information are stored in the relation-list 
slot of a specific concept. For example, if a concept GIVE2 is linked to two conceptual 
relations AGENT3 and RECPT4 via positive arcs.4 the relation-list slot of GIVE2 looks like: 
( (AGENT3 • +) {RECPT4 • +) ) 
where each member of the list is a dotted pair, obtained by CONSing5 the name of the 
relation record to the direction of the arc that links it. 
2.5.2 Conceptual Relation 
A conceptual relation links two or more concept nodes to form a conceptual graph. A 
relation may have any number of arcs, although the most of the common ones are dyadic. 
Some, such as past tense marker (PAST) or the negation (NEG), are monadic; others, like 
4Toe postfixed integer is used to distinguish a specific concept from the concept type GIVE. Instantiation of concepts and relations are formally treated in section 2.6 on page 29. 
5CONS is a lisp function for appending an element specified as its first parameter to the front of the list specified as its second parameter. If the second parameter is an atom (or symbol), the result is a dotted pair. 
also, 
{CONS 'A 'B) ==> (A. B}. 
(CONS 'A' (BCD)) ==> (ABC D). 
(CAR ' (A • BJ) ===> A. 
(CDR ' (A • B)} ===> B. 
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between (BETW), are triadic. A conceptual relation record contains the following two at-
tributes [Sowa, p. 61, [29]]: 
• A type field, which points to a relation-type record stored in the semantic 
memory. 
• A concept list field, which points to the concept records whose arcs are linked to 
the current conceptual relation. 
As before, these attributes are also the slot names of the structure that represents it. The 
structure defining a conceptual relation is: 
(defstruct RELATION 
type concept-list) 
The directional information of a conceptual graph is also stored into the concept-list pointer 
of a relation structure. For example, if AGENT3 of the previous section also has a positive 
arc to another concept labeled PERSONS, then the concept-list pointer would contain: 
( (GIVE2 • -) (PERSON • +)) 
The first entry (GNE2. -) in the concept-list of AGENT3 gives information about the same arc 
as the entry (AGENT3 . +) in the relation-list of GIVE2. This is because, with respect to the 
node GNE2, the arc is directed outward and hence it is positive as the entry (AGENT3 . +) 
indicates. But, with respect the node AGENT3, the arc is directed inward and hence it is 
negative as the entry (GNE2 . -) indicates. The directional information are therefore local 
and is with respect the node that represents it. 
2.5.3 Canonical Graph 
A canonical graph is a canonized conceptual graph, i.e., graph that is empirically true in 
the real world. Any set of conceptual graphs can be declared canonical. But, since we want a 
canonical graphs to represent real world situations, only meaningful graphs are declared 
canonical. 
In ICP, the representation of a graph (canonical, definition, or schemata graph) stored in 
the semantic memory is different from a conceptual graph that asserts a proposition. The 
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semantic memory defines these graphs by specifying how the concepts and relations are 
linked together. On the other hand, graphs that assert propositions have individual concepts 
and relations (like the ones described in section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2) linked to each other. The 
concepts represent entities, attributes, states, and events; and the relations express their roles 
with respect to one another. In order to distinguish one from the other, the graphs stored in 
the semantic memory are called template graphs. One such template graph for a concept type 
GIVE is shown in graph IG2.2]. 
[GIVEJ-
~ (AGENn ~[PERSON] 
~ (RECP1) ~ [PERSON] 
~ (OBJEcn ~ [TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECTJ. [G2.2] 
A template graph is represented by a matrix M with concept type labels as its row 
v~tor and relation type labels as its column vector. The matrix entry Mi,j is computed as 
follows: 
• If the ith concept, Ci, has to have an outward directed arc linking the jth concep-
tual relation,~, then Mi,j = +l. 
• If the ith concept, Ci, has to have an inward directed arc linking the jth conceptual 
relation,~, then Mi,j = -1. ~ 
• If the ith concept, Ci, has no arc linking the jth conceptual relation, Ry then Mi,j -
o. 
Each entry Mi,j of the matrix Mis either +1 or -1 if and only if the ith concept is to be 
linked to the jth conceptual relation in the graph G. Otherwise, Mi,j is 0. The transformation 
of a template graph to a graph matrix is obtained by a function called mapCG. Let G be the 
domain of all conceptual graphs and let M be the domain of all transformed matrices, then 
mapCG and mapcc-1 are formally de~ed as follows: 
mapCG : G ~ M 
mapcc-1 : M ~ G 
. 
It is easy is see that the mapping of a template graph c0 to a matrix M0 under mapCG is 
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unique because for each arc in G0 there is a unique entry in M0 that represents it. The 
direction of the arc determines whether the entry should be + 1 for a positive arc and -1 for a 
negative arc. Also, given the matrix M°, each entry of the matrix uniquely identifies a 
directed arc connecting a concept to a conceptual relation in G0. Figure 2-2 shows the matrix 
representation for [G2.2]: 
AGENT RECPT OBJECT 
[GIVE] +l +l +l 
[PERSON] -1 0 0 
[PERSON] 0 -1 0 
[1RANSFERRABLE-OBJECT] 0 0 
-1 
Figure 2-2: Mapping of Graph [G2.2] Under mapCG. 
Notice each column of the matrix in Figure 2-2 contains as many entries as the number of 
arcs that are incident on the relation represented by it. Since, most of the conceptual rela-
tions are dyadic, the number of column entries remain restricted to 2. The result is a matrix 
that is very sparse and is efficient to represent using a list structure. 
A canonical graph G stored in the semantic memory is a template graph with the 
following attributes: 
• A concept-type list, contains the list of concept type labels. 
• A relation-type list, contains the list of relation type labels. 
• A matrix field, contains a matrix representation specifying how the concept-types 
are linked to relation-types in G. Equivalent to mapCG(G). 
One form of representation for the matrix shown in Figure 2-2 is to represent each entry 
of the matrix as a list of three elements: the concept label, the relation label, and the cor-
responding matrix. With this representation, [G2.2] becomes: 
((GIVE AGENT +1) (GIVE RECPT +1) 
(GIVE OBJECT +1) {PERSON AGENT -1) 
(PERSON OBJECT ~1) (TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECT OBJECT -1)). 
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Often a template graph contains multiple identical concept and relation type labels. For 
illustration, let us modify [G2.2] to include a concept SELLER and a relation AGENT. The 
modified graph is shown as [G2.3]. 
[GIVE] -
~(AGENn ~[PERSON] 
~ (AGENn ~ [SELLER] 
~ (RECP1) ~ [PERSON] 
~ (OBJEcn ~ [TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECTJ. [G2.3] 
The list that represents [G2.3] now contains two extra entries corresponding the two intro-
duced arcs. The list notation then becomes: 
((GIVE AGENT +1) (GIVE RECPT +1) 
(GIVE AGENT +1) (SELLER AGENT -1) 
(GIVE OBJECT +1) (PERSON AGENT -1) 
(PERSON OBJECT -1) (TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECT OBJECT -1)). 
The above representation consists two occurences of AGENT. Consequently, there are 
two occurences of (GIVE AGENT +1) in the list representation of [G2.3]. Despite their 
similarity, these entries are meant to be totally different. One of them connects GIVE and 
PERSON, while the other one connects GIVE and SELLER. But since list structure is not an 
ordered structure, this distinction is not maintained in the above representation.In order to 
distinguish one from the other, a unique integer is assigned to every concept and relation. 
Usually, the number assigned is the position index in the ordered collection of the concept 
types and relation types in a graph. The following algorithm formalizes the above proce-
dure. 
Algorithm: List Representation of a Graph Matrix 
Let M be a matrix representing canonical graph G. 
Let L be the list representing G. 
L := NIL. 
For each concept label ci in row(M) Do 
Assign an integer representation to ci such that index(ci) = i. 
EndFor 
For each relation label r; in col(M) Do . 
Assign an integer representation tor; such that index(r;) = j. 
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EndFor 
For each entry M; . -:t O Do 
L := (append L (index(ci) index(r;> M}>· 
EndFor 
RetumL. 
Following the above algorithm, the concept nodes of [G2.3] can be assigned: GIVE=l, 
PERSON=2, SELLER=3, PERSON=4, and TRANSFERRABLE-0BJECT=5; and the relation 
nodes: AGENT=l, AGENT=2, RECPT=3, and 0BJECT=4 . From the last step of the above 
algorithm, we get the following list representation of the graph matrix: 
((1 1 +1} (1 2 +l} (1 3 +1} (1 4 +1} 
(2 1 -1) (3 2 -1) (4 3 -1) {5 4 -1)). 
Notice, the third element of each of the members of the graph matrix is either a + 1 or a 
-1 which represents the direction of the arc. If the second and the third elements of each of 
the member of the above graph matrix are multiplied, the simplified representation be-
comes: 
( ·< 1 + 1 } ( 1 + 2 } ( 1 + 3 } ( 1 + 4 ) ( 2 -1 } ( 3 - 2 ) ( 4 - 3 ) ( 5 - 4 } ) . 
The above representation contains exactly the same information as the previous 
representation of the graph matrix. Also, the above representation is indepedent of the 
number of concepts or relations of the same type, since the assignment of an integer value is 
independent of this. A complete representation of a canonical graph for [G2.3] is given 
below. 
((concept-nodes' {GIVE PERSON SELLER PERSON TRANSFERRABLE--OBJECT}} (relation-nodes' (AGENT AGENT RECPT OBJECT}} (matrix ' ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) { 1 3 ) ( 1 4 ) ( 2 -1 ) { 3 - 2) ( 4 - 3 } ( 5 -4 ) ) } } 
Canonical graphs are represented by a cgraph structure which is defined using defstruct 
in the following manner: 
(defstruct CGRAPH 
concept-list relation-list matrix) 
The above canonical graph is created using the creation function make-cgraph of struc-
ture CGRAPH: 
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(make-cgraph 
:concept-list' (GIVE PERSON SELLER PERSON TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECT) :relation-list' (AGENT AGENT RECPT OBJECT) 
: matrix ' ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 1 3 ) ( 1 4 ) ( 2 -1 ) ( 3 - 2 ) ( 4 - 3 ) ( 5 - 4 ) ) ) 
2.5.4 Type Definition Graph 
Type definition is a template graph with one or more generic concept type labels iden-
tified as formal parameters. A graph with single concept as formal parameter is used to 
define concept types, where as a graph containing n formal parameters is used to define 
n-adic relation types. 
type restaurant(X) is 
........i BUSINESS-ESTABLISHMENT: *X 14--4 
SELL FOOD EAT 
14--f SELLER: { *} CUSTOMER:{*} 
Figure 2-3: Type definition for RESTAURANT. 
As an example of type definition, Figure 2-3 defines RESTAURANT with BUSINESS-
ESTABLISHMENT as its formal parameter and with a graph that says that it is a BUSINESS-
ESTABLISHMENT for SELLing FOOD by a set people called the SELLERs and for EA Ting 
FOOD by another set of people called the CUSTOMERs {Sowa, I28]]. 
The representation of a type definition, also known as lambda graph or lambda abstrac-
tion, is similar to the representation of a canonical graph. As ~th canonical graph, a type 
definition consists of a concept-nodes field, a relation-nodes field, and a matrix field. In addition 
to these fields, a lambda graph contains a parameter field for the list of parametrized concepts. 
In Figure 2-3, the only concept that is parametrized is BUSINESS-ESTABLISHMENT, in-
dicated by "*X" in the referent field. The type definition in Figure 2-3 can now be 
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represented as: 
Definition Graph for RESTAURANT: 
((parameters' (BUSINESS-ESTABLISHMENT)) 
(concept-nodes' (BUSINESS-ESTABLISHMENT 
SELL FOOD EAT SELLER CUSTOMER)) 
(relation-nodes' (LOC LOC PTNT PTNT AGNT AGNT)) 
(matrix ' ( ( 1 -1 ) ( 1 - 2 ) ( 2 1 ) ( 2 3 ) ( 2 - 5 ) ( 3 - 3 ) 
( 3 -4 ) ( 4 2) ( 4 4 ) ( 4 - 6) ( 5 5) ( 6 6) ) ) ) 
The data structure of a type definition graph is a lisp structure called definition. A lisp 
code defining this structure is given below. 
(defstruct DEFINITION 
parameter-list concept-list relation-list matrix) 
The definition graph of the RESTAURANT can generated using the creation function 
make-definition in the following manner: 
(make-definition 
:parameter-list' (BUSINESS-ESTABLISHMENT) 
:~oncept-list '(BUSINESS-ESTABLISHMENT 
SELL FOOD EAT SELLER CUSTOMER) 
:relation-list' (LOC LOC PTNT PTNT AGNT AGNT) 
: mat r i x ' ( ( 1 - 1 ) ( 1 - 2 ) ( 2 1 ) ( 2 3 ) ( 2 - 5 ) ( 3 - 3 ) 
(3 -4) (4 2) (4 4) (4 -6) (5 5) (6 6))) 
2.5.5 Schemata Graph 
A schemata is also a lambda graph, and therefore its representation is same as a type 
definition graph. But, unlike type definitions that specify necessary constraints, schema 
(multiple schemata) specify default and expected constraints on a type. 
A concept type may have at most one definition, but an arbitrary number of schema. 
Graph [G2.4] shows the schemata for a concept type BUS. The body of the schema states that 
a bus contains a set of about 50 passengers, it is an instrument of travel by those passengers 
at a speed less than or equal to 55 miles per hour, and it is an object of driving by some 
driver. The generic set {*} represents an unspecified set of individuals that conform to type 
PASSENGER, and the subranges = 50 and < 55mph limit the possible referents for the 
corresponding concepts. Since BUS is a subtype of ROAD-VEHICLE, common information 
about buses, trucks, and automobiles need not be stated explicitely in a schema for BUS. 
Instead, the schemata for ROAD-VEHICLE would include information about steering, start-
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ing, stopping, passing, speed limits, and so forth. Then all the subtypes of ROAD-VEHICLE 
would inherit those schemata [Sowa, [28]]. 
schema for BUS(x) is 
[BUS: *x] -
--> (CONU 
~ (P'INTI 
~ (INSTI 
--> [PASSENGER: t•Jy]--> (QTY)--> [NUMBER-SO] 
~ [DRIVE] ~ (AGENT) ~ [DRIVER] 
~ [TRAVEL]-
~ (AGENTI ~ [PASSENGER: e•)y] 
~ (RA TE) --> [SPEED ~ 55 mph]. 
[G2.4] in list notation looks like: 
( (parameters ' (BUS}) 
(concept-nodes ' (BUS TRAVEL DRIVE PASSENGER SPEEDS 55 
DR IVER NUMBER = 5 0) ) 
(relation-nodes' (INST PTNT CONT RATE AGENT AGENT QTY)} 
( mat r ix ' ( ( 1 -1 ) ( 1 - 2 ) ( 1 3 ) ( 2 1 ) ( 2 4 ) ( 2 5 ) ( 3 2} ( 3 6 ) 
( 4 - 3 ) ( 4 - 5) ( 4 7) ( 5 -4 ) ( 6 - 6) (7 - 7 ) ) ) ) . 
[G2.4] 
Since the role played by a type definition graph is different from a schemata graph, a 
new structure called schemata is defined. 
(defstruct SCHEMATA 
parameter-list concept-list relation-list matrix) 
Using the creation function make-schemata, the schemata of the concept type BUS can 
now be constructed as follows: 
(make-schemata 
:parameter-list (BUS) 
:concept-list' (BUS TRAVEL DRIVE PASSENGER SPEEDS55 
DRIVER NUMBER~ 50) 
:relation-list' (INST PTNT CONT RATE AGENT AGENT QTY} 
:matrix ' ( (1 -1) (1 -2) (1 3) (2 l} (2 4} (2 5) (3 2} 
(3 6} (4 -3} (4 -5} (4 7} (5 -4) (6 -6} (7 -7)}) 
Since a schemata frequently specifies default values associated with a type, a variation 
in the above representation for constructing a schemata graph is allowed. In order to specify 
the default value of the referent in a concept, a dotted pair of concept type label and referent 
value is used for its representation. To specify a concept type NUMBER with the default 
value = 5 years, its is represented as (NUMBER . 5). To illustrate this let us write the 
schemata graph for a CHILD. Consider a rather simple definition of CHILD: A child is a 
person with age less than 5 years. 
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(make-schemata 
:parameter-list (PERSON). 
: concept-list (PERSON AGE (MEASURE . "year") (NUMBER . 5)) 
:relation-list (CHRC MEAS<=) 
:matrix ( (1 1) (2 -1) (2 -2) (3 2) (3 3) (4 -3))) 
The above schemata specifies the default value associated with the concept type 
MEASURE and NUMBER. When a schemata graph is instantiated (section 2.6.3), the default 
value specified becomes the referent value of the instantiated concept (section 2.6.1). Upon 
instantiation, the concepts corresponding to PERSON and AGE would have generic referent 
"*" because no default value is specified. On the other hand, concepts representing 
MEASURE and NUMBER would have their referent values as "year" and "5", respectively. 
2.6 Basic Instantiation Functions 
Concept and relation types in the semantic network serve as templates to instantiate 
concept, relation, canonical graph, definition graph, and schemata graph. These instantiation func-
tions are described below. 
2.6.1 Concept Instantiation 
Individual concepts are instantiated .using a lisp function called instantiate-concept* 
which takes one obligatory and one optional parameter. The obligatory parameter is a con-
cept type stored in the semantic memory whose instance is to be created. The optional 
parameter specifies a unique system id for this instantiation. If the optional parameter is not 
specified, then the function internally generates a unique symbol.6 Upon instantiation, the 
individual concept's type field is set to point to the concept type label. Individual concepts 
upon instantiation have NULL relation-list field. This field is updated when the concept is 
6In lisp, a function called gensym generates symbols by appending an integer to a specific symbol specified as its parameter. The integer value appended is incremented every time gensym is called to ensure the symbols are 
unique. For example, 
(gensym) ==> T16 
(gensym 'T) ==> T17 
(gensym 'PERSON) ==> PERS0Nl8 
ff the parameter is not specif eel, then the function returns symbols prefixed by T, else it prefixes the number by the 
symbol specified as its parameter. 
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joined to other concepts through one or more conceptual relations. The referent field contains 
a pointer to a specific entity in the working memory. Usually, when a concept is instantiated 
using a lexical pointer, the referent field is set to point to the lexical item itself. As example, 
consider an instantiation of a concept type PERSON indexed by the lexical entry "John". 
(instantiate-concept* 'PERSON) 
==> 
PERS0N204: ({tag ''concept'') 
(type 'PERSON) 
( re fer en t "John" ) 7 
(relation-list NIL)) 
2.6.2 Relation Instantiation 
Individual conceptual relations are instantiated using a top-level function called 
instantiate-relation*, which take a relation type as its obligatory parameter and an optional 
parameter specifying the name of the instance. As before, if the optional paramter is NIL, 
then the function generates a unique system id by suffixing instance number to the relation 
type label, such as AGENT23, OBJECT24, etc. 
The function instantiate-relation* creates an instance of a relation record (discussed in 
section 2.5.2, page 20). The type field is the relation type label specified as its first parameter. 
The concept-list field set to NIL. The concept list pointer is updated when a relation record is 
joined with other concept records to form a conceptual graph. An example of relation instan-
tiation is given below. 
(instantiate-relation* 'AGENT) 
==> 
AGENT20·5: ( (tag "conceptual-relation") 
(type 'AGENT) 
(concept-list NIL)) 
2.6.3 Graph Instantiation: Canonical, Definition, Schemata 
Instantiating a canonical graph, a lambda definition graph, or a schemata graph is quite 
similar. For this reason, instantiation functions for these are often referred to as graph 
1 Actually, the referent is not simply the lexical item as string. A referent in a concept record contains a referent record whose ~ 
structure is discussed in section 2.5. t on page 19. Often the above representation is used for the sake of simplicity. 
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instantiation functions. By convention, a canonical graph upon instantiation is labeled by 
prefixing "CG" to the number generated by gensym, such as CGlO, CG278, etc. (see footnote 
on page 29). For a definition graph, the prefix is "LD", and for a schemata graph, the prefix 
is "SC". 
Both, concept and relation types, can have canonical, definition, and schemata graphs. 
In order to instantiate each of these graphs of a type, the following top-level functions are 
defined: 
• instantiate-cgraph*. 
• instantiate-definition*. 
• instantiate-schemata*. 
Each one of these functions has one obligatory and one optional parameter. The obligatory 
parameter specifies the concept or relation type whose graph needs to be instantiated. The 
optional paramter, as before, specifies the name of the instantiated graph. If the optional 
paramter is not specifed, a unique, internally generated, symbol is assigned as the name of 
the graph. 
A canonical graph is instantiated, if the :cgraph slot of the type label is not NIL. Each 
concept and relation type label of the canonical graph is individually instantiated using 
function instantiate-concept* and instantiate-relation*, respectively. The matrix field of the 
canonical graph is then used to set the relation list pointers of the instantiated concepts and 
the concept list pointers of the instantiated relations. The following algorithm specifies this. 
Algorithm: Instantiation Function of Canonical Graph (instantiate-cgraph*) 
Parameter: (type, &optional name-id). 
Begin 
If (G := canonical-graph(type)) value(neq) NULL Then 
Let instantiated-clist = NIL, i := 1. 
For each concept type cti in concept-list(G) Do 
Let ci := instantiate-concept*(cti), 
instantiated-clist := instantiated-clist + c;, 
Set index property of C; to i. 
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EndFor 
Let instantiated-rlist = NIL, j := 1. 
For each relation type rt; in relation-Iist(G) Do 
Let rj := instantiate-relation*(rt;), 
instantiated-rlist := instantiated-rlist + rj, 
Set index property of rj to j. 
EndFor 
For each entry e; in matrix(canonical-graph(G)) Do 
Let 
C := Get concept indexed by first( e;), 
R := Get conceptual relation indexed by second(e;), 
dir := third(ei). 
Include (R. g(dir)) into the relation-list pointer of C. 
Include (C. g-1(dir)) into the concept-list pointer of R. 
where, 
g(dir) = "+" if dir = + 1 and "-" if dir = -1; and 
g-1(dir) ="-"if dir = + 1, and"+" if dir = -1. 
EndFor 
Endlf. 
If name-id = NIL Then 
name-id := (gensym 'CG). 
Endlf. 
End. 
For the canonical graph of GNE, shown below, 
((concept-nodes' (GIVE PERSON PERSON TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECT)) 
(relation-nodes' (AGENT RECPT OBJECT)) 
(mat r ix ' ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 1 3 ) ( 2 - 1 ) ( 3 - 2 ) ( 4 - 3 ) ) ) ) , 
the instantiated graph, labeled CGl, contains the following instantiated concepts and rela-
tions: 
CGl: 
GIVE2: ( (tag "concept") 
(type GIVE) 
(referent "* ") 
(·relation-list ( (AGE.NT6 . +) (RECPT7 . +) (OBJECTS . +)))) 
PERS0N3: 
( (tag ''concept") 
(type PERSON) 
(referent "* ") 
(re-lation-list ((AGENT6 . -)))) 
PERS0N4: 
( (tag "concept") 
(type PERSON) 
(referent"*") 
(relation-list ((RECPT7 . -)))) 
TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECTS: 
((tag "concept") 
(type TRANSFERRABLE-0BJECT} 
(referent "*") 
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AGENT6: 
RECPT7 :· 
(relation-list ( (OBJECTS • -) ) ) ) 
((tag ''conceptual-relation'') 
(type AGENT) 
(concept-list ((GIVE2 . -) (PERS0N3 . +)) 
( (tag "conceptual-r·elation"-) 
(type RECPT) 
(concept-list ( (GIVE2 . -) (PERS0N4 . +)) 
OBJECTS: 
((tag ''conceptual-relation'') 
(type OBJECT) 
(concept-list ((GIVE2. -) (TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECTS . +)) 
More simply, an instantiated graph is represented by a list of instantiated concepts and 
relations. For CGl, this is shown below. 
CGl: ( (concepts ' (GIVE2 PERS0N3 PERS0N4 TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECTS)) 
(relations' (AGENT6 RECPT7 OBJECTS})}. 
Notice, the matrix representation is no longer required as the concepts and relations of 
graph CGl are instantiated and have appropriate pointers incorporated in their represen-
tation. 
Function instantiate-definition* and instantiate-schemata* are analogous to the the function 
instantiate-cgraph*. The instantiated definition and schemata graphs contain a parameter slot 
for representing lambda variables. For the definition graph of QOH (a conceptual relation 
that stands for quantity on hand): 
( (parameters (PART-NO NUMBER)) 
(concepts (ITEM PART-NO NUMBER STOCKROOM)) 
(relations (CHRC QTY LOC)) 
( mat r ix ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 1 3 } ( 2 -1 } ( 3 - 2) ( 4 - 3 ) ) ) ) , 
The instantiated lambda graph looks like: 
LD100: ((parameters (PART-N0102 NUMBER103)) 
(concepts (ITEM101 PART-N0102 NUMBER103 STOCKROOM104)) 
(relations (CHRClOS QTY106 LOC107)) 
where, relation-list of: 
ITEM101 
PART-N0102 
NUMBER103 
STOCKROOM104 
-
-
-
-
( (CHRClOS 
-( (CHRC105 
( (QTYlO 6. 
( (LOC107 
"' and, concept-list of: 
• +) (QTY106 . +} {LOC107 . +)), 
• - ) ) ' 
• -) ) ' 
.. -) ) ; 
CHRC105 - ((ITEMlOl . -) (PART-N0102 . +)), 
QTY106 = ( (ITEM101 . -) (NUMBER103 . +)), 
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,, 
LOC107 - ( (ITEMlOl • --) .(STOCKROOM104 • +)). 
2.7 Semantic Distance 
In a type hierarchy, there are numerous ways to traverse from one node (concept type) 
to another. For a given path P in traversing from node T1 to T2 , let N be the number of 
nodes visited (including T1 and T2). Then, the distance between nodes T1 and T2 for the path 
P = N -1. 
I define semantic distance between any two concept nodes as the distance measured by 
the shortest path connecting them. Formally, 
where, dkt t is the kth distance between t1 and t2, and k E [1 .. N]. 1' 2 
Then, semantic-distance = length(L) - 1. 
The magnitude of semantic distance indicates the proximity of concept types. Concept 
types that are closely related, such as DOG and CAT, PERSON and CHILD, have smaller 
semantic distances compared to rather unrelated concepts such as JUSTICE and MAMMAL, 
RESTAURANT and TEACHER etc. Figure 2-4 gives few examples on semantic distance for a 
sample type lattice. 
2.8 Operations on Semantic Network: Lattice Operations 
The subtype and supertype links form a hierarchy of concept types. Many of these types 
have common supertypes and subtypes. The minimal common supertype is defined as the 
supertype that is the subtype of all other supertypes. The supertypes of CAT and rxx; 
include ANIMAL, VERTEBRA TE, MAMMAL, and CARNIVORE. The minimal common 
supertype is CARNIVORE which is the subtype of all the other supertypes. Similarly, the 
maximal common subtype is defined as the subtype that is the supertype to all other subtypes. 
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= "UNIVERSAL" 
I 
T 
W = "ABSURD" 
distance (A, M) : Path A, B, D, F, I, M. (= 5) 
Path A, B, D, F, M. (= 4) 
Path A, C, E, G, J, M. (= 5) 
Path A, B, D, F, J, M. (= 5) 
Path A, B, D, G, J, M. (= 5) 
Path A, C, E, G, J, M. (= 5) 
semantic-distance(A, M) = min(Distance(A. M)) 
= Path A, B, D, F, M (= 4). 
Figure 2-4: Semantic Distance in a Type Lattice. 
When every pair of types in the hierarchy has a maximal common subtype and minimal 
common supertype, the type hierarchy becomes a type lattice. 
A lattice must have maximal common subtype and minimal common supertype for 
every pair of concepts in the type lattice. But many concepts are unrelated, such as ocx; and 
JUSTICE, ARMY and APPLE, for which there are no common subtypes or supertypes. To 
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make the type hierarchy into a type lattice two special type labels are introduced at the top 
and the bottom: the UNIVERSAL type that is the supertype of all other concepts, and the 
ABSURD type that is a subtype of all the other concepts. The four basic operations on the 
type lattice, also called the lattice operators, are [Sowa, p. 59, [29]]: 
• Subtype: The operator < defines a partial ordering of concept types: PERSON < 
ANIMAL; BUS < MOBILE-ENTITY; GO< MOVE. 
• Minimal common supertype: For any type A and B, the type AuB is the lowest one 
in the lattice that is above both A and B: PERSONuSTONE = ENTI1Y. 
• Maximal common subtype: For any type A and B, the type AnB is the highest one 
in the lattice that is below both A and B: CITY nPLACE = CITY-PLACE. 
• Conformity: The operator :: tests whether an individual conforms to a type: 
CITY:: Bos ton. 
2.8.1 Subtype 
A concept type ci is a subtype of another concept type cj if either one of the following 
two conditions holds: 
• If ci is a member of the subtypes (slot :subtype) pointed by cj, then ci is called the 
immediate subtype of cj. 
• If there exists a list of concept types t1, t2, .. tn, such that for each m from O to n, 
tm is a immediate subtype tm+l' where t0 = ci and tn+l = cj. 
Subtype is implemented as a recursive lisp function. The function recursively spawns 
subtypes of cj and their subtypes in turn, until the destination type ci is found. 
Finding a subtype is similar to finding a supertype of a concept except for the direction 
of spawning types. In ICP, a lisp function spawn-type is defined that has two parameters: a 
start node, and the direction of spawning (either *upward*, for spawning supertypes, or 
*downward*, for spawning subtypes). To determine whether ci is a subtype of cj, function 
spawn-immediate is invoked with cj as its start-node and direction parameter as *downward*. 
The spawned types are tested at every level to see if the node ci is reached or not. If it is, then 
the spawning is terminated and the function subtype returns TRUE; otherwise the process 
continues until the last node (ABSURD) is reached, upon when the function returns FALSE. 
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Every time, a subtype of a given type is found, the result is placed into a hashtable 
called *subtype-htable*. Similarly, when a supertype of a type is found, the result is placed in 
*su-pertype-htable*. These hash-tables contain ready references to the subtypes and super-
types list of a type. Note that these lists are different from the subtype and supertype list 
pointers 1n the type structure. A type only points to its immediate supertypes and subtypes 
(concept types that are one link away in the type lattice), where as the hash-table entry 
contains types that are usually more than one link away in the type lattice. 
2.8.2 Minimal Common Supertype 
The minimal common supertype, T, of two concept types T1 and T2 lies lowest in the 
type lattice that is above both T1 and T2• Among all the common supertypes of T1 and T2, the 
minimum common supertype is a type T, such that the distance between T1 and T2 is least 
for a path going through T. 
In other words, for every common supertypes Ci of T1 and T2, if we compute the 
semantic distance between Ci and T1, and between Ci and T2, then the type T for which the 
sum of the distances is least, is the minimal common supertype of T1 and T2• 
To determine the minimal common supertype of concept types T1 and T2, a generic 
function min-common-supertype-all is used that has these concept types as its input 
parameters. The function spawn-type with direction = *upward*, spawns the supertypes of 
these types and then performs matching to determine if any common supertypes are found. 
Spawn-type returns an ordered list of lists. Each member of the returned list is a list of 
concept types. These concepts are equidistant from the parent concept. Depending on the 
direction of spawning, these concepts are either the subtypes or supertypes of the parent 
concept. The semantic distance between each one of these concepts and the parent concept is 
the position of this list in the list returned by spawn-type. 
Let us demonstrate this procedure using an example. Let two concepts be CAT and 
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BOY. The following type hierarchy is used for this purpose.8• A complete type-lattice 
employed for ICP is listed in Appendix B. 
(<. ANIMAL ENTITY) 
(<. BOY MAN) 
(<. MAN PERSON) 
(<. PERSON HUMAN) 
(<. CAT ANIMAL) 
(<. HUMAN ANIMAL) 
Figure 2-5: Sample Type Hierarchy. 
The supertypes of concept CAT is spawned, and the function spawn-type returns 
((ANIMAL) (ENTI1Y)), indicating that CAT is unit distance from ANIMAL, and two units 
from ENTITY. For the sake of illustration, we will ignore supertypes of ENTI1Y, though, in 
actual implementation, the list generated is quite long. 
The spawned supertypes of BOY form a list ((MAN) (PERSON) (HUMAN) (ANIMAL) 
(ENTITY)). Notice, both ANIMAL, ENTI1Y, and other not mentioned in this example, such 
as UNIVERSAL, are the common supertypes of the concept BOY and CAT. But the minimal 
common supertype is ANIMAL, since its distance is to either BOY or CAT is least, compared 
to ENTITY or UNIVERSAL. 
(spawn-type CAT) = ( {ANIMAL) {ENTITY)). 
(spawn-type BOY) = ( {MAN) (PERSON) (HUMAN) {ANIMAL) {ENTITY)). 
(semantic-distance CAT ANIMAL) - 1 . 
(semantic-distance CAT ENTITY) - 2 . 
(semantic-distance BOY ANIMAL) - 4 i, -
(semantic-distance BOY ENTITY) - 5 . 
Distance between CAT and BOY for path going through node ANIMAL 
= {semantic-distance CAT ANIMAL) + (semantic-distance BOY ANIMAL) 
= 1 + 4 = 5. 
Distance between CAT and BOY for path going through node ENTITY 
= (semantic-distance CAT ENTI1Y) + {semantic-distance BOY ENTITY) 
= 2 + 5 = 7. 
Minimal common supertype of CAT and BOY is ANIMAL {distance= 5). 
8The symbol "<." used in Figure 2-4 indicates "subtype" relationship. For example, (<. BOY MAN) is read as: type 
BOY is a subtype of type MAN. 
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Notice, that the approach outlined above may not seem very efficient, because the 
recursive subtypes of a type may be a long list. But the current implementation is not 
severely affected by it because of two reasons. First, the type lattice is very shallow and 
hence spawning does not consume too much time. Second, because every time the types are 
spawned, a hashtable is used to store the information. So, when a type needs to be spawned 
again, it refers to the hashtable directly. If the hashtable does not contain the spawned 
types, spawning is performed, and the hash table is updated to include this new entry. 
2.8.3 Maximal Common Subtype 
Finding a maximal common subtype is identical to finding a minimal common super-
type, except for one difference. Two concepts can have type UNIVERSAL as their minimal 
common supertype. An example of this is type ATl'RIBUTE and ENTITY (see appendix B). 
However, maximal common subtype of two types is defined as a non-ABSURD type that is a 
common subtype and lies highest in the type hierarchy below them. 
Conceptually, this is reasonable. When a maximum common subtype is obtained, the 
two parent concepts are said to be refined. Maximum common subtype of PET and CAT is 
PET-CAT, which is more restricted type than PET and CAT. An ABSURD type as a common 
type does not convey the same information, instead it states that the two concepts do not 
have any common subtypes. Example of such cases are PERSON and BOOK, RES-
TAURANT and COMPUTER (unless there are computerized restaurant, run by computers) 
etc. These concepts cannot be combined (or refined), and hence it is only logical not to 
include type ABSURD in determining maximum common subtype. 
Apart from this difference, the algorithm for computing the maximum common sub-
type is identical to that for the minimum common supertype. The function spawn-type, in 
this case, spawns in the downward direction (subtype). Once again, the subtypes of the two 
concepts are spawned, and, among other common subtypes, one that has the least distance 
and is not ABSURD is selected. 
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2.8.4 Conformity 
A individual marker (or referent) of a concept must conform to its type label. Any 
operation that might change the type label must check whether the new label is appropriate 
for the old referent. The conformity relation, denoted by the symbol ::, returns the values true, 
false, or permissible. For example, if Tom is known to be of type MAN, it would return true for 
PERSON::Tom, false for WOMAN::Tom, and permissible for PEDESTRIAN::Tom. The con-
formity relation obeys the following conditions: 
• The referent of a concept must conform to its type label: if c is a concept, 
type(c)::referent(c). 
• If an individual marker conforms to types, it must also conform to all supertypes 
of s: ifs < t and s::i, then t::i. 
• If an individual marker conforms to types s and t, it must also conform to their 
maximal common subtype: if s::i and t::i, then (snt)::i. 
• Every individual marker conforms to the universal type; no individual marker 
conforms to the ABSURD type. 
• The generic marker* conforms to all type labels: for all type labels t, t::*. 
Three functions are defined to correspond to each of the values returned by the con-
formity relation. Function conform-T checks whether the type label conforms true to the 
referent; function conform-P checks if the type label conforms permissible to the referent; and 
the function conform-N checks if the type label does not conform to the referent. A type label 
is said to conform to its referent if either it conforms true or permissible to the referent. 
In the example above, notice the conformity relation returns true, if the referent type is a 
subtype of the type label (MAN < PERSON); it returns permissible, if the referent type is the 
proper supertype of the type label (MAN > PEDESTRIAN); and it returns false, if neither of 
these conditions are satisfied (MAN and WOMAN are not related by either subtype or 
supertype relations). 
Algorithm: Conform 
Format: (conform <type-label> <referent-frame>) 
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If isa-subtype(type(referent-frame), type-label) Then 
return true. 
Elself isa-proper-supertype(type(referent-frame), type-label) Then 
return permissible. 
Else 
return false. 
Endif 
2.9 Conclusions 
The conceptual graph provides a simple, yet powerful mechanism for representing 
knowledge. The knowledge is contained in a semantic network which is organized as 
hierachy of types. Seven basic units of knowlege are defined. These are concept-type, 
relation-type, concept, relation, canonical-graph, type-definition-graph, and schemata-graph. The 
data structures of these units are originally described by Sowa in [29]. In ICP, these are 
implemented as lisp structures which provide an efficient mechanism for manipulating 
them by automatically defining the creation, access, predicate, and copying functions. 
The conceptual graph is the basic data structure for representing knowledge. A concep-
tual graph is collection of interconnected concepts and relations. These graphs are generated 
by performing instantiations. Individual concepts and relations are obtained by instantiating 
the corresponding types to which they belong. For this reason the type is also called the class 
and the individual concepts and relations are called its instances. 
Four basic operations on the type lattice are subtype, maximal-common-subt'ype, 
minimal-common-supertype, and conformity. These fundamental operations as used in the im-
plementation of graph operations discussed in Chapter 4. 
I 
',, 
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Chapter3 
Structure of Blackboard in ICP 
3.1 Introduction 
The concept of a blackboard was first introduced in a speech-recognition project called 
HEARSAY-II [6], [11]. In this project, diverse and independent programs called knowledge 
sources (KSs) for generating, combining, and evaluating hypothetical interpretations of 
speech input communicate using a global database called a blackboard. The blackboard 
records the information (as hypotheses) generated by the I<Ss. Any KS can generate a piece 
of information, modify information, or delete existing information on the blackboard. Such 
actions in turn produce structures that satisfy the applicability condition of other I<Ss. In this 
frame-work, the blackboard serves two roles: it represents intermediate states of the 
problem-solving activity, and it communicates messages from one KS that activate other 
I<Ss. 
We have seen in Chapter 1 that even to understand simple sentences like [Sl], [S2], and 
[S3] (page 2), semantic and pragmatic information are needed. To employ 
semantic/pragmatic information towards syntactic parsing and vice-versa, it is necessary 
that these parsings be performed simultaneously, and that the information generated by 
them be readily available to one another. In this respect, a blackboard serves an excellent 
medium to introduce parallelism in syntactic and semantic processings. Parallelism is intro-
duced by interleaving their processings. Both syntactic and semantic parsers are scheduled 
by a controller. Once scheduled, the parse continues until an ambiguity is detected. If an 
ambiguity is encountered, the parsers query the blackboard and the blackboard uses its 
current information towards resolving it. 
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3.2 Language Comprehension Using A Blackboard Framework 
The use of a blackboard to introduce parallelism in natural language processing was 
noted by Charniak as an alternative to "syntax-first" natural language parsers [3]. He states 
that syntactic and semantic components can work in parallel, leaving their conclusions 
(integration) on a common blackboard. Even if the syntactic component fails, the semantic 
component will succeed for comprehensible, ungrammatical sentences. At least the parser 
will produces some interpretation instead of aborting the parse, as is the case in "syntax-
first" parsers. 
But, Charniak did not use this approach. In his own words, he stated [3] : 
That there are troubles with this model ("blackboard" model) is suggested by the fact that 
HEARSAY-II itself did not use it. While technically the two systems worked in parallel, in 
actual design, the semantics would only work on the output of the syntactic components, making 
the model isomorphic to the semantic subroutine model. ... As we have already noted, 
syntax is the most obvious way to get a first cut at the logical structure of the sentence. In the 
real blackboard model, the semantics would be forced to do without the logical structure 
established by the syntactic component. 
It is important to understand what is meant by "syntax is the most obvious way to get a ijrst 
cut at the logical structure of the sentence" in Charniak's statement. There is no denying that 
syntactic knowledge is needed to obtain the functional structure of the following sentence: 
[S6]: Fred was killed by John. 
Clearly, we need to distinguish the killer from the killed to arrive at the proper meaning of 
the sentence. But this does not necessarily mean that syntactic processing must be completed 
before any semantic analysis is begun. 
[S7]·: Fred was killed by the man who walked in the crowded bar around midnight. 
In [S7], delaying the application of semantic knowledge will cause a syntactic parser to 
produce numerous ambiguities by the end of the sentence. However, for most human 
readers, this sentence is not ambiguous. What is required is the intelligent application of 
syntactic and semantic knowledge. For example, until it is determined (by the syntax) that 
the sentence is passive (revealed by the preposition "by"), semantic parsing cannot distin-
guish the killer from the killed. Once this information is obtained, semantic knowledge can 
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resolve the ambiguities created by the relative clause and the two prepositional phrases in 
the remaining syntactic parse. 
My assertion is that language often contains sufficient information in the form of syn-
, 
tactic, semantic, pragmatic, and contextual knowledge to convey precisely one meaning of 
the sentence. The robustness of any natural language understanding system is its ability to 
perform an optimum level of interaction among them, thereby disallowing ambiguities as 
early as possible. In [S7], semantic dependency on syntactic processing exists only until the 
syntactic parser determines that "by" is a passive-by. Once the syntax determines that the 
sentence is passive, the semantic structure kill will have "Fred" in its object slot and "the man" 
in its agent slot. The rest of the parse is simple. Once semantic parsing is complete, syntactic 
parsing resumes and employs the results of semantic parsing to disambiguate the preposi-
tional phrases in the sentence. 
[S7] illustrates that the semantic parse is not entirely dependent on the output of the 
syntactic parser - only on a small section of it. A blackboard model is therefore not isomor-
phic to a semantic subroutine model, as semantic parsing is not dependent upon the comple-
tion of syntactic parsing. When syntactic results are needed for semantic processing, as in 
[S7], syntactic processing must precede semantic processing, and vice-versa. I postulate that 
there is at least one way in which an integrated parser can schedule parsing appropriately 
between syntactic and semantic parsing to arrive at an unambiguous interpretation. In a 
situation where both syntax and semantics require the other to precede it (a deadlock 
situation), the text has genuine ambiguity. 
3.3 Overview of the Blackboard Structure 
The blackboard structure employed in ICP is quite different from the blackboard used 
in the HEARSAY-II project. One of the major differences is that the blackboard employed 
here is not hierarchical. The overwhelming number of domain specific knowledge sources 
employed in the HEARSAY-II project needed efficient control algorithms for their proper 
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ordering and application. However, this does not pose problems for ICP because of the 
limited numbers of these knowledge sources (at present only 2). Nevertheless, the black-
board described here performs the same two roles mentioned in Section 3.1 on page 42: it 
represents intermediate states of language parsing activity, and it communicates messages 
from domain-specific knowledge sources that resolve syntactic and semantic ambiguities 
arising in language understanding process. The blackboard consists of a domain blackboard, a 
blackboard controller, and a blackboard result integrator. Their functions are describe below: 
• A domain blackboard, as a repository for syntactic and semantic parsing infor-
mation. 
• A blackboard controller, for controlling syntactic and semantic parsing depending 
upon the contents of the domain blackboard. 
• A blackboard result integrator, for combining the results of syntactic and semantic 
• processing. 
3.3.1 Domain Blackboard 
The domain blackboard is a repository for syntactic amd semantic parsing information. 
Both the syntactic and semantic processors communicate using a query, answer, and result 
desk. Intermediate parsing results are stored in backup-states slot and the status of parsing in 
the status lot. Figure 3-1 displays the structure of the domain blackboard. 
Slot search-type specifies either depth-first or breadth-first search strategy for both syn-
tactic and semantic parsings. When any ambiguity arises, a query representing the am-
biguity is posted on the blackboard. Associated with this ambiguity, one or more produc-
tions are posted on the blackboard's production-list slot. These productions upon firing cause 
change in the content of the blackboard. Details on how domain-specific knowledge sources 
are used in answering queries are treated in Section 3.3.4.2. 
3.3.1.1 Query, Answer, and Result Desk 
In order to perform integration of the syntactic and semantic parsing results, the black-
board structure employs a query-desk for posting unresolved questions, an answer-desk for 
posting answers to previously posted queries, and a result-desk for posting specific infor-
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....... 
Syntactic Structure Semantic Structure 
. Backup Syntactic Stale List . Backup Semantic State List 
. Syntactic Parse Status . Semantic Parse Status 
. Syntactic Query Desk . Semantic Query Desk 
. Syntactic Answer Desk . Semantic Answer Desk 
. Syntactic Result Desk . Semantic Result Desk 
Parsing Mode 
. 
Search Strategy 
Production List 
Figure 3-1: Structure of Domain Blackboard. 
mation that may be useful for other modules in the system. The syntactic processor com-
municates with the blackboard through syntactic query, answer, and result desks, while the 
semantic processor communicates through semantic query, answer, and result desks. A 
query-desk is list of query structures. Each query structure contains a query-id as the iden-
tifying marker, a predicate-name as the name of the question, and an argument-list as the 
argument of the question. For example, if the syntactic parser wants to know if the preposi-
tional phrase "to Mary" in [Sl] (page 2) is a verb-phrase attachment (or VP _ATTACH), it 
places the following query on the Query-Desk: 
(SYN-Q123 VALID-PP-A TIACHMENT? 
(VP _A ITACH (PREP TO) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(MAIN-V (VERB GIVE) (FORM PASn))). 
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where syn~Q123 is the unique system identifying marker for the query, valid-pp-attachment? 
is the predicate (question that is being asked), and the remainder ((VP_AITAGI .. >) is the 
single argument of the predicate. 
An answer to a query is a structure that contains a unique marker called answer-id, an 
answer-slot for placing the answer to the query, an evidence-slot as a source of the answer, and 
a query-slot to which the answer pertains. For example if a semantic result (sem-R124) is used 
to answer the above query, the answer structure to syn-Q123 may appear as: 
(SEM-A125 TRUE SEM-R124 
(SYN-Q123 VALID-PP-A TI AG-IMENT? 
(VP A TIA CH (PREP TO) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(MAIN-V (VERB GIVE) (FORM PASTI)))). 
where sem-A125 is an answer to the syntactic query syn-Q123 with answer = TRUE, support-
ing the proposition that the prepositional phrase "to Mary" is VP _ATTACHed to the main verb 
"gave". Furthermore, this answer is found by using the semantic result sem-R124 (in the 
evidence-slot). 
Unlike answer-structures that are formed in response to a specific query, result-
structures are created by both the syntactic and semantic parsers for potential use by other 
knowledge sources. As we saw earlier, the subject-rule fires when the result of syntactic 
parsing indicates that the subject of a given sentence has been found. The result of this rule 
for [Sl] is posted on the blackboard as follows: 
(SYN-R126 (SUBJ-RULE 
(AGENT-ROLE (NP (NAME JOHN)) 
(MAIN-V (VERB (ROOT GIVE) (FORM PASn))))). 
where syn-R126 is a symbol identifying the syntactic result and is obtained by the applica-
tion of subj-rule (as a source of the result). The last argument is the result slot which assigns 
the noun-phrase "John" to be the semantic agent of the verb "gave". 
Table 3-1 specifies the syntax of syntactic and semantic query, answer, and result struc-
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tures. ( 
Category Data Structure 
syn-Q (<id-#>, <syn-predicate>, <argument-list>). 
sem-Q (<id-#>, <sem-predicate>, <argument-list>). 
syn-A (<id-#>, <answer-slot>, <Syn-evidence-slot>, <query-slot>). 
sem-A (<id-#>, <answer-slot>, <Sem-evidence-slot>, <query-slot>). 
syn-R (<id-#>, <source-slot>, <syn-result-slot>). 
sem-R (<id-#>, <source-slot>, <Sem-res ult-slot>). 
Table 3-1: Structure of Query, Answer, and Result Desk in ICP. 
3.3.2 Blackboard Controller 
The function of blackboard controller is to determine the next parsing-mode. Depend-
ing on the parsing-mode (either syntactic or semantic), the controller schedules the cor-
responding parser. To dynamically determine the parsing-mode, the controller uses the 
parsing status of each parser. The syntactic and the semantic parsing-statuses can have any of 
the following values: 
Terminated: The parse has stopped with an error status. Abbreviated syn:T for 
syntactic parsing-status and sem:T for semantic parsing-status. 
Rea.dy: The parser is ready to be scheduled for parsing. Abbreviated syn:R 
and sem:R. 
Active: The parser is scheduled for parsing. At any given time, only one 
parser can be in the active mode. Abbreviated syn:A and sem:A. . 
Success1: The parse succeeds and is unique. The currently scheduled parser 
halts and control is passed to the other parser. A unique solution is 
found if both parsers exit with status success1. Abbreviated syn:S1 
and sem:S1. 
Success2: The parse succeeds, but is not unique. Abbreviated syn:52 and 
sem:52. 
Halted: The parse has halted on one or more queries. Abbreviated syn:H 
and sem:H. 
To schedule the ·interleaving of syntactic and semantic processing, the blackboard-
controller combines the parsing-status of both parsers to determine the parsing-mode for the 
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next parse-cycle. For example, if the situation is (syn:A, sem:H)9, the next parsing-mode is 
syntactic. Because semantic processing is halted, parsing continues in the syntactic mode for 
the next parse-cycle. During the parse, if the application of other KSs in the system causes 
the semantic ambiguity to be resolved, the semantic parser enters the sem:R mode. The 
controller now has (syn:A, sem:R). At this point, either parser can be invoked. However, 
since the syntactic parser is already scheduled, it remains scheduled. When syntactic am-
biguity arises, the syntactic parser enters the syn:H mode, and the controller, having (syn:H, 
sem:R), schedules the semantic parser arriving at (syn:H, sem:A). Semantic parsing 
proceeds in the next parse-cycle. Otherwise the syntactic parser continues until the end 
(either syn:Sl or syn:S2). 
There are three actions that the controller can perform: 1. allow syntactic parsing to be 
performed, 2. allow semantic parsing to be performed, and 3. terminate the parse. One 
additional action that the controller can perform is described below. 
------. 
sem:T sem:A sem:R sem:Sl sem:S2 sem:H 
syn:T 1 2 3 4 5 6 
syn:A 7 8 9 10 11 12 
syn:R 13 14 15 16 17 18 
syn:Sl 19 20 21 22 23 24 
syn:S2 25 26 27 28 .. 29 30 
syn:H 31 32 33 34 35 36 
Figure 3-2: Parsing-Index Matrix. 
Figure 3-2 is the Parsing-Index matrix that assigns an integer value to all of the possible 
combinations of syntactic and semantic parsing-statuses. A concise interpretation of these 
9Representation to indicate that the syntactic parser is active, and the semantic parser is halted. I will soon adopt a 
convention to represent the combined parsing-status. 
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indices is tabulated in Table 3-2. 
Parsing Index Blackboard Controller Acnon 
J,4,6,19,22,24,31,34,36 Terminal Situation. 
7,9,10, 12, 13,16,18 Perform Syntactic Parse Step. 
2,3,8, 14,15,20,21,32,33 Perform Semantic Parse Step. 
25,26,27,28,29,30 Goto 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 respectively. 5,11,17,23,35 Goto 4, 10, 16, 22, 34 respectively. 
Uni!I.ue Solution if.Final Status is 22. 
Table 3-2: Parsing-Index Interpretation. 
If the parsing-status becomes success2, the controller converts its status to successl, and 
it saves the backup states to enable backtracking. 
3.3.3 ·Blackboard Result Integrator 
A syntactic query may assert the same information as a semantic query and vice-versa. 
Similarly, a semantic result may answer a syntactic query and vice-versa. Queries that assert 
the same information are called isomorphic queries. Hence, if A is an answer to a query Q, 
then all queries isomorphic to Q also have the same answer A. 
Queries that are answered by either syntactic or semantic results have isomorphic ar-
guments. Two arguments are isomorphic if they assert the same information. For example, 
syn-R126 (see page 47) is isomorphic to sem-Q130, shown below: 
(SEM-Q130 V ALID-SEMROLE-A TIACHMENT? (AGENTO [MANl: "JOHN"] [GIVE2: "GA VE"])). 
This is because the arguments (here only one) of syn-R126 and sem-Q130 assert the same 
information, in which person named "John" is assigned the AGENT role of "Gave". 
In the above example, I have implicitely introduced an equivalence between the syntac-
tic categories, the noun phrase and the main verb, and their semantic categories, concept 
MANl and GNE2. Two or more categories are equivalent if their referents correspond to the 
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... 
same lexical pointer (indicating a lexical word) or the entities already existent in the working 
memory. 
3.3.4 Query Isomorphism 
Depending on the categories of queries, Q1 and Q2, the following three cases arise: 1. 
both Q1 and Q2 are syntactic, 2. both Q1 and Q2 are semantic, and 3. one is semantic and the 
other is syntactic. Accordingly, we have the following three categories of query isomorphism: 
1. synQ-synQ isomorphism. 
2. semQ-semQ isomorphism. 
3. synQ-semQ isomorphism. 
Two syntactic queries are isomorphic if their predicates and their arguments are iden-
tical. Two semantic queries are isomorphic is their predicates are identical and each of the 
entities in their argument-list are equivalent (entity-equivalence or equivalent-entity). In the 
..,, 
-=--........ ----:::--~ following example, syn-Q1 is isomorphic to syn-Q2 and sem-Q3 is isomorphic to sem-Q4: 
(SYN-Ql VALID-PP-A IT ACHMENT? 
(NP _A ITACH (PREP WITH) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME KEY))) 
(DOBJ (NP (NAME LOCK))). 
(SYN-Q2 VALID-PP-A TIACHMENT? 
{NP ATTACH (PREP WITH) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME KEY))) 
(DOBJ (NP (NAME LOCK))). 
(SEM-Q3 VALID-SEMROLE-A TTACHMENT? (AGENTO [MANl : "JOHN"] [BUY2 : "BUY"])). 
(SEM-Q4 VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT? (AGENTS [MAN6: "JOHN"] [BUY7: "BUY"])). 
Sem-Q3 and sem-Q4 are isomorphic because the entities in their arguments are equivalent. 
Concepts MANl and MAN6 represent the same entity because their referents and their 
types are same. Similarily, BUY2 and BUY7 represent the same event because their referents 
point to the same lexical item "Buy". 
Both synQ-synQ and semQ-semQ isomorphisms, as defined above, are independent of 
query predicates, since in both cases they must be identical. However, it is unlikely that a 
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syntactic predicate is identical to a semantic predicate, and therefore their isomorphism 
depends on the nature of the predicates. As the number of syntactic and semantic categories 
of query predicates increase, the complexity of blackboard integrator increases in terms of 
more integration rules that it must know to determine synQ-semQ isomorphism. This is not 
a serious problem in the current implementation of ICP, since at present ICP handles only 
prepositonal phrase ambiguity, represented by the syntactic query predicate 
valid-pp-attachment?, and semantic role attachment ambiguity, represented by the semantic 
query predicate valid-semrole-attachment?. The integrator uses the following algorithm to 
determine if a syntactic query Q1 is isomorphic to a semantic query Q2. 
Algorithm: SynQ-SemQ Isomorphism 
Begin 
Let result := true. 
If query-predicate(Q1) = "valid-pp-attachment?" Then 
If query-predicate(Q2) = "valid-semrole-attachment?" Then 
Let A1 := argument-list(Q1), and A2 := argument-list(Q2). 
For each e1 k in A1 and each e2 k in A2 Do 
result := result and equivalent-entity(e1 k, e2 k). 
EndFor 
Endlf 
Endlf 
Return result 
End. 
As more syntactic and semantic predicates are introduced, algorithm for synQ-semQ 
isomorphism must be modified to incorporate them. 
3.3.4.1 Query and Result Isomorphism 
If a result R is an answer to a query Q, then Q and R are called isomorphic. As with 
synQ-semQ isomorphism, synQ-semR and semQ-synR· isomorphisms depend on the nature of 
query predicates. The other two possibilities, synQ-synR and semQ-semR isomorphisms, 
need not be considered as they arise, when either a syntactic query is answered by a syntac-
tic result or a semantic query by a semantic result. However, these ambiguities are internal 
to the syntactic and the semantic parsers, and therefore, are not posted on the blackboard as 
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• quenes. 
The syntactic results posted on the the blackboard are the results associated with 
generalized syntactic-rules, such as subject rule, direct-object rule, etc. On the other hand, 
semantic results are posted if the validity of semantic role attachment is known. Hence, a 
subject rule may post: 
(SYN-R14 (SUBJ-RULE 
(AGENT-ROLE (NP (NAME JOHN)) 
(MAIN-V (VERB (ROOT BUY)) 
(FORM PASn)))). 
which may be used by a semantic query sem-Q3, shown on page 51, to ascertain whether 
MANl is an agent of concept BUY2. Similarly, sem-R15, as shown below, may be used in 
answering syn-Q1, also shown on page 51. 
(SEM-RlS (UNIQUE-SEMROLE-A TT ACHMENT? (PARTIS [LOCK26: "LOCK"] [KEY27: "KEY'']))). 
Notice, in order to ascertain whether syn-R14 is the answer to sem-Q3, the integrator 
must infer that agent-role and AGENTO imply the same information. Similarly, in deter-
mining sem-R15 as an answer to syn-Q1, it must associate syntactic categories: preposition 
(PREP), object of preposition (POBJ), and direct-object (DOBJ) with their semantic counter-
part: P ART25, LOCI<26, and KEY27. The algorithms for determining synQ-semR and 
semQ-synR isomorphisms are given below. 
Algorithm: SynQ-SemR Isomorphism 
Let Q be the syntactic query and R be the semantic result. 
Begin 
Let result := true. 
If query-predicate(Q) = "valid-pp-attachment?" Then 
If result-source(R) = "unique-semrole-attachment" Then 
Let Aq := argument-list(Q), and R, := result-slot(Q2). 
For each eq k in Aq and each e, k in Rr Do 
result := result and equivalent-entity(eq k, erk). 
EndFor 
Endlf 
Endlf 
Return result 
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End. 
Algorithm: SemQ-SynR Isomorphism 
Let Q be the semantic query and R be the syntactic result. 
Begin 
Let result := true. 
If query-predicate(Q) = "valid-semrole-attachment?" Then 
Let Aq := argument-list(Q), and R, := result-slot(Q2). 
For each eqk in Aq and each e,k in R, Do 
result:= result and equivalent-entity(eq k, e,k). 
EndFor 
Endif 
Return result 
End. 
3.3.4.2 Resolving Parsing Ambiguity By Answering Queries 
A query Q representing an ambiguity is resolved if an answer in either the syntactic or 
the semantic answer-desk contains an isomorphic query. On the other hand, a result R on 
either result desks is an answer to Q if the argument-list of Q is isomorphic, or conveys the 
same information, to the result-slot of R. In ICP, the blackboard integrator uses a top-level 
function reply-query to answer Q by checking its answer on each of the answer and result 
desks. If the answer to Q is not found on these desks, the integrator posts one or more 
productions on the domain blackboard that get activated when the answer of Q is eventually 
obtained. The algorithm for the function reply-query is given below: 
Algorithm: Reply-Query 
Parameters: query Q, query-category C (either syntactic or semantic). 
For each a5yn k in syntactic answer-desk Do 
If Q and query(asyn k) are isomorphic-queries Then 
Set answer A of Q to answer(asynk). 
Post A on the syntactic answer-desk. 
Endlf 
EndFor. 
For each asem k in semantic answer-desk Do 
If Q and query(asem k) are isomorphic-queries Then 
Set answer A of Q to answer(a5emk). 
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Post A on the semantic answer-desk. 
Endlf 
EndFor. 
For each r s-yn k in syntactic result-desk Do 
If argument-list(Q) and result-slot(r5yn k) are isomorphic Then 
Set answer A of Q to predicate(r5-yn k). 
Post A on the syntactic answer-desk. 
Endlf 
EndFor. 
For each 'sem kin semantic result-desk Do 
If argument-list(Q) and result-slot(r5emk) are isomorphic Then 
Set answer A of Q to predicate(rsemk). 
Post A on the semantic answer-desk. 
Endlf 
EndFor. 
Apply any query-predicate specific rule to determine the answer A.10 
If the answer A = NIL Then 
A := Insufficient-Data 
Else 
Return A. 
Delete A. 
Endlf. 
3.3.4.3 Handling Unresolved Ambiguities 
Unresolved ambiguites are handled by posting productions on the blackboard. These 
productions get activated when the queries representing these ambiguities are answered. 
Productions are like demons that wait for their conditions to become true, and then perform 
actions that change the contents of the blackboard. For example, if syn-S12 is the syntactic 
state that contains an ambiguity in form of a syntactic query syn-Q123 (see page 46), produc-
tion PROD245 (shown in Figure 3-3) is constructed and placed on the blackboard. 
Every time new results or answers are posted, the conditions of all of the existing 
productions on the blackboard are checked. All of the productions that get activated are 
1°These are rules that specifically apply to one query-predicate. In ICP, the query predicate valid-pp-attachment? 
uses domain-specific commonsense rules to ascertain appropriate prepositional phrase attachment. 
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PROIJ245: 
If (answer-of syn-0123) = "Valid" Then 
Select syntactic state syn-S12 from the parser's state-list, 
Post the answer on the blackboard and change syn:H to syn:R, 
Delete PROD245 from the blackboard. 
Elself (answer-of syn-Q123) = "Invalid" Then 
Delete syntactic state syn-S12 from the parser's state-list, 
Post the answer on the blackboard and change 
syn:H to a new mode ascertained by deleting syn-S12, 
Delete PROD245 from the blackboard. 
Eisel£ (answer-of syn-Q123) = "Insufficient-Data" Then 
Skip this production: PROD245 (* Leave it for later*). 
Else 
Error condition.(* Cannot have any other answers.*) 
Endif. 
Figure 3-3: Example of a Syntax Generated Production. 
triggered immediately11. Triggered productions are deleted upon firing. ICP uses this 
strategy to change the parsing-status of the syntactic and semantic parsers. Any KS can 
make the condition-slot of a production (a query) true, which upon triggering could change 
the parsing-status of the syntactic or semantic parser. This strategy of query management 
enables the parser to use appropriate I<Ss for disambiguation during parse time without 
statically combining all the I<Ss into the parser's knowledge base. 
3.4 Implementation of the Blackboard 
3.4.1 Data Structures 
In this section, some of the basic data structures concerning the implementation of the 
blackboard are discussed. I will start with the structure of the blackboard. 
11As in the case of demons, productions in ICP get activated when the condition becomes true. All activated 
productions are immediately triggered without any scheduling. 
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3.4.1.1 The Blackboard 
A blackboard is defined as a lisp structure. The five athibutes of the domain blackboard: 
syntactic structure, semantic structure, parsing mode, search strategy, and production-list, 
~ 
as shown in Figure 3-1 (page 46), are the slots of this structure. 
(defstruct BLACKBOARD 
%syn %sem %parsing-mode %search-type %prod-list) 
Slots %syn and %sem contain syntactic and semantic parsing information. Their values 
are instances of another lisp structure called parsing. The structure definition of parsing is 
given below. 
(defstruct PARSING 
%backup-states %status %query-desk 
%answer-desk %result-desk) 
The domain blackboard is a global variable *blackboard* that is created using the 
automatically defined functions12 make-blackboard and make-parsing as illustrated below. 
(setf *blackboard* 
(make-BLACKBOARD 
:%syn (make-PARSING 
:%backup-states' (((SO NIL (S) NIL) + NIL)) 
:%status 'READY 
:%query-desk NIL 
:%answer-desk NIL 
:%result-desk NIL) 
:%sem (make-PARSING 
:%backup-states' (((-1 NIL NIL NIL) + NIL)) 
:%status 'ACTIVE 
:%query-desk NIL 
:%answer-desk NIL 
:%result-d~sk NIL) 
:%parsing-mode 'SEM 
:%search-type 'DFS 
:%prod-list NIL)) 
Both syntactic and semantic backup states are intialized to a single element list consisting 
only the initial state. The initial syntactic state= (SO NIL (S) NIL), and the initial semantic 
state is (-1 NIL NIL NIL). A formal description on the representation of syntactic and seman-
tic states is discussed in Chapter 4 and 5, respectively. 
The basic operations on t~e blackboard includes accessing, replacing, appending, and 
12see Section 2.3, page 2.3 for automatically defined functions of a lisp structure. 
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removing a slot value. Both the intermediate and the final parsing results are kept on the 
blackboard variable *blackboard*. 
3.4.1.2 The Production 
In Sections 3.3.4.2 and 3.3.4.3, I discussed how a production can be used to resolve or 
procrastinate an ambiguity arising in a text understanding system. This section describes the 
production data type and the operations associated with it. 
A production is defined as a list structure.It is a list consisting of four elements. The first 
element of the list is the name of the production which is either specified or is internally 
generated. The second entry is a s-expression 13 that specifies the associated test-condition. 
The third entry consists of a list of s-expressions that are executed when the result of the 
test-condition evaluates to be TRUE. The last entry also consists of a list of s-expressions, but 
they are evaluated when the result of test-condition evaluates to be FALSE. When the value 
of test-condition cannot be ascertained, nos-expressions are evaluated. 
Function make-production is a top level function used to build a production. It consists 
of three obligatory parameters and one optional parameter.The optional parameter specifies 
the name of the production. The obligatory parameters correspond to the test-condition, the 
if-true-action-list for a list of s-expressions that are executed when the test-condition is TRUE, 
and the if-false-action-list for a list of s-expressions that are executed when the test-condition 
is FALSE. The function returns a list of two elements: the first element being the name of the 
production, and the other being a list of test-condition, if-true-action-list, and if-false-action-list, 
in the order specified. 
As an example, consider the following production which is taken from the parsing trace 
of the sentence [S15] in Appendix E. For reference, the production PROD49, shown on page 
136, is also illustrated here. The ellipses represent other terms of the syntactic state which are 
not shown here because of its e·xtreme verbosity. 
135-expression is term that is commonly used to refer a lisp statement. It stands for ~bolic expression. 
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(PROD4 9 ( (AND ( ISA-VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT2 
(NP ATTACH (PREP TO) 
{POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(PREV-NP (HEAD BOOK))))) ((INTRODUCE-MODIFIED-STATE 
(NP 3 6 . . . ) SYN ) ) 
((DELETE-STATE 
( NP 3 6 . . ) SYN ) ) ) ) 
PROD49 specifies a production with the test-condition that evaluates the function 
isa-valid-pp-attachment2. The- function returns either T (for TRUE), NIL, or 'insuff-data. If the 
function returns T, the s-expression (introduce-modified-state .. ) is evaluated, else (delete-state 
.. ) is evaluated. The arguments of the function introduce-modified-state is identical to the 
arguments of delete-state. PROD49 states, if the prepositional phrase "to Mary" can be at-
tached to "book", then introduce the state (NP3 6 ... ), else delete the same state. In this case, 
since "to Mary" cannot be the modifier for "book", the test-condition evaluates to be false and 
the expression (delete-state .. ) is evaluated resulting in the state (NP3 6 .. ) to be removed. 
Readers can verify that it is indeed the case by following the trace of sentence [S15] in 
Appendix E (syn-A75 on page E). 
3.4.2 Validating or Invalidating Syntactic and Semantic States 
When the currently scheduled parser halts on an ambiguity, a production associated 
with this ambiguity is created and posted on the blackboard. But what happens to the state 
that caused this ambiguity? 
States that cause ambiguity in parsing are called ambiguous states. Both ambiguous and 
unambiguous states are kept together (in the %backup-states slot). If this is so, how are 
ambiguous states distinguished from other states, and what prevents the syntactic or the 
semantic parser to select these ambiguous states again as their current states? 
To ensure that an ambiguous state never gets selected for parsing until resolved, the 
states are marked and their dependencies upon one or more productions are noted. If a 
syntactic state Sn encounters an ambiguity that cannot be resolved and must be procras-
tinated, a production P n associated with this ambiguity is created. Sn is now ambiguous 
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because of P n· The dependency of Sn on P,. is illustrated by forming a marked state which is 
represented by the list (Sn "?" P n>, where the symbol "?" indicates that the state is marked 
-ambiguous. Eventually, when Pn fires and the ambiguity is resolved, the marker is changed 
to "+" and its dependency on P n is erased. This is illustrated by changing the previously 
marked state to (Sn "+" NIL), where the symbol"+" indicates that the state is not ambiguous. 
This is the reason why the initial syntactic and semantic states are represented as ((S O NIL 
(S) NIL) "+" NIL) and ((-1 NIL NIL NIL) + NIL) in the Section 3.4.1.1, page 57. A state 
marked as "?" is not selected by either the syntactic or semantic parsers until the marker is 
becomes "+". 
Marking a state is internal to the blackboard and does not affect the stand-alone syntac-
tic or semantic parsers. The basic operations on these states are specified by the blackboard 
that both parsers use. The internal representation of these marked states remain hidden and 
thus does not affect them. This is explained in the following section. 
3.4.3 Private Variables and Functions 
The blackboard structure prescribes the data structures for both syntactic and semantic 
processings. These are the contents of slots %syn and %sem of the *blackboard* variable. One 
of my major design intentions was to make the syntactic and semantic parsers completely 
independent of the blackboard structure, thereby allowing them to be completely stand-
. alone parsers. This could only be accomplished if the data structures and the associated 
functions on which these stand-alone parsers OPfrate were made completely external to 
them. 
When the parsers operate independently, the backups states are kept in a list instead of 
a slot in the blackboard. Because of the differences in the data structure that represents the 
backup states, the following implementation dependent functions are defined to perform the 
following operations: 
"' 
• filtering states. Specifies how a state is to be removed or modified. For a stand 
alone parser, the function performs no filtering of the states. For the integrated 
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parser, the function specifies how an ambiguous state may be filtered out. Defined filter-synstates for syntactic parsing and filter-semstates for semantic 
• parsing. 
• updating states. Defines a function to append a new state to the list of backup 
states. If the search-type is DFS, new states are appended to the front of the list. If 
the search-type is BFS, new states are appended to the end of the list. Defined \ update-synstate-fn for syntactic parsing and update-semstate-fn for semantic 
• parsmg. 
• accessing states. Defines a function to access a state from the list of backup states. 
Accessing function in a stand-alone parser simply reh.rrns the member of the list. On the other hand, accessing function defined for the integrated parser checks 
for the ambiguous state and returns a member of the unambiguous state. 
Defined access-synstate-fn for syntactic parsing and access-semstate-fn for 
semantic parsing. 
3.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the blackboard structure employed for integrating syntactic and seman-
tic parsing was discussed. The blackboard consists of a controller for controlling the inter-
actions of syntactic and semantic parsing, a domain blackboard for keeping intermediate 
parsing information, and a result integrator for integrating syntactic and semantic parsing 
results. The controller uses the parsing-statuses of both syntactic and semantic parsers to 
dynamically determine the next parsing-mode. If the parsing-mode is syntactic, the con-
troller schedules syntactic parsing, and, if it is semantic, the controller schedules semantic 
• parsmg. 
The blackboard result integrator integrates the results of syntactic or semantic parsing 
information posted on the blackboard to resolve textual ambiguities. Ambiguities are ex-
pressed as queries on the blackboard. To resolve an ambiguity, that is to answer a query, the 
integrator searches for its answer on the answer and result desks. Domain specific 
knowledge sources assist in resolving ambiguities. If an ambiguity is unresolvable, the in-
tegrator posts one or more productions with the query representing this ambiguity as its 
condition slot. When the answer of a query is obtained, the associated productions are fired. 
ICP uses this strategy to use domain-specific knowledge sources for resolving ambiguities 
without statically combining all of the knowledge sources into the parser's knowledge base. 
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• 
The integrator uses rules of isomorphism to determine whether a query is answered by 
the contents of· either the answer or result desks. Isomorphic rules are dependent on the 
~ of the syntactic and semantic queries. This dependence may become a bottleneck if the 
number of ambiguities (query-predicates) becomes large. 
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4.1 Overview 
Chapter4 
Conceptual Analysis in ICP 
The semantic parser used in ICP generates conceptual graphs that represent the mean-
ing of the sentence. To generate conceptual graphs, the parser joins canonical graphs as-
sociated with each word of the input sentence. The result is a larger graph that represents 
the meaning of the sentence. When two or more graphs can be joined in multiple ways (a 
semantic ambiguity), the blackboard information is used to determine the preferred join. 
To illustrate how the semantic parser uses this approach to parse a sentence, consider 
[S8]: 
[S8]: John went to Boston by Bus. 
The semantic parser, upon encountering the lexical entry "John", instantiates the concept 
MAN and creates a representation [MANI : "John"J in the working memory. When the word 
"went" is processed, the lexical pointer to the concept GO in the semantic memory is used to 
instantiate the following graph labeled [G4.1]: 
(PAST2) ~ [[G03] -
~ (AGENT4) ~ [PERSONS] 
~ (DFST6) ~ [PLACE7] 
~ (1NSTR8) ~ [M0BILE-ENTITY9]]. [G4.1] 
The semantic parser, upon instantiating [G4.1], tries to combine it with the existent 
concept MANI in the working memory. Since the concept type MAN is a subtype of PERSON, 
concepts MANI and PERSONS are merged. No other combination is possible. [G4.1] now 
becomes: 
(PAST2) ~ [[G03]-
~ (AGENT4) ~ [MANll: "John"] 
~ (DEST6) ~ [PLACE7] 
~ (1NSTR8) ~ [MOBILE-ENTITY9]]. [G4.2] 
where [MANil : "John"] is formed by merging [MANt : "John"] and [PERSONS]. Similarly, 
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the concepts indexed by the lexical entries "Boston" and "bus" are merged with the concepts 
PLACE7 and MOBILE-ENTITY9 of the conceptual graph cc10. Lexical entries that do not point to 
any concept stored in the semantic memory are ignored by the semantic parser. In IS8], these 
entries are the two prepositions "by" and "to". IG4.3] is the final semantic representation of 
IS8] obtained by the semantic parser: 
(PAST2) ~ [[G03] -
~ (AGENT4) ~ [MAN11 : "John"] 
~ (DFST6) ~ [PLACE13: "Boston"] 
~ (1NSTR8) ~ [M0BILE-ENTITY15: "bus"]]. [G4.3] 
which asserts the existence of John (MANll), a bus (MOB1LE-ENTITY15), an instance of going 
(G03), and the city of Boston (PLACE13) in the role of place. It further asserts that John is the 
agent (AGENT4) of going, a bus is the instrument (1NSTR8), and Boston is the destination 
(DFST6) of going. To represent the past occurrence of this situation, the monadic relation 
PAST2 is attached to a context that encloses the entire graph. 
The above example implicitly introduces various operations of merging concepts and 
conceptual graphs. These operations are formally discussed in the subsequent sections. 
4.2 Generalized Graph Operations 
We saw in Chapter 2 that certain conceptual graphs are assumed canonical. These 
graphs are empirically true and represent real or possible situations in the external world. 
Any set of conceptual graphs can be assumed canonical. However, if we want the canonical 
graphs to represent meaningful situations of the world, these graphs must be selected care-
fully. Conceptual graph [G4.4] is a representation of Chomsky's famous sentence Colorless 
green ideas sleep furiously: 
[SLEEP] ~ (AGENU ~ [IDEA] ~ (COLOR) ~ [GREEN]. [G4.4] 
IG4.4] is an odd, unusual, or perhaps meaningless graph that may be read as Some act of 
sleeping has an agent, which is an idea, which has a color, green. Clearly, [G4.4] is not canonical. 
To rule out sentences that generate graphs like IG4.4], certain semantic selectional constraints 
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are imposed on the permissible combinations of the words. A canonical graph is associated 
with each word. Certain graph operations are permitted on canonical graphs to ensure that 
the combination of two or more canonical graphs results in a graph that is canonical. 
There are four basic graph operations. These operations are called canonical formation 
rules. Let Wbe a conceptual graph derived from conceptual graphs U and V [Sowa, [28]]: 
• Copy. Wis an exact copy of U. 
• Restrict. For any concept C in U, type(C) may be replaced by a subtype. If C is 
generic then its referent may be changed to an individual marker. These changes 
are permitted only if referent(C) conforms to type(C) before and after the change. 
• Join. If a concept C in U is identical to a concept D in V, then let W be the graph 
obtained by deleting D and linking to Call arcs of conceptual relations that have 
been linked to D. 
• Simplify. If conceptual relation R and S in the graph U are duplicates, then one 
of them may be deleted from U together with all its arcs. 
These rules ensure that if a conceptual graphs U and V are canonical then the resulting 
graph Wis also canonical. Interested readers are referred to [28] for a proof of this. 
4.2.1 An Example on Canonical Formation Rules: [Sowa, [28]] 
To illustrate the formation rules, let us consider two canonical graphs: [G4.Sl and [G4.6]. 
[G4.5] may be read A girl is eating fast; and [G4.6], A person, Sue, is eating pie:14 
[GIRL] ~ (AGENT) ~ [EAT] ~ (MANNER) ~ [FAsn. [GA.SJ 
[PERSON: Sue] ~ (AGENTI ~ [EAT] ~ (OBJECTI ~ [PIE]. [G4.6] 1 
If the concept of type [PERSON] in graph [G4.6] were restricted to type GIRL (by the 
rules of restriction) and the conformity relation is checked to ensure that GIRL::Sue is true. 
[G4.6] now becomes: 
[GIRL: Sue] ~ (AGENT) ~ [EAT] ~ (OBJEcn ~ [PIE]. [G4.7] 
Now the concept [GIRL] in [G4.5] can also be restricted to [GIRL: Sue]. The two iden-
14For the sake of simplicity, the postfixed integers representing instantiated concepts and relations are omitted 
for this example. · 
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tical pairs of concepts, [GIRL: Sue] and [EAT], of [G4.5] and [G4.7] can be joined to each 
other to form [G4.8]. 
[EAT] -
-. (AGENTI -. [GIRL: Sue] 
-. (AGENTI -) [GIRL: Sue] 
-) (OBJECTI -) [PIE] 
-) (MANNER)-. [FAST]. [G4.8] 
The resulting graph contains two copies of (AGENT) that are duplicates. When one of them 
is deleted by simplification, the graph becomes [G4.9], which may be read A girl, Sue, is 
eating pie fast. 
[EAT] -
-) (AGENTI -) [GIRL: Sue] 
-) (OB JECTI -) [PIE] 
-) (MANNER) -) [FAST]. [G4.9] 
4.3 Implementation of Generalized Graph Operations 
4.3.1 Copy 
The copy routine traverses a graph, creating a new node for each concept and relation it 
encounters. It is more complex than tree copy because graph cycles must be considered and 
the backward pointers maintained. 
Let G1 and G2 be two conceptual graphs. Then G2 is a copy of G1 if its concepts and 
relations are derived by the following algorithm: 
Algorithm 
Begin . 
Let visited-nodes:= NIL. 
until each node Nin the graph is visited do 
Let T := f'ype(N). 
if T is a concept-type then 
Instantiate a new concept C' of type .T. 
Copy referent(N) into the referent slot of C'. 
Copy relation-list(N) into the relation-list slot of C'. 
Replace N by C' in the concept-list slot of all visited nodes. 
Let X := relation-list(C') n visited-nodes . 
for each r in X do 
Replace r by its copy r' in the relation-list slot of C'. 
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endfor. 
elseif Tis a relation-type then 
Instantiate a new relation R' of type T. 
Copy concept-list(N) into the concept-list slot of R'. 
Replace N by R' in the relation-list slot of all visited nodes. 
Let Y := concept-list(R') n visited-nodes . 
for each c in Y do 
Replace c by its copy c' in the concept-list slot of R'. 
endfor. · 
endif. 
visited-nodes := visited-nodes + N. 
end. 
Copying a graph produces another graph that asserts the same information as the 
parent graph. Graph IG4.10] is a copy of IG4.3] since each concept and relation in IG4.10] 
assert the same information as in IG4.3]. 
(PASTSS) -+ [[G056] -
-+ (AGENT57) -+ [MAN58 : "John"] 
-+ (DF.5T59) -+ [PLACE60: "Boston"] 
-+ (INSTR61) -+ [M0BILE-ENTI1Y62 : ''bus"]]. [G4.10] 
4.3.2 Join 
Join creates a single graph by merging two graphs on a single matching concept. Given 
a graph G1 containing concept C1 i and graph G2 containing a matching concept C2j, then a 
new concept Ck is created. The relation ·list of C1 i and C2i are added to that of Ck and all of 
the pointers in graphs G1 and G2 that point to C1i and C2i are reset to point to Ck. Finally, C1 i 
and C2i are erased: all other concept and relation nodes are retained in the combined graph. 
Let M1 and M2 be the graph matrices corresponding to G1 and G2. Let the size of M1 be 
(n1 x p1) and that of M2 be (n2 X p2). By the definition of a graph matrix, we have: 
number-Of-Concepts(Gl) = n1. 
number-Of-Relations(Gl) = p1. 
number-Of-Concepts(G2) = n2. 
number-Of-Relations(G2) = p2. 
The algorithm for joining two graphs is given below. It uses matrix representation of 
conceptual graphs. Matrix M is a representation of the joined graph if it is derived from M1 
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and M2 by the following algorithm: 
Algorithm 
Step 1: Generating a merged matrix. 
Begin 
Let M be the matrix obtained from M1 and M2 such that: 
row(M) = n1 + n2, 
column(M) = p1 + p2, and 
~,j is computed.from (M1)i,l' and (~1>i,j by the following algorithm: 
Let Ci:= Label(1) and~:= abel(J). 
If Ci= Label(k1) and~= Label(m1) in Matrix M1 Then 
~,j := (M1)k1,m1. 
Elself Ci = Label(!<i) and ~ = Label(m2) in Matrix M2 Then M .. := (M2)k . I,J 2'm2 
Else 
~,j := 0. 
Endlf. 
End 
Step 2: Row Merging (Joining Concepts). 
Begin 
Let the two matching concepts of graphs mapeG-1(M1) and mapeG-1(M1) be C1 and C2. 
Let C0 be a new concept obtained by matching C1 and C2. Let i and j be two rows in M such that, 
Label(i) = c1. 
Label(j) = C2. 
Let k be a new row in M such that 
Mk,p = Mi,p + ~,P for p := 1 to column(M). 
Delete row i and j from the matrix. Let the label of kth row be C0• End 
Step 3: Adjusting Pointers. 
For each Mk i in row Mk Do 
' If Mk,i =t. 0 Then 
Add relation ri represented by the ith column into the 
relation-list slot of C0. 
If ri points to either C1 or C1 Then 
Change its pointer to point to C0. 
Endlf. 
Endlf. 
EndFor. 
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Two graphs may contain more than one node that is matching. In that case, the above 
algorithm is repeated for each matching node, until no futher matching nodes are found. 
The above procedure is usually interleaved by the simplify routine (Section 4.3.3) for remov-
ing redundant conceptual relations. A sequence of joins and simplifications applied to the 
matching nodes of two graphs until no further joins can be performed is called a maximal 
• • JOln. 
4.3.3 Simplify 
The simplify routine checks each relation connected to the newly joined concept in 
order to eliminate any duplicates. Two relation nodes are considered duplicates when they 
have the same relation type and the same concepts attached to them. If a duplicate relation 
node is found, it is deleted, and the relation lists in the attached concept nodes are adjusted. 
Algorithm 
Let 
M = mapCG(Graph G). 
Mk be the row representing the newly joined concept. 
If Mk is specified Then 
R = relation-list(Label(Mk)). (Only the affected relations) 
Else 
R = relations(Graph G). (All relation nodes of G) 
Endlf. 
For each pair of relations (~ . ~) in R Do 
If type(Ri) = type(Rj) Then 
If (Mk,i = Mk,j for each k) Then 
Let M := M obtained by deleting column j. 
For each concept Ck pointed by relation~ Do 
Delete relation Rj in the relation-list slot of Ck. 
EndFor 
Endlf 
Endlf 
EndFor. 
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4.3.4 Restrict 
The restrict routine either replaces the type label of a concept with the label of a subtype 
· or replaces a generic referent with an individual referent. The conformity relation is checked 
to ensure that the new referent conforms true (amform-n or at least permissible (conform-P) 
for the new type label. 
Let G be a conceptual graph and let C be one of its concepts. Then the concept C can be 
restricted to type T by the following algorithm: 
Algorithm: Restricting by Type 
If Tisa-subtype of type(C) & T "# "Absurd" Then 
If referent(C) :: type(T) Then 
Instantiate a new concept C' of type T. 
referent(C') := referent(C). 
relation-list(C') := relation-list(C). 
Delete concept C from the graph G. 
For each relation~ in relation-list(C) Do 
Change ~'s pointer to point to C' instead of C. 
EndFor. 
Endif 
Endif. 
Algorithm: Restricting by Referent 
Let Rf be an individual referent, i.e. Rf "I: "*". 
If type(C) :: R1 Then . 
referent(C) := Ry-
Endif. 
4.4 Semantic Parsing Steps 
A semantic parsing step is defined as a unit of parsing that spawns a semantic state into 
one or several semantic states. Performing a semantic parsing step in this respect is similar 
to state-space search in which there is a given start state, one or more goal nodes, and a 
sequence of operation that can be performed on a state. 
A semantic parsing state consists of four records: a word-pointer, for indexing the words 
in a sentence; a concept-pointer, for representing the concept associated with the current 
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word; a working-memory, also known as history-list for keeping instantiated concepts and 
conceptual graphs; and concept-anticipation-list used for performing lexical disambiguation 
(see Chapter 6). Since, the last record is not used yet, it is permanently set to NIL. 
A semantic parser instantiates the concept pointed by a lexical entry and stores it in the 
working memory. As the parse progresses and more concepts are instantiated, the parser 
applies the canonical formation rule to combine concepts stored in the working memory. If 
the current concept can be combined in more than one distinct way, the semantic parser 
produces multiple semantic states to correspond to each combination. Consider the sentence 
[S9]: 
[S9]: John bought a book for Mary. 
Upon parsing [S9], the semantic state, 5°·1 fs91, becomes (0, [PERSON : "John"], ([PERSON : 
"John"]) NIL), where index O points to the first word in the sentence. When the semantic 
parser processes the word "bought", it instantiates the canonical graph [G4.11]: 
(PASTI -+ [[BUY] -
-+ (AGENn -+ [CUSTOMER:"•"] 
1 
-+ (OBJECT) -+ [ENTITY : ''*"] 
-+ (SOURCE) -+ [SELLER:"•"] 
-+ (INSTR) -+ [MONEY : ''*"]]. [G4.11] 
Since, the conceptual graph [G4.11] contains two concepts, CUSTOMER and SELLER, that 
can be matched to the concept [PERSON: "John"], the semantic parser spawns two semantic 
states to correspond to each concept match. The two semantic states, S1·1l591 and S1·2l591 are 
shown below: 
57.1 lS9J = (1, [G4.11], ([G4.11] with [PERSON: "John"]= [CUSTOMER:"*"]) NIL). 
51·2c591 = (1, [G4.11], ([G4.11] with [PERSON: "John"]= [SELLER:"*"]) NIL). 
As concepts in the working memory are combined, the contents of the working memory 
is altered. In the above example, in either 57.1 fs91 or 51·2 fs91, the concept [PERSON : "John"] is 
mapped into the conceptual graph [G4.11]. The working memory is updated to ensure that 
the individual instance of concept [PERSON : "John"] no longer exists. The algorithm for 
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performing one step of the semantic parse is given below. 
fl 
Algorithm: Semantic Parsing Step 
Input : Single semantic state S;. 
Output : List of semantic states S0-list 
Let S; be the initial semantic state, then 
s. = (w., c., wm. cal.), where, J I I I I 
W; : current word pointer, 
C; : current concept, 
wm; : the current state of the working memory. 
cal; : the concept anticipation list. 
Begin 
Let wn := advance-word-pointer(w;). 
If wn = "end-of-sentence" Then 
S0 -list := (S;) and Si is a terminal-state. 
Elseif concept-pointer(wn) = "no-concept-word" Then 
S0 -list := ((wn, C;, wmi cal;)). 
Else 
Let fr n := instantiate-frame(concept-pointer(wn)). 
If wmi = NIL Then 
S0-list := ((wn,fr;, (fr;) cal;)). 
Else 
Let SO -list := NIL. 
For each entity eik in wm; Do 
Let mk := merge-concept(eik' fr n). 
If mk "# NIL Then 
S0-list := S0 -list + (wn, fr n' (wm;- eik + mk) caln)15. 
Endlf 
EndFor 
Endlf 
Endlf 
Return S0 -list. 
End 
If the current concept can be matched in more than one way with the concepts already 
existent in the working memory, the result is an ambiguous parse. To resolve ambiguities as 
early as they arise, the semantic parser communicates with the blackboard. The blackboard 
uses its information and applies appropriate knowledge.sources for resolving them. 
15rhe new working memory is obtained by deleting the old frame eik and replacing it by m1. 
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The semantic parsing state is evaluated by the blackboard controller after each semantic 
step. When semantic ambiguity arises, the blackboard controller halts semantic parsing. 
Semantic parsing is resumed when the application of information on the blackboard 
resolves the semantic ambiguity on which semantic parsing is halted. This way parsing is 
performed without generating spurious semantic parses, and the result is a single mean-
ingful parse. 
4.5 An Example of Semantic Parsing 
The following is the result produced by the conceptual parser upon parsing John gave a 
book to Mary. The parser correctly produces two parses. One with "John" as the agent and 
"Mary" as the recipient of the verb, and the other with "Mary" as the agent and "John" as the 
recipient of the verb. 
Starts dribbling to semout.txt (1989/5/29, 03:44:12). NIL 
>(parse-semantic) 
Enter the sentence (semantically) to be parsed as a list of words. For example type: 
(John gave a book to Mary). 
=-> (John gave a book to Mary) 
Enter your parse prefer~nces : 
P - {For single parse with prompt for another [Default].) 
A= (For all possible parses.) 
==> A 
Enter your trace preference : 
==> 0 
0 - (No Trace [Default].) 
1 - (Short Trace.) 
2 - (Detailed Trace.) 
Sentence (poihter assignments} : 
O=John l=Gave 2-A 
6=NIL. 
3=Book 4=To 
Semantic Parse Succeeds .. 
Fina1Semantic State= 
j 
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S=Mary 
Content of history list - (CG191) ~ 
Where: 
CG191: 
[GRAPH:<instan>=CG191,<head-con>=GIVE184, 
<con-relations>= 
AGENT188 (Give184:<->, Man204:<+>). 
RECPT189 (Givel84:<->, Girl213:<+>). 
OBJECT190 (Givel84:<->, Book207:<+>) .] . 
GIVE184: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE GIVE REFERENT 
#S(REFERENT VALUE GAVE TYPE GIVE QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK NIL) 
RELATION-LIST 
( (AGENT188 . +) (RECPT189 . +) (OBJECT190 . +))) 
MAN204: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE MAN REFERENT 
#S(REFERENT VALUE JOHN TYPE MAN QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ( (AGENT188 . -))) 
GIRL213: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE GIRL REFERENT 
#S(REFERENT VALUE MARY TYPE GIRL QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK Nl:L) 
RELATION-LIST ( (RECPT189 . -))) 
BOOK207: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE BOOK REFERENT 
#S.(REFERENT ·VALUE BOOK TYPE BOOK QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ( (OBJECT190 . -))) 
AGENT188: 
#S(RELATION TYPE AGENT 
CONCEPT-LIST { {GIVE184 . -) (MAN204 . +))) 
RECPT189: 
#S(RELATION TYPE RECPT 
CONCEPT-LIST ( (GIVE184 . -) {GIRL213 . +))) 
OBJECT190: 
#S(RELATION TYPE OBJECT 
CONCEPT-LIST ((GIVE184 . -) (BOOK207 . +))) 
Semantic Parse Succeeds .. 
Fina1Semantic State= 
Content of history list - (CG201 )1 • Where: 
CG201: 
[GRAPH:<instan>=CG201,<head-con>=GIVE194, 
<con-relations>= 
AGENT195 (Givel94:<->, Girl216:<+>). 
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RECPT197 (Give194:<->, Man203:<+>). 
0BJECT199 (Give194:<->, Book210:<+>) .) . 
GIVE194: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE GIVE REFERENT 
#S(REFERENT VALUE GAVE TYPE GIVE QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST 
( (AGENT195 . +) (RECPT197 . +) (0BJECT199 . +))) 
GIRL216: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE GIRL REFERENT 
#S(REFERENT VALUE MARY TYPE GIRL QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ((AGENT195 . -))) 
MAN203: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE MAN REFERENT 
#S (REFERENT VALUE JOHN TYPE MAN QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ( (RECPT197 . -) ) ) 
B00K210: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE BOOK REFERENT 
#·S (REFERENT VALUE BOOK TYPE BOOK QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ((0BJECT199 . -)) ) 
AGENT195: 
JS(RELATION TYPE AGENT 
CONCEPT-LIST ((GIVE194 .. -) (GIRL216. +)):) 
RECPT197: 
#S(RELATION TYPE RECPT 
CONCEPT-LIST ( (GlVE194 . -) (MAN203 . +))) 
0BJECT199: 
tS(RELATION TYPE OBJECT 
CONCEPT-LIST ( (GIVE194 . -) (B00K210 . +))) 
No (further) Semantic Parse. 
Semantic Parsing Over .. 
NIL 
4.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we discussed the basic graph operations: join, capy, simplify, and restrict. 
These operations are originally conceived by Sowa in [28]. The algorithms to implement 
these operations are mine. 
The conceptual parser uses these operations to perform semantic analysis. It instantiates 
the canonical graph associated with each lexical entry and combines them. Two concepts are 
combined if they have a common subtype. If a lexical entry does not have semantic infor-
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mation associated with it, the parser ignores the entry. Parsing results are inherently am-
biguous, and therefore the conceptual parser communicates with the blackboard for the 
purpose of disambiguation. 
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5.1 Overview 
Chapter 5 
Syntactic Analysis in ICP 
The syntactic analysis in ICP is performed using an A TN (augmented transition 
network) parser. The ATN formalism has been extensively used in natural language 
processing since its conception by Woods [36]. The network grammar allows considerable 
flexibility in reordering, restructuring, and copying syntactic constituents occuring in a sen-
tence in order to handle complex syntactic constraints. 
A TN is a well established concept in the area of natural language processing and for 
this reason only a brief introduction is given. Interested readers are referred to [1] for a 
detailed description of it. In this chapter, I will concentrate on how an ATN parser (or for 
that matter any syntactic parser) can be used in the blackboard framework described in 
Chapter 3. For that purpose, an introduction to Allen's implementation 16 of the ATN parser 
is decribed. This implementation of A TN is used in ICP for performing syntactic analysis. 
Finally, I will describe few changes that were made necessary to interface ICP with the ATN 
parser. 
5.2 Augmented Transition Network 
The transition network formalism for representing a grammar consists of nodes and arcs. 
Together, the arcs and nodes form a network. Each arc in the network is labeled with a 
word category. A transition from one node to another occurs if the current word, during 
sentence processing, has the same category as the arc. Figure 5-1 shows a transition network 
for parsing a noun phrase (NP). 
For the NP network, a transition from node NP to NP 2 is made only if the current word 
is either an article (ART) such as "a" or "the", or a wh-determiner (WH-DET) such as "where" 
16A sample lisp program that comes along with Allen's book (1) . 
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ADJ 
ART 
NP 
WH-DET 
WH-PRO 
NAME 
\ POP 
PP 
Figure 5-1: NP Network. 
or "what". At NP 2, any numbers of adjectives (ADJ) are allowed. A phrase is a legal noun 
phrase if starting from the node NP, we can find a path to the POP arc. 
When the arc label indicates another transition network name instead of a word cate-
gory, the transition through that arc is made if the named network can successfully be 
traversed. Often the term push is used expilicitly to indicate movement from one network to 
another. If a network X contains an arc with label Y that is the name of another network to 
be traversed, the label push Y is also used in its place. Upon successful traversal of the Y 
network, the normal traversal of X is resumed. The point to which a pushed network, upon 
completion, returns is determined by the destination of the arc that called Y or (push Y). In 
Figure 5-1, the arc labeled PP names a PP (prepositional phrase) network. The source and 
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destination of the arc PP is NP3, which enables !l NP network such as one in Figure 5-1 to 
( 
parse a noun phrase containing any number of prepositional phrases. When the PP network 
can no longer be traversed, implying that are no more prepositional phrases, the POP arc is 
traversed and NP traversal succeeds. 
5.2.1 Network Registers 
Network registers in an ATN are used for handling context sensitivity,,nd discon-
tinuous constraints. Associated with each network, a list of registers called the network 
registers is defined. These registers are used for holding the parse structure of a consitituent 
in a sentence which could be a word, a phrase, or even a sentence. Each register is a list 
consisting of slot-names and fillers. The slot-name is the name of the register, and the filler is 
its content. For instance, a particular noun phrase can be identified as the syntactic subject 
(SUBJ) of a sentence by having a register with slot-name as SUBJ and the filler as the 
structure of the noun phrase. The structure of a noun phrase, in turn, contains registers to 
hold the determiner, the head noun, and the number. Thus, the syntactic subject the dark man 
in the sentence the dark man bought a coa.t can be represented as: 
(SUBJ (NP (DET the) 
(ADJ dark) 
(NOUN man) ) ) • 
The choice of network registers depends on the syntactic information that consititutes a 
syntactic parse. Typically, this information consists of phrases like NP, VP, and PP; gram-
matical roles such as syntactic subject, direct-object, and indirect-object; and other syntactic 
features such as the mood and number of various parts of speech in the sentence. Each 
network defines its own set of registers 17 that are local to it. A sample set of registers for a 
NP would be DET, NOUN, ADJ, NAME, PRO, WH-DET, and NUM (for number). Not all 
these registers are used in parsing a single noun phrase. For example, when a NOUN 
register is used, there cannot be a PRO (for pronoun) register for the same network. This is 
17 Actually, a network register is not formally defined. Instead, these registers are dynamically created when an 
arc is traversed. This is discussed in section 5.2.2. 
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because a noun phrase would contain one of them but not both. Some of these network 
registers are defined in the lexicon (see Chapter 6), others such as grammatical role registers 
are dynamically created in traversing from one node to another. 
If these registers are kept local, then how are the structures created by a network 
compiled to form a fuller structure? To answer this, two aspects need mentioning: 1. passing 
a register from a parent network to the pushed network, and 2. returning the value of the 
pushed network. At times, it is necessary to pass a register from one network to the other. 
For example, to ascertain whether the number of the first noun phrase is same as the number 
of the main verb, it is necessary to check the local number registers of the NP and VP 
networks. This is done as follows. The parent network, also called the S-network18, con-
tains a NUM register, which is initialized to NIL. Upon successful traversal of the NP 
network, the filler of NP:NUM19 register is assigned to the NUM register of the parent 
network, represented by S:NUM. When the verb network is pushed, S:NUM is passed as a 
parameter of the push (also called push-arc) function. This is then checked with VP:NUM 
register to check for any inconsistencies. Passing register values in this manner allows any 
prior information to be handled at a later point in time, thereby enabling the parser to 
handle discontinuous contraints. 
Upon successful traversal, a pushed network passes through a POP arc. Correspond-
ingly, a function called pop-arc is defined that collects all the network registers and returns 
them as lists to the parent network. Function push-arc and pop-arc are standard ATN func-
tions, and their details can be found in [1]. 
18s-network stands for the sentence network that calls the NP, VP, and PP networks. A lisp notation for 
representing these networks is given in Appendix C. 
19The register name X prefixed by and network name Nanda colon(:) is a notation adopted by me to explicitely 
indicate the network N to which X belongs to. Here NP is the network name and NUM is a register in NP. 
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5.2.2 Network Arcs and Arc Functions 
Network arcs specify syntactic constraints as condition-action pairs. In general, an arc is 
more complex because of the different kinds of arcs in a network. There are five kinds of arc 
functions. The first three are pop-arc, push-arc, and cat-arc. The last term is new. Function 
cat-arc succeeds only if the syntactic category of the current word is identical to the arc label. 
In Figure 5-1, these arcs are DET, WH-DET, ADJ, NAME, PRO, WH-PRO, and NOUN. The 
other two kinds of arc functions are jump-arc and word-arc. For the sake of completeness, a 
brief description of each of these functions is given below.20 
•Cat-arc.Succeeds only if the current word has the same category as the arc label, 
e.g. arc label NOUN. 
• Word-arc. Succeeds only if the current word is identical to the arc label, e.g. arc 
label "be" (used in a VP network, see Appendix C). 
•Push-arc.Succeeds only if the named network can be traversed successfully. 
• Jump-arc. Always succeeds. Does not consume the current word. 
• Pop-arc. Succeeds when the end of the network is reached. Returns to the net-
work that called it. 
A network in lisp notation is specified by the node name and the list of arcs that 
emanate from it (outward direction). Each arc is represented as a list of five attributes. These 
attributes are: 
•Arc-Number.Each arc emanating from a node is assigned a unique positive value. 
If a node has three arcs, these arcs are assigned number 1,2, and 3. Arc-number 
serves as a place holder for such a number. 
• Arc-function. One of the five arc-functions described above and a vir-arc function 
for traversing through virtual arc [lJ. For example, (cat-arc ADJ), (push-arc NP), 
etc. 
• Arc-destination. The node the arc is incident upon. For a push arc, the destination 
is the return node to which a pushed network returns upon successful traversal. 
In Figure 5-1, the destination of arc PRO as well as PP is NP3. 
2
°The term arc type is often used to describe an arc instead of arc function. These types are CAT, WORD, PUSH, 
POP, and JUMP corresponding to the arc functions listed above. 
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• Arc-test. Tests the conditions of arc traversal. Arc test is a list whose car21 is a boolean expression. 
• Arc-actions. Another arc attribute whose car is a list of register assignments or 
conditional register assignments. For example, 
((R register-name) < value) 
is a simple register to register assignment. On the other hand, the following 
register assignment 
(IF condition THEN register~assignment) 
is a conditional register assignment. 
The symbol "<" stands for register assignment. It is equivalent to SETR in a traditional 
ATN. I will not get into the formalism of its representation. Interested readers are referred to 
the user manual of ATN implementation [1]. Some examples on register assignment are 
given below. ' 
1. ((r num) < (r num *)): assigns NUM register of the current network the value of NUM register in the current lexical word. Symbol* stands for the current lexical 
entry. So, if the current lexical entry (or"*")= (np (det A) (num 3S) (noun BOY)), 
the above assignment causes "35" to be assigned to the NUM register of the 
current network. 
2. ((r first-v) <*):Assigns the entire lexical entry to the FIRST-V register. 
5.2.3 Lisp Represention of the ATN 
At this point, it would be worth the effort to write a network such as the one shown in 
Figure 5-1 in lisp notation. Instead of explaining the conversion process step-by-step, it 
would be worthwhile to compare the lisp representation of the NP network with the graphi-
cal representation shown in Figure 5-1. This is illustrated in Figure 5-2. 
Each node in Figure 5-1 is represented as a list structure in Figure 5-2. The car of the list 
is the node label, and the cdr is the list of arcs. As an example, consider arc number 1 for the 
node NP. The arc is traversed if the category of the current word is ART, indicated by the 
second entry of the list, (cat-arc art). The third entry of the list specifies the destination of the 
21For those who are not familiar with LISP, car refers to the first item in the list, and cdr refers to the list obtained by removing the car. If L = (AB CD), then (car L) = A, and (cdr L) = (BCD).· 
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(np (1 (cat-arc art) 
np2 
(t )· 
( ( ( ( r num) < ( r num *) ) 
((r det) < (r root*))))) (2 (cat-arc wh-det) 
np2 
(t) 
((((r type) < (v wh)) 
( ( r det) < *) ) ) ) 
(3 (cat-arc pro) 
np3 
(t) 
((((r pro) < (r root*))))) (4 (cat-arc wh-pro) 
np3 
·(t) 
( ( ( ( r pro) < ( r root *) ) 
( ( r type ) < ( v w h) ) ) ) ) 
(5 (cat-arc name) 
np3 
(t) 
( ( ( ( r name) < (r. root *) ) ) ) ) ) 
(np2 (1 (cat-arc adj) 
np2 
(t) 
( ( ( ( r adj s ) < ( append ( r ad j s ) ( 1 is t *) ) ) ) ) ) (2 (cat-arc noun) 
np3 
( (agr (r num) ( r num *) ) ) 
( ( ( (r num) < (agr (r num) (r num *))) ( (r head) < ( r root *) ) ) ) ) ) 
(np3 (1 (push-arc pp) 
np3 
( t) 
( ( ( (r np-mods) < (append· (r np-mods) (list *)))))) (2 (pop-arc) 
t 
(t) 
(none))) 
Figure 5-2: Representation of the NP network in Lisp Notation. 
arc, here NP2. The fourth entry tests the condition of arc traversal. The symbol Tin paren-
theses implies that the arc should be traversed unconditionally. The two actions associated 
with this arc are specified by the last entry of the list. The first one is identical to the one 
described in Section 5.2.2. The second assignment assigns the root entry of the current word 
(*) to the as the determiner (DET) of the NP network. 
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5.2.4 Syntactic States 
A syntactic state represents the result of parsing at any instant of time. As the network 
nodes are traversed, the state undergoes changes. During the parse, there can be more than 
one syntactic state representing alternative paths from the start node to the terminal node. A 
syntactic state is represented as a list containing the following attributes: 
• Word. A pointer to the current word in the sentence being parsed. A positive 
number is assigned to each word starting from 0. Thus, for the sentence John gave 
a book to Mary, John=O, gave=l, a=2, book=3, to=4, Mary=S, and NIL=6. A pointer·, 
to NIL is assigned to indicate the end of the sentence. 
•Node.The name of the current node in the network. E.g. NP, or S. 
• Return Nodes. A stack like structure to hold return nodes. For example, if a S 
network calls a NP network, the return address is 52 (see appendix C). If from the 
NP network, a call to the PP network is made, then its return address, NP 3, is 
pushed on top of S2. The return node list now contains (NP3 52). When the PP 
network is traversed successfully and traversing in NP network is resumed, NP3 
is popped from the list. Upon returning from the NP network, S2 is removed 
from the list, and the return register becomes NIL. 
• Current Registers. A list structure to hold network ·registers. The result of parsing 
a sentence is a list of registers in the S network. When a network is pushed, the 
current register holds a non-NIL value only if any registers are passed as 
parameters of push-arc function. Function pop-arc uses the contents of these 
registers to return a value to the parent network. 
• Hold List. A list of structures that must be used before the parse is complete. This 
list is used to specify discontinuous constraints, as in Who ca.rried the ball?. 
The start state of the ATN parser is (5 0 NIL (5) NIL). This specifies the start node as S, 
the word pointer as O (first word), the return nodes as NIL, the register list as (5), and a NIL 
hold list. Parsing succeeds if the final state reaches 53 with hold-lisf,= NIL. 
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5.3 Customizing ATN parser for ICP 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a syntactic parser alone produces numerous ambiguities, 
some of which are unresolvable using syntactic constraints alone. For example, a preposi-
tional phrase occuring after the main verb in a sentence can either be attached to the direct-
object, the main-verb, or the sentence as whole. Syntactically, all these attachments are legal. 
To avoid generating syntactic parses which are eventually going to be discarded, decisions 
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about the states that generate them must be made prior to the end of the sentence. 
So, how do we avoid spurious syntactic parses? First, we need a mechanism for 
representing syntactic ambiguities, and then, an approach for handling them. 
Consider how prepositional phrase (PP) ambiguity can be handled. A prepositional 
phrase contains a preposition (PREP register) and a noun phrase called the object of prepo-
sition (POBJ register). For example, the following PP register22 
(PP (PREP TO) (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY)))) 
represents the prepositional phrase to Mary. If the PP network that constructs the above 
register is called from the NP network, upon returning to the NP network, the NP-MODS 
register (a register for a holding the noun phrase rnodfiers that includes a relative clause or a 
prepositional phrase) would contain this structure as one of its members. This is due to the 
register assignment 
((r NP-MODS) < (append (r NP-MODS) (list*))) 
implementing arc number 1 of node NP3 that called the PP network. The symbol "*" 
represents the structure being returned by the PP network which is the contents of PP 
register. The result of this action causes the PP register to be appended to the already 
existent value of NP-MODS. The contents of NP-MODS now becomes 
(NP-MODS ((PP (PREP TO) (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY)))) 
... ) ) , 
where the ellipse " ... " indicates that there can be more than one modifier in NP-MODS. 
Now consider the above phrase "to Mary" in the sentence "John gave a book to Mary", 
called from the network NP that parsed "a book". With the above value of NP-MODS, the 
noun phrase "the book to Mary" can be represented as 
(NP {DET A) 
(NOUN BOOK) 
(NP-MODS { {PP (PREP TO) (POBJ (NP {NAME MARY)) ) ) 
... ) ) ) . 
22PP is the name of the register here, not the PP network. 
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Since a PP network can also be called from the VP and the S network, the above PP 
register can also be part of the contents of the VP-MODS or the S-MODS register as follows: 
(VP-MODS ((PP (PREP TO) (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY)))) 
... ) ) ) 
(S-MODS ( (PP (PREP TO) (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY)))) 
... ) ) ) . 
Let us return to the problem of detecting prepositional phrase ambiguity. Every time 
either NP-MODS, VP-MODS, or 5-MODS is updated, the prepositional phrase attachment is 
checked for validity using semantic rules. If a specific attachment is valid, then all other 
attachments are assumed incorrect. If the attachment is invalid, then other attachments are 
attempted until a valid attachment is found. 
5.3.1 Syntactic Parsing Steps 
· When an arc is traversed, the associated arc function is evaluated. This causes the 
syntactic state prior to the evaluation of the function to change. Where multiple arc tran-
sitions are possible, a list of syntactic states corresponding to them is created. An arc func-
tion that causes a syntactic state to change from its initial value Si to S0 is what I define as a 
syntactic step. Consider once again our favorite sentence John gave a book to Mary. The intitial 
state is (S O="John" NIL (S) NIL), where I have shown the actual word alongside the word 
pointer 0. At this point, arcs 1 and 3 of the S network (see Appendix C) can be traversed by 
pushing to the NP network. The result of performing one syntactic step is the list of states 
corresponding to each of the arcs traversed. The new states are: 
1. (NP 0= "John" (S2) (NP) NIL), and 
2. (NP 0= "John" (WH-S) (NP) NIL). 
A global data structure in the blackboard contains a slot for keeping the spawned states. 
In the original ATN implementation, this is represented by a global list structure called 
*backup-states*. For the next syntactic step, a single state, called the current state is selected 
from this list. The current state is always the first element of the list. If the labeling of the 
spawned states also represents their order in the *backup-list*, then the next syntactic state 
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becomes (NP O="John" (S2) (NP) NIL). The other state remains in the list. So, if the current 
state leads to a deadend in parsing, the first element of the *backup-list* becomes the current 
state. If the *backup-list* is NIL and the current state does not lead to the success node, then 
syntactic parsing fails. 
Every time a syntactic step is performed, the spawned states are evaluted to see if they 
contain any ambiguity. When parsing a prepositional phrases, eventually a state will contain 
a PP register. Since syntactic parsing is performed one step at a time with complete inter-
action with the blackboard, it is possible to check for ambiguity as early as it occurs. This is 
the topic of discussion in the next section. 
Although not apparent, a scheme for determining ambiguity based on the register con-
tent is inefficient. Assume that we have parsed the prepositional phrase "to Mary", called 
from the NP network that parsed "the book". The attachment is invalid (because Mary cannot 
be a modifier for the book), and all the states (usually only the current state) asserting this 
attachment are discarded. The first element of *backup-list* becomes the new current state. 
When the PP network is pushed from the VP network, the above prepositional phrase 
attachment is found valid. Finally, traversal of the S network is resumed, and the preposi-
tional phrase attachment is checked for its validity in the S network. This is only detected 
when the whole prepositional phrase is parsed again.23 The problem is worse when there is 
more than one prepositional phrase where repeated parsing could considerably slow down 
the process. Consider, 
[S10]: John bought a book for Mary on her birthday. 
Suppose we already know that the prepositional phrase "for Mary" is attached at VP 
level, and "on her birthday" at the S level, then the above scheme would parse some of these 
prepositional phrases over and over again. 
23Remember that ambiguity is detected by checking the contents of either NP-MODS, VP-MODS, or S-MODS. These registers indicate ambiguity only if they contain a non-NIL PP register. 
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So what is the advantage? Although the process may be inefficient, one noted feature of 
this approach is that it does not allow any syntactic state that contains ambiguity to per-
colate, thereby preventing extraneous ambiguity. Since *backup-list* is kept on the black-
board, additional knowledge can be applied to resolve the ambiguity. The following 
changes were made to the ATN to implement the above ideas: 
• Structure *backup-list* is a now a private variable in the domain blackboard. 
Associated with this variable, three functions are defined. These are the access function for accessing a state, the update function for adding one or more states, 
and the filter function for deleting spurious states. 
• The top-level function that recursively called each syntactic step is no longer 
used. Calls to the syntactic step function are made by the integrated parser. 
• The spawned syntactic states are filtered after each syntactic step (using the filter function) to remove any spurious states. If there are none, no alteration is done to 
the syntactic state list. 
5.3.2 Register Access Function 
The structure of a register is a list structure. The structure was defined to hold the tree 
representation of a syntactic parse tree. I will now illustrate how a specific register in the 
current register list of a syntactic state can be extracted. The tree representation of one such 
lisp structure is shown in Figure 5-3. 
(SUBJ (NP (DET THE) (NUM (3S)) (NOUN DOG))) : 
SUBJ 
I 
NP 
II\ 
I I \ 
I I \ 
DET NUM NOUN 
I I I 
THE 3S DOG 
>{. Figure 5-3: List and Graph Representations of a Subject Register. 
Suppose we want to extr~ct the contents of the determiner (DET) in the SUBJ register 
shown in Figure 5-3. This is (DET THE). To get to it, we traverse down the tree until the 
node DET is encountered. The structure below node DET is the tree corresponding to 
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regis~er (DET THE). 
DET 
I 
THE 
Because of the equivalence between the register access function, and the subtree of a 
graph representing it, the function defined in ICP is sub-tree. The lisp code for performing 
the above function is given below. 
(defun SUB-TREE (dest-node tree) (cond ( (or (null tree) (atom tree)) NIL) ((equal dest-node (car tree)) (list tree)) ((listp (car tree)) ( mapcan #' ( lambda (x) ( sub-tree de st-node x) ) tree) ) (t (mapcan #' ( lambda ( x) ( sub-tree de st-node x) ) ( cdr tree) ) ) ) ) 
. 
The above function returns a list of all the subtrees found. For example, 
( SUB-TREE 'DET ' ( SUBJ (NP (DET THE) (NUM ( 3S) ) (NOUN DOG) ) ) ) ==> 
( (DET THE)) 
5.4 An Example of Syntactic Parsing 
The following is the result produced by Allen's ATN parser on John gave a book to Mary. 
The A TN parser correctly produces three distinct syntactic parses corresponding to the three 
possible attachments of the prepositional phrase to Mary. These attachments are at the NP 
level, at the VP level, and at the S level as the results indicate. 
Starts dribbling to synout.txt (1989/5/22, 11:52:3). NIL 
>(time (parse-syntact_ic)) 
Enter the sentence to be parsed (syntactically} as a list of words. For example type : 
(John gave a book to Mary). 
.... 
==> (John gave a book to Mary) 
Enter your parse preferences : 
==> A 
P - (For single parse with prompt for another [Default].) . A= (For all possible parses.) 
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.. 
Enter your trace preference: 
==>0 
0 - (No Trace [Default].) 1 - (Short Trace.) 
2 = (Detailed Trace.) 
Sentence (pointer assignments) : 
O=John l=Gave 2=A 
6=NIL. 
3=Book 4=To S=Mary 
Syntactic parse succeeds .. 
Components of syntactic registers are : 
(S (VP ( (AUX NIL) (MAIN-V (VERB (ROOT GIVE) (FORM (PAST)) {NUM ( lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P)) (SUBCAT (OBJ)) (CONCEPT (GIVE)))) (VP-NP (NP (NP-MODS ( (PP (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) (PREP TO)))) (HEAD BOOK) (NUM (3S)) (DET A))) (VP-MODS NIL) ) ) (OBJ (NP (NP-MODS ( (PP (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY) ) ) (PREP TO) ) ) ) (HEAD BOOK) (NUM ( 3S)) (DET A))) (SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN))) (FIRST-NP (NP {NAME JOHN))) (MOOD DECL) ) 
Syntactic parse succeeds .. 
Components of syntactic registers are : 
(S (VP ( (AUX NIL) (MAIN-V (VERB (ROOT GIVE) (FORM (PAST)) (NUM ( lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) ) ( SUBCAT (OBJ)) (CONCEPT (GIVE)))) (V~-NP (NP (HEAD BOOK) (NUM (3S)) (DET A)}) (VP-MODS ( (PP (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY)) ) (PREP TO)) ) ) ) ) (OBJ (NP (HEAD BOOK) (NUM (3S)) (DET A))) (SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN))) (FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN})) (MOOD DECL) ) 
Syntactic parse succeeds .. 
Components of syntactic registers are : 
( S (S-MODS ( (PP (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY) ) ) (PREP TO)) ) ) ( VP ( ( AUX N IL) (MAIN~V (VERB (ROOT GIVE) (FORM (PAST)) (NUM ( 1S lP 2S 2P 3S 3P)) (SUBCAT (OBJ)) (CONCEPT (GIVE)) ) ) (VP-NP (NP (HEAD BOOK) (NUM (3S)) (DET A))) (VP-MODS NIL))) (OBJ (NP (HEAD BOOK) (NUM (3S)) (DET A))) (SUB.J (NP (NAME JOHN))) (FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN))) (MOOD DECL) ) 
ICP> No (further) Syntactic Parse. ~. 
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ICP> Syntactic Parsing Over .. 
real time : 22.833 secs 
run time : 4.917 secs 
NIL 
5.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, I briefly reviewed the augmented transition network (ATN) parser, 
written by James Allen for his book [1]. For ICP to be a robust parser, it must be equipped 
with a syntactic analyzer and rely on the syntactic information to resolve semantic am-
biguities. I decided to use a completely autonomous syntactic parser that communicates 
through a global medium, the blackboard. As a result, the focus of this chapter was on 
interfacing the ATN with the ICP system. 
I agree that the interface is not extremely robust. Some of the operations (such as 
extracting register information from a syntactic state) can be performed more directly by the 
ATN by having a global register on the blackboard. But this would make the syntactic parser 
very dependent on the structure of ICP, and I decided to sacrifice speed for modularity. 
The current implementation so clearly specifies the interface of the syntactic parser with 
the rest of the ICP system that it is very easy to replace the ATN parser by some other 
syntactic parser. 
I have modified the ATN network to parse prepositional phrases occuring in a sentence. 
The syntactic states are now stored in on the blackboard, allowing them to be evaluated by 
semantic and commqnsense knowledge sources. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 6 
Lexical Setnantics and 
Word Sense Disambiguation 
Lexical knowledge is information about word forms. The syntactic information as-
sociated with a word in a lexicon (also known as lexical entry) specifies the syntactic category, 
such as noun, verb, adverb, adjective and so forth. A lexical entry can have more than one 
syntactic category. As an example, the syntactic category of "hand" can either be a noun, as 
in human's hand or robot's hand, or a verb, as in hand me a book or he handed the key to me, etc. 
Other syntactic information usually associated with a lexical entry includes morphological 
information, information about the root entry and its inflections; and number information 
(singular or plural); and person as in first, second, or third person. Semantic information, on 
the other hand, specifies the meaning associated with the lexical entry. There are two ap-
proaches to specifying semantic information. The first approach is to encode all of the 
semantic information along with the syntactic information in the lexicon. The other ap-
proach is to encode the semantic information separately and have each lexical entry point to 
the semantic network. A word in a lexicon can have multiple meanings associated with it. 
The lexical entry "star" could be used to mean a celestial-body, as in a star in the sky, or it 
could be used to mean a famous person, as in the star of the show. 
Since a word can have multiple syntactic and semantic senses, a natural language parser 
must be able to determine which word sense is appropriate. Otherwise, it will have to resort 
to exhaustive backtracking and perform parsing for each word sense, until one or more 
syntactic or semantic constraints are violated. This leads to a combinatorial explosion be-
cause a sentence may contain words that have multiple meanings. I have devised a simple, 
yet effective word sense disambiguation algorithm that is based on the conceptual graph 
representation of the word meaning. This is discussed in Section 6.4 on 99. But before then, 
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in the forthcoming sections, I will discuss the structure of the lexicon, the lexical preprocess-
ing stage, and some simple morphological analyses of a lexical entry. 
6.2 Structure of the Lexicon 
6.2.1 Lexical Attributes 
For each word sense of a lexical entry, the following syntactic and semantic attributes (or 
slots) are defined. The first five attributes are syntactic attributes and the last one is a seman-
tic attribute. 
• Category. One or more syntactic categories such as nouns, auxiliary verbs, verbs, 
adjectives etc. A lexical entry has multiple word senses if it can have more thc.:tn 
one syntactic category, e.g. "hand", which can stand for a verb or a noun. 
• Form. A syntactic attribute specifying the form the word, e.g., present tense, past 
tense, past participle. 
• Number. A syntactic attribute specifying the number of the word. It can either be 
singular (abbreviated S) or plural (abbreviated P). 
• Person. Also a syntactic attribute usually combined with the number attribute. It 
can be first person, second person, or third person, and is abbreviated by 1, 2, and 3, 
respectively. The combined number and person attributes, thus, have six pos-
sible values: 1S (for first person singular), lP (first person plural), 2S, 2P, 3S, and 
3P. The combined attribute name is number. 
•Subcategory.Another syntactic attribute. Some verbs are intransitive, that is, verbs 
that do not take direct objects or indirect objects. These verbs are laugh, and fly as 
in they laughed or birds fly. Other categories of verbs are transitive and ditransitive. 
A transitive verb takes only a direct object. A ditransitive verb takes an indirect 
object in addition to the direct object. Verb "buy" can function as transitive (John 
bought a book, "book" as the direct object) as well as ditransitive (John bought a book 
for Mary, "book" as the direct object and "Mary" as the indirect object). Details on 
verb sub-categoriz.ation can be found in [1]. 
• Concept. A semantic attribute. The value of this attribute is a pointer to a concept-
type in the semantic network (Section 2.3, page 15). Multiple pointers are al-
lowed for a lexical entry with multiple mea~ings. E·.g.: "John" points to the con-
cept type MAN, and "star" points to the list of concept types containing 
CELESTIAL-BODY and STAR-PERSON, corresponqing to each meaning of the 
word "star". 
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6.2.2 Lexical Entry 
Each lexical entry in ICP is a lisp macro, E, which is expanded during the lexical 
preprocessing stage. In a notation similar to BNF, the syntax for constructing a lexical entry 
is shown in Figure 6-1. The upper-case symbols are the terminal (constant) symbols and the 
lower-case symbols are the non-terminal (variable) symbols. The round parentheses are lisp 
parentheses and are used verbatim in the representation. The curly braces, on the other 
hand, are representational parantheses. The asterisks (*) over the non-terminal symbols 
mean that a list of such entries is allowed in the syntax. The vertical-bar represents disjunc-
tion of values that can be assinged to a non-terminal. The keyword :ws stands for 
, word-sense and the keyword :morph stand for morphology. 
• • Syntax: (e lex_entry :ws {ws_entry} :morph {morph_entry} ) 
ws_entry :== (syn_cat {attr_value_pair1}•) 
attr_value_pair1 :== NUM num_value I 
FORM form value I 
SUBCAT subcat value I 
CONCEPT concept_ value. 
morph_entry :== (syn_cat {attr_value_pair2}*) 
attr_value_pair2 :== attr_value_pair1 I {ROOT root_value} 
syn_cat 
num value 
j -
form value 
subcat value 
concept_ value 
:== NOUN I NAME I PREP I AUX I 
VERB I ADJ I WH-DET I WH-PRO I 
PRO I DET 
c (1S 25 3S IP 2P 3P) 
~ (INF PRES PAST EN ING) 
c (OBJTO-INFOBJ+INFOBJ+TO-INF 
FOR-TO-INF INF OBJ+INF ADJ) 
:== concept-type I relation-type I 
. *NO-CONCEPT-WORD• 
Figure 6-1: BNF Like Representation of a lexical entry. 
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With this format, consider the representation of a lexical entry "give". Its syntactic cate-
gory is verb, and its morphological variants are "gives", "gave", "given", "giving", and 
"giver". The meaning of "give" is the concept type GIVE it points to. The lexical entry of 
"give" is shown below: 
(e GIVE :ws ((VERB form (PRES) num (1S lP 2S 2P 3P) 
subcat (OBJ) concept (GIVE))) 
:mo.rph ((GIVES num (3S) form (PRES)) 
(GAVE num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (PAST)) (GIVEN num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (EN)) (GIVING num (1S lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (ING)))) 
The morphological variants (:morph} of the verb "give" specify only the attributes that are 
different from the lexical entry, specified by the lex_entry attribute in the E macro. Usually, 
this entry is also the root entry. For "give'1, the root entry is itself. Other unspecified at-
tributes and their values (here SUBCAT and CONCEPT attributes} default to their entries in 
the root word. For example, 
(GIVES num (3S) form (PRES)) 
upon macro expansion becomes: 
(GIVES num (3S) form (PRES) subcat (OBJ) concept (GIVE)). 
The values of explicitly specified attributes overide their corresponding values assigned in 
the root entry. The NUM of "gives" is (3S} only, instead of the value (1S lP 2S 2P 3P} specfied 
by the root entry "give". This can be seen as overlaying the attributes of morphologically 
inflected entries on the attributes of the root entry. In this way, implicit attributes (subcat 
and concept} of "gives" are automatically derived. 
The lexical entry specified by the lex_entry argument in the E macro may not always be 
the root entry. In such cases, the root entry is explicitly specified using a syntactic attribute 
root. One example is the lexical entry of "is" whose root form is "be". 
(e IS :ws ((AUX form (PRES) root BE num (3S)) (VERB num (3S) form (PRES) 
root BE subcat (OBJ TO-INF ADJ))) 
:morph ((AM num (lS)) (ARE num (lP 2S 2P 3P)) (BEEN num (lS 2S 3S lP 2P 3P) form (EN)) (WAS num (lS 3S) form (PAST)) 
(WERE num (lP 2S 2P 3P) form (PAST)) 
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(BEING form (ING)))) 
The above representation by no means matches the representational power of existent 
morphological analyzers, which are far too complex to be achieved by simple macro expan-
sion. Since the focus of this thesis is not morphological analysis, more advancoo models 
were not explored. My purpose is to give the details of the lexicon that is used in the ICP 
system. 
6.3 Lexical Preprocessing 
In this Section, I propose a simple, yet effective way for processing a lexicon which is a 
list consisting of lexical entries, also known as e macros (see Figure 6-1). The output of the 
preprocessing stage is a list of lexical entries, including the morphological variants, in the 
form compatiable with the lexicon used for the ATN parser Il]. The lexical preprocessing is 
needed because of two important reasons: to interface with the lexicon structure used in 
Allen's ATN parser, and to allow for a simple, yet effective lexical format. 
6.3.1 Macro E 
The lisp macro Eis defined in terms of a lisp function lex-entry-processor, which sequen-
tially processes the root entry and its derivatives (morphologically related) to generate an 
entry corresponding to each one of them. Each one of the generated entries is a symbol. The 
lexical information is kept in the :lex property of these symbols. Morphologically related 
entries form a list, and a list of all such lists form a lexicon (variable *sample-lexicon*). For the 
two entry lexicon consisting of words "is" and "give", the output generated upon macro 
expansion produces the following list. 
*sample-lexicon*= ((IS BE AM BEEN WAS WERE BEING) (GIVE GIVES GAVE GIVEN GIVING)) 
Each of these entries has the property :lex associated with it. The :lex property of a 
lexical entry contains all of the syntactic and semantic attributes associated with it. The :lex 
property of verb "gives" is given by the following list. 
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(:LEX (GIVES (verb (ROOT GIVE) (form (PRES)) 
(num (3S)) (subcat (OBJ)) (concept (GIVE)))).) 
6.3.2 Creating Basic Lexical Entry 
Since the lex_entry parameter in an E macro may not be a root entry, a term basic entry is 
used to refer to it. Each lexical entry has exactly one basic entry. Lexical processing of a basic 
lexical entry is somewhat different from processing its morphological variants. For this 
reason, they are treated differently by the preprocessor. In this section, I will provide a 
formal algorithm for processing a basic entry. The next section gives an algorithm for creat-
ing lexical entries corresponding to their morphological variants. 
If the root attribute of the lexical entry is not specified, by default the basic entry is 
considered the root form. One can force the format of the lexicon to allow only the root entry 
as its basic entry, since a word has only one root form. However, this is not implemented in 
the preprocessor, and the attribute root is still used in the current implementation.24 The 
algorithm for creating basic entry is as follows. 
Algorithm: Lexical Preprocessing of Basic Lexical Entry 
Parameters: lexical-entry A, word-sense list ws_list, root-entry r 
.. 
Begin 
Let Llist = NIL. 
For each word-sense ws in ws list Do 
For each attribute-value pair av _pair Do 
Put an extra pair of parenthesis around av _pair25 
EndFor 
If the root entry r = NIL Then 
Add another attribute-value pair (root A). 
Endlf 
Let Llist := Llist + (syncat <all-attribute-value-pair>) 
EndFor 
24The current implementation has a bug. H root entry is specified by the attribute root, ·then it is not created as 
separate entry in •sample-lexicon•. The E macro representation of "is" contains the root entry "be". The lexical 
preprocessor does not, at present, create an entry for ''be". To get around this problem, the E macro must be written 
so that the basic entry is ''be" instead of "is", and "is" is expressed as a morphological variant of ''be". Another way to 
solve this problem would be to include a separate E definition for ''be". This is what is done at the moment. 
25Because, the format must interface with the lexical format of the A1N parser's lexicon. 
. List A and Llist together to form (A Llist) and put 
it in the :LEX property of A. 
End 
6.3.3 Creating Morphological Entry 
.,.. 
Preprocessing of a morphological variant, also known as a morph-item, requires two 
stages. In the first stage, the processor fills in all of the default attributes taken from the root 
~ 
entry to create an entry similar to the basic lexical entry. The second stage calls the algorithm 
for creating basic lexical entry. The algorithm is as follows. 
Algorithm: Lexical Preprocessing of a Morph-Item 
Parameters: word-sense list ws_list, morph-itemµ, root-entry r 
Begin 
Let entry_name = (car µ). 
Let av _pair _list = (cdr µ). 
Llist = NIL. 
For each word-sense ws in ws list Do 
new_avl = Merge the attributes av_pair_list with that of r. 
Llist := Llist + (list µ new_avl). 
EndFor 
Call Make Basic Lexical Entry with: 
lexical-entry = entry_name, 
word-sense list = Llist, and 
root-entry = r. 
End 
The above steps are applied repeatedly for each of the morph-items of an E macro body. 
The function lex-entry-processor, mentioned in Section 6.3.1 on page 96, can now be defined 
as follows: 
mgL =NIL;26 
mgL := Create basic lexical entry; 
For all morph-items Do 
mgL := mgL + Create morphologi.cal entry; 
EndFor; 
Add mgL to *sample-lexicon*. 
26mgL stands for morph group list, co_ntains list of morphologically related words. 
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6.4 Word Sense Disambiguation 
We have seen examples of words that have multiple syntactic and semantic senses. 
' Multiplicity of a word sense implies that the same word can have two altogether different 
meanings. The kind of ambiguity in which an appropriate word sense needs to be deter-
mined is called word sense ambiguity, and the algorithm used to disambiguate them is known 
as the word sense disambiguation algorithm. 
Multiplicity or ambiguity in the meaning of a word is an inherent feature of any natural 
language. This is because a natural language uses a finite number of words to narrate an 
infinite variety of real world situations. The reason we can understand this kind of am-
biguity is ~cause of the context or expectation. For example, the following sentences are 
unambiguous even though each sentence selects different meaning of the word "star". 
[Sll]: The astronomer married a star. 
[S12]: The astronomer studied the star. 
The dictionary definition of star contains two meanings: the STAR-PERSON sense, and 
the CELESTIAL-BODY sense. The reason ISl 1] and [S12] are not ambiguous is because in 
[Sl 1] the word "married" creates an expectation of people involvement (an possibly other 
information). This expectation unambiguously selects the ST AR-PERSON sense of the word 
"star". On the other hand, in [S12], the word "studied" does not create an explicit expectation 
of a person (his face, behavior etc.), though one can study a person. Since astronomer creates 
an explicit expectation of celestial bodies, the CELESTIAL-BODY sense is more appropriate. 
The same expectation prohibits one from selecting the CELESTIAL-BODY concept of star, 
because in [Sl 1], "married" creates a definitive expectation of two people. The concept of 
semantic distance (Section 2.7, page 34) is used to determine which word sense is preferred. 
The above example may appear too simplified because a single word creates some 
explicit expectations to resolve the ambiguity. In general, this is not true, and often we need 
a complex inferencing mechanism to resolve it. Also, a context is not an expectation created 
by a single word, but is some unspecified association of expectations generated by each 
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single word. 
In order to ascertain which word sense is appropriate, some representation of a context 
must be assumed. Let us define context to be the sum of the expectations generated by each of 
the words. Conceptually, a person named "John" does not create any expectation of other 
concepts. On the other hand, a "give" action creates an expectation of its agent, the object 
involved in act of giving, and its recipient. Although other information such as place of 
giving and manner of giving may also be related, these do not become immediately ap-
parant. Notice, that this is exactly the information that a canonical graph of the concept GIVE 
contains (that a lexical entry "give" points to). The graph contains the conceptual relations 
AGENT, OBJECT, and RECIPIENT. Other information such as place and manner are not 
apparant because these information are inherited from the supertypes of GIVE such as ACT, 
or TRANSFER, or may be specified by the schemata graph of GIVE specifying some default 
knowledge. 
This still does not solve the disambiguation problem. We need a mechanism to dynami-
cally create expectations of entities, events, or concepts, and, upon matching expectations 
against the existent concepts, to create new expectations (or context). Before I go into the 
rigor of how this can be accomplished for the ICP system, consider how a human reader 
would understand [Sll]. Upon reading "the astronomer", one would assume that some 
specific astronomer is being referred to. Let us call the specific astronomer ASTRO#l23 
(some specific label). Upon reading "married", one knows that the astronomer is the agent of 
the act marry. So the agent of some specific marriage event MARRY#124 is found to be 
ASTR0#123. But MARRY#124 also creates an expectation that AS1RO#l23 is married to 
another person, PERSON#125, who is still unknown. When the word "star" is encountered, 
its meaning is measured in terms of satisfying all expectations. The STAR-PERSON sense of 
"star" uniquely satisfies this because STAR-PERSON is a subtype of PERSON in the type 
hierarchy (Section 2.3, page 15) . This sense of "star" is selected, and the result is a person 
STAR-PERSON#126 instead of a celestial body. The phrase now reads: ASTR0#123 
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MARRY#124 ST AR-PERSON#126. 
Here is the algorithm. For each concept that is instantiated in the working memory, 
create an expectation for that concept if it is a generic concept (see Section 2.5.1 in Chapter 2 
on page 19). Dynamically modify expectations by erasing expectations of the concept that 
become specific at a later time. A generic concept becomes specific by either combining it 
with a specific concept or by changing its referent(s). If by the end of parsing a sentence 
some generic concepts exist, then these concepts are called implicit in the meaning of a 
sentence. For example, the sentence John bought a book, has many concepts such as source, 
location, time, and price of the book that are implicit. These concepts are made specific when 
a reference is made to them. For example, if the above sentence is followed by He bought it 
for $20, the concept representing the price of the book would become explicit. 
The above algorithm for performing word sense disambiguation is not yet implemented 
in the ICP system. But, the current implementation makes room for incorporating the dis-
ambiguation algorithm describe above. The data structure of a semantic state has a slot 
called anticipation-list (Section 4.4 in Chapter 4 on page 70). The anticipation list holds 
concepts that are expected to appear during the processing of a sentence. In this way it 
serves as a basis for context during the processing of an entire sentence. Since ICP does not 
at present parse multiple sentences, intersentential contexts and their relationships to one 
another for performing anaphoric or pronomial references have not yet been considered in 
the above algorithm for word-sense disambiguation. 
6.4.1 Limitations and Future Work 
Even though the algorithm provides an easy way to represent expected concepts using 
conceptual graphs during the processing of a sentence, it has sever limitations for wider 
applications. Some noted ones are: 
• If the first word in the sentence is ambiguous, then the algorithm does not 
provide any means for procrastinating ambiguities for resolution at a later time. 
• It is not clear how the algorithm would work if the context did not have suf-
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ficient information to provide disambiguation. Although, more concepts can be 
brought into the working memory by performing type expansion or schematic 
expansions, the algorithm does not specify any ways of resolving conficting ex-
pectations arising in a context. Also, as the number of concepts increase, we 
would need a scheme for focusing on fewer concepts. 
• The algorithm works in a complete top-down manner which is usually not suf-
. ficient. 
These disadvantages _are not too restrictive for a prototype system like ICP. The ap-
proach does have the distinct advantage of utilizing conceptual graphs to perform dis-
ambiguation. Theoretically, any related concepts can be brought into a conceptual graph 
through the expansion of types and schema for the purpose of disambiguation, although 
such an exhaustive approach may not be feasible. In this section, I have attempted to 
demonstrate a technique that uses conceptual graph representation for word-sense dis-
ambiguation for some simple cases, and to show how this simple scheme could be incor-
porated in the ICP system. 
6.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we saw the representation of lexical knowledge in the ICP system. A 
lexicon is a list of lexical entries each of which is a lisp macro, processed during the lexical 
preprocessing stage. Lexical preprocessing is a necessary stage for interfacing with the 
lexicon used in James Allen's ATN program. The lexical preprocessing stage also incor-
porates pseudo morphological analysis that enables a lexicon to be written using a compact 
notation. 
Multiple senses of a lexical entry are due to the fact that a language is finite and a finite 
number of words are used to narrate an infinite variety of real world situations. One way to 
resolve lexical ambiguity is to use context during sentence processing. Conceptual graph 
representation has an advantage because a graph is a natural way of representing concepts 
that are expected to occur. A context can be expanded by performing type or schematic 
expansion to bring in concepts related to the current context. 
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The alogrithm for performing word-sense disambiguation lacks general applicablity. 
Possible extensions to it have not been evaluated in the thesis. 
, 
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Chapter 7 
An Illustrative Parse 
This chapter illustrates the integration of syntax and semantics and the use of the 
blackboard in understanding the following sentence: 
[S13]: John gave the lock with the key to Mary. 
[S13] has 12 possible syntactic parses, since the first prepositional phrase "with the key" 
can be attached in any one of the three ways (NP_ATTACH, VP_ATIACH, or S_AITACH), and the 
second prepositional phrase "to Mary" can be attached in four different ways (one extra 
since NP attachment can be made either to the direct-object "the lock" or to the object of the 
first prepositional-phrase "the key"). To a human reader, it is evident that the first preposi-
tional phrase is attached to "the lock" and the second to the main-verb "gave". We shall 
demonstrate how ICP employs syntactic and semantic information to obtain a unique parse 
of [S13]. 
To generate the meaning of a sentence, the parser joins canonical graphs associated with 
each word of the input. The dictionary entry contains a pointer to a concept in the semantic 
memory. For example, a lexical entry "John" points to the concept MAN that represents the 
meaning of the entry. Some concepts have a canonical graph associated with them that 
specifies how these concepts relate to other concepts. In ICP, the concept GIVE has the 
following canonical graph representation stored in the semantic memory: 
[GIVE:*] -
~ (AGENT) ~ [PERSON : *] 
~ (RECPT) ~[PERSON:•] 
~ (OBJEcn ~ [TRANSFERABLE-OBJECT : •1. 
This graph specifies that a concept GIVE expects a PERSON in its AGENT and RECPT 
(abbreviated for recipient) slots and a concept of type TRANSFERABLE-OBJECT in its OBJECT slot. 
In the above graph, concepts are identified by square parentheses and conceptual relations 
by rounded parentheses. Both concepts and conceptual graphs are stored in the semantic 
memory. Detailed discussions of concepts and conceptual graphs can be found in I28]. 
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The integrated parser starts parsing with both the syntactic and semantic parsers in 
Ready status: a (syn:R, sem:R) combination equivalent to parsing-index = 15 (see Figure 3-2). 
The controller interprets the index and designates the parsing-mode as semantic (see Table 
3-2). Upon encountering the lexical entry "John", the semantic parser instantiates the concept 
MAN and creates a representation [MANI : "John"] in the working memory.27 When the word 
"gave" is processed, the lexical pointer to the concept GIVE in the semantic memory is used to 
instantiate the following graph labeled CG9: 
CG9 : [GIVE2 : "gave"] -
_. (AGENT3) _. [PERS0N4 : ,._"] 
_. (REO.Yf 5) _. [PERS0N6 : ,._"] \ 
_. (OBJEC'l'l) _. [TRANSFERABLE-OBJECTS : ,._"]. 
Compare, the second graph with the first. In the second graph, concepts and 
conceptual-relations are instantiated. At this point, ICP has two semantic representations in 
its active memory (MANI and CG9), and the semantic analyzer tries to combine these two 
representations. Since MAN is a subtype of PERSON in the semantic memory of ICP, the 
common subtype of these two types is evaluated as MAN. The parser determines the follow-
ing two matches: 1. MAN1::PERS0N4, and 2. MAN1::PERSON6.28 This ambiguity (where concept 
MANl can either be attached to the agent-slot (MAN1::PERSON4 case) or to the recpt-slot 
(MAN1::PERSON6 case)) cannot be resolved using the semantic information alone. The seman-
tic parser halts (sem:H) after posting the following two productions on the blackboard: 
PROD11: 
if (answer-of sem-QlO) = "True" then 
Select the semantic state that makes this attachment, 
Post the answer, and change sem:H to sem:R status, 
Delete PROD11. 
else 
27The integer after the concept type indicates that it is an instantiated concept instead of the concept type itself. 
Hence MANl is a specific concept, but MAN is a generic concept that is stored in the semantic memory. The second 
argument is the filler for the instantiated concept that states that there is an instantiated concept of MAN named 
"John". 
28symbol "::" is a conformity relationship between two concepts that indicates that two concepts match and can 
be merged to form one concept. 
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Delete semantic states that make this attachment, 
Delete PRODl 1. 
endif. 
where sem-Q10 is 
(SEM-QlO V ALID-SEMROLE-A TI ACHMENT? 
(AGENT3 MAN1::PERSON4 GIVE2)). 
PROD13: 
if (answer-of sem-Q12) = "True" then 
Select the semantic state that makes this attachment, 
Post the answer, and change sem:H to sem:R status, 
Delete PROD13. 
else 
Delete semantic states that make this attachment, 
Delete PROD13. 
endif. 
where sem-Q12 is 
(SEM-Q12 V ALID-SEMROLE-A TIACHMENT? 
(RECPTS MAN1::PERSON4 GIVE2)). 
The syntactic parsing-status is syn:R and the new parsing-index = 18. The controller 
schedules the syntactic parser. When the syntactic analyzer identifies "John" as the subject of 
the sentence after parsing the main-verb ("gave"), the subject-rule fires. In ICP, the subject-
rule looks like: 
Subject Rule: 
if voice="Active" then 
The SUBJECT is also the AGENT of the VERB or any 
other slot specified by the VERB. 
endif. 
The application of this rule places the following syntactic result on the syntactic result-
desk: 
(SYN-R14 (SUBJ-RULE 
(AGENT-ROLE (NP (NAME JOHN)) 
(MAIN-V (VERB (ROOT GIVE)) 
(FORM PASTI)))). 
At this stage, sem-QlO is answered, since syn-R14 assigns "John" as the agent of the verb 
"gave". The integrator posts the following answer on the syntactic answer-desk: 
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(SYN-AlS TRUE SYN-R14 SEM-QlO). 
Once the answer to sem-QlO is ascertained, the production PROD11 fires, and the seman-
tic parser enters the sem:R mode. Because syn-R14 assigns "John" as the agent of "gave", the 
answer to sem-Q12 becomes false, and PROD13 fires deleting the semantic state with "John" as 
the recipient of "gave". The semantic structure now looks like: 
CG9 : [GIVE2 : "Gave"] -
~ (AGENT3) 
~ (RECPTS) 
~ (OBJEC'I7) 
-+ [MAN16: "John"] 
-+ [PERS0N6 : •] 
-+ [TRANSFERABLE-OBJECTS : •], 
where MAN16 = MANl :: PERSON4. 
The integrated parser has (syn-A, sem-R) equivalent to parsing-indexed = 9. Therefore, 
syntactic parsing continues. When the syntactic parser encounters the prepositional phrase 
"with the key", it is unable to resolve the assignment, since the semantic analyzer has not 
reached that far. The syntactic parser halts (syn:H) after posting the same production as 
PROD245 shown in Figure 3-3 with syn-Q123 as:29 
(SYN-Q123 VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? 
(NP _ATTACH (PREP WITH) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME KEY))) 
(PREV-NP (NP (DET TI-IE) (HEAD LOCK))))). 
The new parsing-index= 33, and the controller schedules the semantic parser.30 When 
the semantic parser encounters "lock", the following conceptual graph (CG20) is instantiated: 
CG20: [LOCK17: "Lock"] -+ (PARTIS) -+ [I<EY19: "•"]. 
The semantic analyzer has CG9 and CG20 in the active memory.31 The parser tries to 
combine these two graphs, and, this time, it finds a match in LOCK17 and 
29The choice of which attachment to try first depends on the syntactic parser. In ICP, the ATN based parser 
always tries to ascertain NP _attachment before either VP _attachment or S_attachment. 
3
°rhis combination corresponds to (syn:H, sem:R). As indicated in Table 3-2, the controller schedules the 
semantic parser, but, before that, it converts semantic-status to sem:A, thereby changing the parsing-index to 32. 
31Note that the concept MANI no longer exists separately in the active memory. MANI and PERSON4 of CG9 are 
combined into MANI6 which now fills the agent slot of CG9 instead of PERSON4. 
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TRANSFERABLE-OBJECTS. The two graphs are combined into CG21 with LOCI<22 = LCX:K17 :: 
TRANSFERABLE-OBJECTS. The new graph now looks like: 
CG21: (GIVE2: "Gave"]-
~ (AGENT3) 
~ (RECI'TS) 
~ (OBJEC'l7) 
~ [MAN16: "John"] 
~ [PERS0N6: ,,.,1 
~ [LOCI<22 : "Lock"] -
~ (PARTIS) ~ [KEY19: "•'1. 
The remainder of the semantic parse is simple. Concepts KEY23 and GIRI24, indexed by 
the lexical entries "key" and "Mary", are mapped into the KEY19 and PERSON6 concepts of the 
above graph to arrive at the final semantic representation: 
CG21 : [GIVE2 : "Gave"] -
~ (AGENT3) ~ [MAN16: "John"] 
~ (RECPTS) ~ [GIRL26: ''Mary"] 
~ (OBJEC'I7) ~ [LOCI<22: "Lock"] 
~ (PARTIS) ~ [KEY25: "Key"], 
where I<EY25 = KEY23 :: I<EY19, and GIRL26 = GIR124 :: PERS0N6. 
During this time the semantic parser has posted the following valid semantic role at-
tachments on semantic result-desk:32 
(sem-R27 (unique-attachment (0BJEC17 LOCI<22 GIVE2))). (sem-R28 (unique-attachment (PART18 KEY25 LOCI<22))). (sem-R29 (unique-attachment (RECPTS GIRL26 GIVE2))). 
Using the result sem-R28, syn-Q123 is resolved, since "the key" is attached to "the lock", 
a NP_attachment. When the result sem-R28 is posted, production PROD245 fires with (answer-
of syn-Q123) = "Valid", the syntactic parsing-status becomes syn:R, and the following result 
is posted on the semantic answer-desk: 
(sem-A30 TRUE sem-R28 syn-Q123). 
The semantic parse succeeds and the semantic parsing-status becomes sem-Sl. By this 
time, the syntactic parsing-status has changed from syn:H to syn:R upon firing PROD245, and 
32These results are valid because of the uniqueness of the attachments. Also notice that the result that assigns MANI6 to the agent of GIVE2 is not posted since syn-A15 conveys the same information. 
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Syntactic Structure Generated Semantic Structure Generated 
Final Syntactic State: Final Semantic State: 
(S (SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN) 
[GIVE2 : "GA VE"] -(OOBJ (NP (DET TIIB) (HEAD LOCK) 
(NP-MODS 
-. (AGENTI) -. [MANI6 : "JOHN"] ((PP (PREP WITII) 
(POBJ (NP (DET THE) 
-. (RECPT5) -. [GIRL26: "MARY"] (HEAD LOCK))))) ))) 
-. (0BJECT7) -. [LOCK2.2: "LOCK"] (VP (MAIN-V (AUX NIL) 
+ (VERB (ROOT GIVE) 
(FORM PASn)) (PARTIS) (VP-MODS 
+ ((PP (PREP TO) (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))))))) [KEY25 : "KEY"]. (MOOD DECL) 
(VOICE ACTIVE)). 
I Sy_ntactic Quea Desk: None. I I Semantic Quea Desk: None. I 
Syntactic Answer Desk: Semantic Answer Desk: 
(SYN-AI5 "1RUE" SYN-RI4 (SEM-A30 "TRUE" SEM-R28 (SEM-Q IO ( valid-semrole-attachment? (SYN-QI23 (AGENTI MAN16 GIVE2))). (valid-pp-attachment? 
(PREP WITH) (POBJ (NP (NAME KEY)): (SYN-A# "FALSE" SYN-RI4 (PREV-NP (NP (HEAD LOCK)))))). (SEM-Q IO ( valid-semrole-attachment? (SEM-A32 "TRUE" SEM-R28 (RECPT5 MAN# GIVE2))). (SYN-Q3I 
where MAN#= MANI::PERS0N6. (valid-pp-attachment? 
(PREP TO) (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) Syntactic Result Desk: (MAIN-V (VERB GIVE))))). 
(SYN-R14 (subject-rule Semantic Result Desk: (AGENT-ROLE 
(NP (NAME JOHN)) (SEM-R27 (unique (0BJECT7 LOCK22 GIVE2))). (MAIN-V (VERB (ROOT GIVE)) (SEM-R28 (unique (PARTIS KEY25 LOCK22))). (FORM PAST)) (SEM-R29 (unique (RECPT5 GIRL26 GIVE2))) . . )))) . 
. 
Final Parsing-index= 22 (syn:Sl, semS2) 
Unresolved Productions= NIL 
I 
Figure 7-1: Contents of Domain Blackboard Upon Parsing IS13]. 
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the new parsing-mode = 16. The controller then schedules the syntactic parser, which 
resolves the first prepositional phrase attachment (a NP_attachment) and goes on to parse 
the second prepositional phrase "to Mary". The semantic result sem-R29 forces the object of 
the preposition "Mary" to be attached unambiguously to the main-verb "gave": 
(SEM-A32 TRUE SEM-R29 SYN-Q31), 
where syn-Q31: 
(SYN-Q31 VALID-PP-A IT ACHMENT? 
(VP AITACH(PREPTO) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(MAIN-V (VERB GIVE) (FORM PASD))). 
Syntactic parsing succeeds after parsing "Mary" and the syntactic parsing-status be-
comes syn:Sl. The parse succeeds' with the final parsing-index = 22. A unique solution is 
obtained. The result of the parse of IS13] is summarized in Figure 7-1. 
J 
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Chapters 
Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis, I have described the design and implementation of the Integrated Concep-
tual Parser. My attempt has been to illustrate that language comprehension is intricately 
related to knowledge representation and its proper application at parse time. The syntactic 
and semantic components communicate through the use of a blackboard medium. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that the desired integration of the syntactic and semantic com-
ponents are achieved without their static combination. 
' ICP is prototype system and at present its capabilities are limited. Considerable en-
hancement in syntactic processing can be achieved by using a more robust syntactic parser. 
The architechrre of ICP permits the incorporation of any syntactic parser as long as the 
interface to the blackboard (see Chapter 5) is kept intact. 
The semantic parser employed for the ICP is based on Sowa's work on conceptual 
graphs [28]. The semantic parser uses primitives such as JOIN, RESTRICT, COPY, and 
SIMPLIFY to combine canonical graphs associated with the lexical entries. More advanced 
operations such as type and schematic expansions for incorporating background/default 
knowledge are not used in the present implementation and can be implemented for per-
forming inter/ intra-sentential reference resolutions. 
As with the syntactic parser, the architecture of the ICP is independent of the way its 
semantic parser is implemented. The blackboard structure uses query, answer, and result 
desks to communicate with both the syntactic and semantic parsers. Based on the statuses of 
these parsers, the blackboard controller dynamically determines the next parsing mode. 
" 
Both the syntactic and semantic parsers query the blackboard to efficiently resolve syntactic 
and semantic ambiguities to produce a unique parse. 
The generality of the query, answer, and result desks permits us to introduce number of 
parsers around the blackboard. One can conceive a separate morphological analyser or a 
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commonsense parser. If these parsers are implemented separately, then the Parsing Index 
Matrix (see Figure 3-2 on page 49) must be modified to incorporate the statuses of the 
introduced parsers. 
Currently, ICP parses sentences containing preposition phrases. The preposition phrase 
ambiguities are resolved using only the semantic information. At present the implemen-
tation of the preposition-specific knowledge, as described by Dahlgren in [5], is being con-
sidered. I plan to extend the system to parse sentences with more complex syntactic struc-: 
tures and constrain ts. 
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Appendix A 
Semantic Knowledge Base 
The semantic knowledge base contains definitions of concept and relation types. Since a 
concept or a relation type can contain a canonical graph, a definition graph, and a list of 
schemata graphs, the following global data structures are defined. 
• *concept-type-list*. A global list structure that contains all the defined concept type 
records. 
• *relation-type-list*. A global list structure that contains all the defined relation type records. 
• *conceptual-graph-list*. A global list structure that contains all the canonical graphs specified as template graphs 
• *lambda-definition-list*. A global list structure that contains all the definition graphs specified as template graphs. 
• *schema-list*. A global list structure that contains all the schemata graphs 
specified as template graphs. 
For the sake of brevity and the representational convenience of the semantic knowledge 
base, macros C, CG, LD, SC, and R are defined to correspond to the functions 
make-concept-type, make-cgraph, make-definition, make-schemata, and 
make-relation-type, respectively. These functions are discussed in Chapter 2. 
This appendix displays the contents of each of the lists mentioned above. Notice that 
the entries defined by C macro do not usually contains subtype and supertype pointers 
(slots :subtype and :supertype). This is because the hierachy of concepts are defined 
·'· separately. For an illustration on hierarchy of concepts, see Appendix B. 
(defvar *CONCEPT-TYPE-LIST* nil) 
(setf *CONCEPT-TYPE-LIST* 
, ( 
(c UNIVERSAL : supertyp.e NIL). (c STATE :cgraph $c9-state) (c MEASURE) 
(c EVENT) 
(c ENTITY) 
(c ATTRIBUTE :cgraph $cg-attribute) (c INFORMATION) 
(c WARM :cgraph $cg-warm) (c PERSON) 
( 
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. . -*-
' ' 
(c GIRL) 
(c MAN) 
(c BOY) 
(c WOMAN) (c KISS :cgraph $CG-KISS :definition $LD-KISS) (c GIVE :cgraph $CG-GIVE) (c BOOK) 
(c TOUCH) 
(c TENDER) 
(c LIPS) 
(c TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECT) (c EAT) 
(c PIE) 
(c FAST) 
(c ITEM) 
(c PART-NO) 
(c NUMBER) 
( c STOCKROOM) (c ABSURD :subtype NIL) (c LOVE :cgraph $CG-LOVE) (c STAR-PERSON) (c CELESTIAL-BODY) (c BABY :schema ($SC-BABY)) ( c AGE) ., 
(c ASTRONOMER) (c MARRY :cgraph $CG-MARRY) (c PARTY) 
(c SOCIAL-EVENT) (c TRANSACTION) (c BUY :cgraph $CG-BUY :definition $LO-BUY) (c MONEY) 
(c CUSTOMER) 
(c SELLER) (c LOCK :cgraph $CG:_LOCK) (c KEY :cgraph $CG~KEY) (c TABLE) 
(c CHART) 
(c. COLOR : cgraph $CG-COLOR) (c TIME :cgraph $CG-TIME) 
) ) 
Related Conceptual-graphs-*-
(defvar *CONCEPTUAL-GRAPH-LIST* nil) 
(setf *CONCEPTUAi-GRAPH-LIST* 
, ( 
(cg 
(cg 
(cg 
(cg 
(cg 
:name $CG-KISS :head kiss 
:concepts (kiss person person) 
:r~lations (agent object) 
: mat r ix ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 2 -1 ) ( 3· - 2 ) ) ) 
:name $CG-ATTRIBUTE :head entity 
:concepts (entity attrJbute) 
:relations (attr) :matr.ix ( (1 l) (2 --1))) 
:name $CG-WARM :head warm 
:concepts (warm animal entity) 
:relations (expr instr) 
:matrix ((1 1) (1 2) (2 -1) (3 -2))) 
:name $CG-STATE :head state· 
:concepts (state time-period place) 
:relations (duration location) 
: mat r ix ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 2 -1 ) ( 3 - 2 ) ) ) 
:name $CG-GIVE :head give 
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:concepts (give person person transferrable-object) 
:relations (agent recpt object) 
: matrix ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 1 3 ) ( 2 -1 ) ( 3 - 2 ) ( 4 - 3 ) ) ) (cg :name $CG-LOVE :head love 
:concepts (love person person) 
:relations (agent object) 
: mat r ix ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 2 -1 ) ( 3 - 2 ) ) ) 
(cg :name $CG-MARRY :head marry 
:concepts (marry person person) 
:relations (agent object) 
:matrix ((1 1) (1 2) (2 -1) (3 -2))) (cg :name $CG-LOCK :head lock 
:concepts (lock key): 
relations (part) 
: matrix ( ( 1 1 ) ( 2 -1 ) ) ) 
(cg :name $CG-KEY :head key 
:concepts (key lock) :relations (part) 
: mat r ix ( ( 1 - 1 ) ( 2 1 ) ) ) 
(cg :name $CG~LOC :head universal 
:concepts (universal place) -:relations (loc) 
: matrix ( _( 1 1) ( 2 -1 ) ) ) 
(cg :name $CG-BUY :head buy 
:concepts (buy person person 
transferrable-object money) 
:relations (agent source object instr) 
: mat r ix ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 1 3 ) ( 1 4 } ( 2 - J ) 
( 3 -2) ( 4 -3) ( 5 -4) ) ) 
(cg :name $CG-COLOR :head color 
:concepts (entity color) 
:relations (attr) :matrix ((1 1) (2 -1))) {cg :name $CG-PAST :head proposition 
:concepts (proposition) :relations (past) 
:matrix ((1 -1))) 
(cg :name $CG-TIME :head time 
} ) 
:concepts (time proposition) :relations (ptim) 
: matrix ( ( 2 "'.""" 1 } ( 1 1 } ) ) 
; ; -*- Re1:ated Lambda-definitions -*--
(defvar *LAMBDA-DEFINITION-LIST* nil) 
(setf *LAMBDA-DEFINITION-LIST* 
, ( 
(Id :name $LO-KISS :head touch :parameters (touch) 
:concepts (touch person tender lips) 
:relations (agent instr manner part) 
:matrix ( (1 1) (1 2) (1 3) (2 4) 
(2 -1) (3 -3) (4 -2) (4 -4))) 
(Id :name $LD~QOH :head item 
:concepts (item part-no number stockroom) 
:relations (Ghrc qty lac) 
:parameters (part-no number} 
: matrix ( ( 1 1) ( 1 2) ( 1 3 ) ( 2 -1 ) ( 3 -2} ( 4 -3 ) ) ) 
(Id :name $LO-BOY :head transaction 
:parameters (transaction) 
:concepts (transaction entity· money give 
custom~r give seller) 
:relations (object instr object part init 
source part object recpt 
agent agent recpt) 
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,. 
•. 
) ) 
: matrix ( ( 1 1 ) ( 1 2 ) ( 1 4 ) ( 1 5 ) ( 1 6 ) ( 1 7) 
( 2 -1 ) ( 2· - 3 ) ( 3 -2 ) ( 3 - 8 ) ( 4 3 ) ( 4 -4 )· 
(4 9) (4 11) (5 -5) (5 -9) (5 -10) 
(6 --7) (6 8) (6 10) (6 12) (7 -6) 
(7 -11) (7 -12))) . 
;; -*- Related Schema-*-
(defvar *SCHEMA-LIST* nil) 
(setf *SCHEMA-LIST* 
, ( 
(sc :name $SC-BABY :head person :parameters (person) 
:concepts (person age (measure . year) (number . 5)) 
:relations- (chrc meas<=) 
:matrix ( (1 1) (2 -1) (2 -2) (3 2) (3 3) (4 -3))) 
) ) 
; ; -*- Some sample con.ceptual-relations 
(defvar *RELATION-TYPE-LIST* nil) 
(setf *RELATION~TYPE-LIST* 
, ( 
(r <. } 
(r MEAS) 
(r AGENT) 
(r RECPT) 
(r OBJECT) 
(r INSTR) 
(r MANNER) 
(r INIT) 
(r SOURCE) 
(r PART) 
(r CHRC) 
(r QTY) 
(r PAST :cgraph $CG-PAST) 
(r LOC :cgraph $CG-LOC) 
(r ATTR) 
(r QOH :definition $LD~QOH} 
{r PTIM) 
) ) 
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Appendix B 
Hierarchy of Concepts 
Some of the concept types used in ICP are listed here. Most of these entries are derived 
from Sowa's book [28], but some are original to me as well. Each of these entries has the 
' following format: 
• (<. CONCEPT-TYPE1 CONCEPT-lYPF'.i I { CONCEPT-1YPF'.i} ) 
The first entry, "<.", is a symbolic notation to mean SUB1YPE. The entry is read as: 
concept-type1 is a subtype of concept-type2. In this representation, if there are more than 
one concepts that concept-type1 is subtype of, then a list may be specified for the third 
parameter. The "I " character represents this option and the superscript "*" indicates that 
multiple concept types may be specified. 
This hierarchy of concepts is by no means standard, but for ICP, which has limited 
domain of application, they do seem to work. Also, notice that the entries corresponding to 
type ABSURD are not listed. This is because the implementation preprocesses these entries 
and places ABSURD into the subtype pointer slot of each one of them containing no sub-
types by the following definition. Even though some of the entries explicitly specify 
UNIVERSAL as their supertype, there are entries that have null supertype pointers. In those 
cases, once again the preprocessor places concept type UNIVERSAL in the supertype 
pointer slot before performing any operation on the type lattice thus defined. 
(<. ACT EVENT) 
(<. AF'I'ERNOON TIME) 
(<. AGE CHARACTERSTIO 
(<. ANGEL (ANIMATE MOBILE-ENTI1Y PHYSOBJ)) 
(<. ANIMATE ENTITY) 
(<. ARRIVE ACT) 
(<. ASTRONOMER PERSON) 
(<. ATI'RIBUTE UNIVERSAL) 
(<. BABY PERSON) 
(<. BELIEVE STA TE) 
(<. BIG MAGNITUDE) 
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(<. BOOK TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECO 
(<. BOY MAN) 
(<. MAN PERSON) 
(<. BUY TRANSACTION) 
(<. CAKE (FOOD PHYSOBJ)) 
(<. CAKE TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECO 
(<. CAT ANIMAL) 
(<. CELESTIAL-BODY ENTITY) 
(<. CHARACTERSTIC A'l"I'RIBUTE) 
(<. CHILD PERSON) 
(<. CITY (PLACE SCXJE1Y)) 
(<. COLOR A'I"I'RIBUTE) 
(<. COMMAND MESSAGE) 
(<. COMMUNICATE GIVE) 
(<. CONFINE STATE) 
(<. CONTAIN STATE) 
(<. CUSTOMER PERSON) 
(<. CUT ACT) 
(<. DIFFICULT MANNER) 
(<. EATACTI 
(<. ENTITY UNIVERSAL) 
(<. EVENT UNIVERSAL) 
(<. GIRL WOMAN) 
(<. GIVE ACT) 
(<. HARDWARE STUFF) 
(<. HOMEWORK WORK) 
(<. INFORMATION UNIVERSAL) 
( <. INTER! OR ENTITY) 
(<. JACK TOOL) 
( <. KEY PI-NSOBJ) 
(<. KISS TOUCH) 
(<. KITCHEN ROOM) 
(<. KNOW STATE) 
(<. LAY ACTI 
(<. LOCK TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECT) 
(<. LOVE STATE) 
(<. MAKE ACT) 
(<. MARRY ACT) 
(<. MEASURE UNIVERSAL) 
(<. MESSAGE INFORMATION) 
(<. MOBILE-ENTITY ENTITY) 
(<. MONEY ENTITY) 
(<. MORNING TIME) 
{<. ORDER COMMUNICATE) 
(<. PARENT PERSON) 
(<. PARTY SOCIAL-EVENT) 
(<. PERSON ANIMAL) 
(<. PET ANIMAL) 
(<. PHYSOBJ ENTl1Y) 
(<. PLACE STATIONARY-ENTITY) 
I 
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(<. PROPOSITION INFORMATION) 
(<. RECEIVE ACT) 
(<. ROBOT (ANIMATE MACHINE MOBILE-ENTITY)) 
(<. SELLER PERSON) 
(<. SET ACT) 
(<. SHIP MOBILE-ENTITY) 
(<. SHIPMENT TRANSPORU 
(<. SOCIAL-EVENT EVENU 
(<. STAR-PERSON PERSON) 
(<. STATE UNIVERSAL) 
(<. STATIONARY-ENTilY ENTITY) 
(<. TABLE PHYSOBJ) 
(<. TEACH ACT) 
(<. TEACHER PERSON) 
(<. TELEPHONE PHYSOBJ) 
(<. THINK ACT) 
(<. THOUGHT PROPOSITION) 
(<. TIME UNIVERSAL) 
(<. TOOL ENTITY) 
(<. TRANSACTION ACT) 
(<. TRANSACTION EVENTI 
(<. TRANSFERRABLE-OBJECT PHYSOBJ) 
(<. UNICORN (MAMMAL MYfHICAL-CREA TURE)) 
(<. USEAcn 
(<. WARM STATE) 
(<. WEARACTI 
(<. WEAR-OUT PROCE$) 
(<. WOMAN PERSON) 
(<. WORK ACT) 
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AppendixC 
Sample ATN in Lisp Notation 
;;;ATN-SAMPLE-NETWORK.LSP 
(DEFVAR *sample-atn2* nil) 
(setf *sample-atn2* ' { 
··---------------------~--------------------------------------·· I I I I ;; ATN : {S Network) 
•• I I 
(s (1 (push-arc np) 
·S2 
( (not (equal ( r type *) ( v wh) ) ) ) 
{({(r mood) < (v decl)) 
( (r first-np) < *)))) 
(2 (cat-arc aux) 
y/n-s 
(t) 
((((r mood) < (v y/n-q)) 
((r first-v) < *) 
( (r auxs) < (append (r auxs) (list *)))))) 
(3 (push-arc np) 
wh-s 
( (equal (r type. *) (v wh) } ) 
((({r wh-query) < *) 
{(r mood) < {v wh-q)) 
{hold *))))) 
{s2 (1 {push-arc vp. {{{r first-np) < first-np))) 
s3 
{t) 
{ ( (' {r subj) < (r subj *)} 
( { r obj} < ( r first-obj *) } 
({r vp} < {list (list (v aux} (r auxs *)} 
) ) ) ) 
(y/n-s (1 {push-arc np} 
s2 
(t) 
(list (v main-v} (r main-v *}} 
{list (v vp-np) (r first~obj *)) 
(list {v vp-mods) (r vp--mods *)))} 
((((r first-np) < *))))) 
(wh-s (1 {cat-arc aux) 
y/n-s 
{t) 
{{((r first-v) < *) 
((r auxs) < (-append {r auxs) (list*))))).) 
(2 {vir-arc np) 
s2 
(t) 
( ( ( ( r fir.st...;. np) < *) ) ) ) ) 
{s3 (1 (push-arc pp) 
s3 
{t) 
({{(rs-mods) < (append {rs-mods) {list*)))))) 
{2 {pop-arc) 
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t 
' ft) 
(noneJ)) 
.. ------------------------__ : __ ._. ___ ----------·---- .... - -------·---·-- .. , , , ,
; ; ATN : (NP Network) 
• • , , 
(np (1 (cat-arc art) 
np2 
(t) 
( ( ( ( r num) < ( r num *) ) 
{ ( r det) < ( r root *) ) ) ) ) 
(2 (cat-arc wh-det) 
np2 
(t) 
( ( ( ( r type) < ( v w h) ) 
((r det) < *)))) 
(3 (cat~arc pro) 
np3 
(t) 
.. ( ( ( ( r · pro) < ( r root *.) ) ) ) )' 
(4 (cat-arc wh-pro) 
np3 
(t) 
((((r pro) < (r· root*}) 
( ( r type } < ( v wh) ) ) } ) 
(5. (cat-arc name) 
np3 
(t) 
( ( ( ( r name ) < ( r root * ) ) ) ) ) ) 
(np2 (1 (cat-arc adj) 
np2 
( t) 
( ( { (r adjs) < (append (r adjs) (list *)))))) 
(2 (cat-arc noun} 
np3 
( (agr (r num) (r num *))) 
( ( ( ·(r num} < (agr (r num) (r num *))) 
( ( r head) < ( r root * ) ) ) ) ) ) 
(np3 (1 (push-arc pp) 
np3 
(t} 
( ( ( (r np-mods) < (append (r np-mods) (list *)))))) 
(2 (pop--arc) 
t 
(t) 
(none)}) 
.. -----------------------·-----~----------------~----..,_, ___________ ... , , , , 
; ; ATN : (VP Ne-twork) 
• • , , 
(vp ( 1 (push-arc verbs ( ( (r .auxs) < auxs) 
((r first-v) < first-v))) 
vpl 
(t) 
((((r main-v) < (r head*)) 
((r auxs) < (r auxs *)) 
((r voice) < (r voice*)) 
(if (equal (r voice) (v active)) 
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(((r subj) < (r first-np))) 
( { (r first-obj) < (r f irst-np)))))))) 
(vpl (1 (push-arc np) 
vp2 
((and (trans (r subcat mai~-v)) 
( e qua 1 ( r voice ) ( v active ) ) ) ) 
(( ((r first-obj) < *) 
( (r vp-first-np < *))) )) 
(2 (jump-arc) 
vp2 
((equal (r voice) (v pas.sive))) 
(none)) 
(3 (vir-arc np) 
vp2 
( ( and (trans (r subcat main-v) ) 
(equal ( r voice) (v active)) ) ) 
( ( ( ( r f i rs t - ob j ) < * ) 
((.r vp-first-np < *))))) 
( 4 (jump-arc) 
vp3 
({intrans .(r subcat main~v))) 
(none))) 
(vp2 (1 (push-arc np) 
vp3 
( ( equal ( r subcat main-v) ( v iobj +obj}) } 
{(((r iobj) < {r first-obj)) 
( fr obj ) < * ) ) ) ) 
(2 (vir-arc np) 
vp3 
((equal (r subcat main-v) (v iobj+obj))) 
( ( ( ( r i ob j ) < ( r first -·ob j ) ) 
( ( r obj) ·< *) ) } ) 
(3 (jump-arc) 
vp3 
(t) 
( ( { (r obj) < (r first-obj)))))) 
(vp3 (1 (push-arc pp) 
vp3 
(t) 
( ( ( {r vp-mods) < {append (r vp-mods) (list *)))))) 
(2 (pop-arc) 
t 
(t) 
(none) ) ) 
··---------------------------------~-~~---~-------------------·. I I . I I 
; ; ATN : (Verbs Network) 
• • 
I I 
(verbs (1 {cat-arc model) 
auxl 
({auxagree * (r auxs) )} 
{((if (null (r first-v)) 
( ( (r first-v) < ( r root *) ) ) ) 
( {r auxs} < (append (r auxs) ( list *) ) ) ) .) ) 
(2 ( jump-arc) 
auxl 
(t) 
{none))) 
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• 
(auxl (1 (word-arc have) 
aux2 
( ( auxagree * (r auxs) ) ) 
( ( ( if (null (r f irst-v)) 
( ( (r first-v) < *)).) 
((r auxs) < (append (r auxs) 
(2 ( jump-arc) 
(aux2 ( 1 
aux2 
(t) 
(none))) 
(word-arc be) 
aux3 
( (auxagree * (r auxs))) 
(. ·( ( if (nu 11 ( r first -v) ) 
(((r first-v) < *))) 
((r auxs) < (append (r auxs) 
(2 ( jutnp-arc) 
aux3 
(t) 
(none))) 
_, 
(aux3 (1 (word-arc be) 
aux4 
((auxagree * (r auxs))) 
( ( (if (null (r first-v)) 
(((r first-v) < *))) 
((r auxs) < (append (r auxs) 
(2 ( jump-arc) 
(aux4 (1 
aux4 
(t) 
(none) ) ) 
(cat-arc verb) 
auxS 
* ( r auxs) ) ) 
(list*)))))) 
(list*)))))) 
( l. i st * ) ) ) ) ) ) 
( ( au.xagree 
( ( (.if (and Q (equal (r root (last (r auxs))) (v be)) 
(if 
( ( r 
(equal (r form *) (v en))) 
(((r voice) < (v passive))) 
(((r voice) < (v active)))) 
(null (r first-v)) 
( ( ( r .first -v) < * ) ) ) 
head) < *)) ) ) ) 
(auxS (1 (pop-arc) 
t 
(t) 
(none))) 
··-------------------~--------------------------~~------------·· 
' ' ' ' ; ; ATN : (PP Network) 
• • 
' ' 
(pp (1 (cat-arc prep) 
ppl 
(t) 
( ( ( ( r prep) < ( r root *) ) ) ) ) ) 
(ppl (1 (push-arc np) 
pp2 
(t) 
((((r pobj) < (r *)))))) 
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(pp2 (1 (pop-arc) 
t 
) ) 
(t) 
(none)) ) 
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Appendixo· 
Sample Lexicon in Lisp Notation 
(defvar *LEXENTRY-LIST* nil) 
(set£ *LEXENTRY-LIST* 
' ( 
(e HAVE 
:ws ((AUX form (INF PRES) concept 
(VERB subcat (OBJ TO-INF) 
num (IS 2S IP 2P 3P) 
form ( INF PRES) 
concept POSS)) 
(PRES) ) 
(FOSS)) 
:morph ((HAS num (3S) form 
(HAD num (IS IP 2S 
(HAVING num (IS IP 
form (ING) 
2P 3S JP) form 
2S 2P 3S 3P) 
subcat (OBJ)))) 
(e HELP 
:ws ((VERB form (PRES} num (lS lP 2S 2P 3P) 
(PAST EN)) 
subcat (OBJ OBJ+INF INF) concept (HELP))) 
:morph ((HELPS num (3S} form (PRES}) 
(HELPED num (IS IP 2S 2P JS 3P) form (PAST EN)) 
(HELPING num (lS IP 2$ 2P 3S 3P) form (ING)))) 
(e WHICH :ws ((WH-DET num (3S 3P}))) 
(e WHO : ws ( (WH-·PRO num (3S 3P)) ) ) 
(e WANT. : ws ( (VERB form (PRES) num ( lS lP 2S 2P 3P) 
subcat (OBJ TO-INF 0BJ+TO-INF FOR~TO-INF} 
concept (WANT))) 
:morph ( (WANTS num (3S) form (PRES)) 
(WANTED num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (PAST EN)) 
(WANTING num ( lS lP 2S 2P 3·S 3P) form (ING)))) 
(e THE :ws ((ART num (3S 3P)))) 
(e PARTY :~s ((NOUN num (3S) concept (PARTY)).) 
:morph ((PARTIES num (3P)))) • 
(e LOV~ :ws ((VERB subcat (OBJ TO-INF FOR-TO-INF OBJ+TO-INF) 
num (1S. 2S lP 2P 3P) form (INF PRES) 
concept (LOVE))) 
:morph ( (LOVES num (3S)) 
(LOVED num (1S 2S lP 2P 3S 3P) form (PAST EN)) 
(LOVING num (·ls 2S lP 2P 3S 3P) form (ING)))) 
(e IS :ws ((AUX form (PRES) root BE num (3S)) 
(VERB num (3S) form (PRES) 
root BE subcat (OBJ TO-INF ADJ))) 
:morph ( (AM num (lS)) (ARE num (lP 2S 2P 3P)) 
(BEEN num (lS 2S 3S lP 2P 3P) form {EN)) 
(WAS num (lS 3S) form (PAST)) 
(WERE num ( lP 2S 2P 3P) form (PAST) ) 
{BEING form (ING)))} 
(e IT :ws ((PRO num (3S)))) 
( e I : w s ( (PRO n um ( 1 S) ) ) 
:morph (.(WE num (lP)) (YOU num (2S 2P)) (THEY num (3P))J) 
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(e DO :ws ((AUX form (INF PRES)) 
(VERB num (1S 2S lP 2P 3P) form (INF PRES))) 
:morph ((DOES num (3S) form (PRES)) 
(DID num (lS 2S lP 2P 3S 3P) form (past)) 
(DONE num (1S 2S lP 2P 3S 3P) form (en)))) 
(e CRAZY :ws ((ADJ subcat (TO-ING FOR-TO-ING THAT)))) 
(e RED :ws ((ADJ concept (COLOR)))) 
(e BUY :ws ((VERB form (PRES) num (lS lP 2S 2P 3P) 
subcat (OBJ) concept (BUY))) 
:morph ((BUYS num (3S) form (PRES)) 
(BOUGHT num (1S lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (PAST EN)) 
(BUYING num (1S lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (ING)))) 
( e CARRY : ws ( (VERB farm (PRES) num ( 1 S lP 2 S 2P 3P) 
subcat (OBJ) concept (CARRY))) 
:morph ((CARRIES num (3S) form (PRES)) 
(CARRIED num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) for~ (PAST EN)) 
(CARRYING num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (ING)})) 
(e BABY :ws ((NOUN num (3S))) 
:morph ((BABIES num (3P)))} 
(e GIRL :ws ({NOUN num (3S) 
person (FEMININE) concept (GIRL))) 
:morph ((GIRLS num (3P)))) 
/-7',, 
~ _; I ( e LADY : ws ( (NOUN rium ( 3S) 
person (FEMININE) concept {LADY))) 
:morph ((LADIES num (3P)))) 
(e BOY :ws ('(NOUN num (3S) person (MASCULINE) 
concept (BOY))) 
:morph ((BOYS num -(3P)) )) 
(e MAN :ws ((NO.UN num (3S) person (MASCULINE) 
concept (MAN))) 
:morph ((MEN num (3P)))) 
( e WOMAN : ws ( (NOUN num ( 3 S) person (MASCULINE} 
concept (WOMAN))) 
:morph {(WOMEN num (3P)))) 
(e A :ws ((ART num (3S)))} 
(e AN {WS ((ART num (3S))}) 
(e MARY :ws ( (NAME num (3S} concept (GIRL) 
person (FEMININE))}} 
(e JOHN· :ws ( (NAME num (3S) concept (MAN) 
person (MASCULINE)))) 
(e ASTRONOMER :ws ( (NOUN num (3S) concept (ASTRONOMER})) 
:morph ((ASTRONOMERS num (3P)))) 
(e MARRY :ws ( (VERB form (PRES) num (lS lP 2S 2P 3P) 
£ubcat (OBJ) concept (MARRY))) 
:morph ( (MARRIES num (3S) form (PRES)) 
(MARRIED num (1S lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (PAST EN)} 
(MARRYING num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (ING)))) 
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(e GIVE :ws ( (VERB form (PRES) num ( lS lP 2S 2P 3P) 
subcat (OBJ) concept (GIVE))) 
:morph ((GIVES num (3S) form {PRES)) 
(GAVE num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (PAST)) 
(GIVEN num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form {EN)) 
{GIVING num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (ING)))) 
(e S.TAR :ws { (NOUN num {3S) 
concept {STAR-PERSON CELESTIAL-BODY))) 
:morph ((STARS num (3P)))) 
{e BOOK :ws ((NOUN num {3S) concept (BOOK))) 
:morph ({BOOKS num (3P)))) 
(e TABLE :ws ((NOUN nurn {3S) concept (TABLE))) 
:morph ({TABLES num (3P)))) 
{e HAND :ws ( {NOUN num (3.S) form -(PRES) concept (HAND)) 
(VERB num (lS 2S lP 2P 3P) 
form (PRES) concept (GIVE)))) 
' (e HANDS :ws ((NOUN nurn (3P) form (PRES) 
concept (HAND) root HAND) 
(VERB nurn (3S) form (PRES) 
concept (GIVE) root HAND))) 
(e HANDED :ws ( (VERB num (1S lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) root HAND 
form (PAST EN) concept (GIVE)))) 
(e HANDING :ws ( (VERB num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) root HAND 
( e TO : ws ( (PREP) ) ) 
(e FROM :ws ((PREP)}) 
(e IN :ws {(PREP))) 
(e ON :ws ((PREP))) 
(e INTO :ws ((PREP))) 
( e AT : w s ( (PREP} ) ) 
(e BY :ws ((PREP))) 
(e WITH :ws ((PREP))) 
(e OF :ws ((PREP))) 
(e FOR :ws ({PREP)}) 
form (ING) concept {GIVE)))) 
(e MAKE :ws ((VERB form (PRES) num (1S lP 2S 2P 3P) 
subcat (OBJ) 
concept (BUILD *NO~CONCEPT-WORD*))) 
:morph { (MAKES num (3S) form (PRES)} 
(MADE num ( 1S lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (PAST EN) ) 
(MAKING num (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P) form (ING)))) 
(e RESERVATION : ws ( (NOUN num (3S) concept (RESERVATION))) 
:morph ( (RESERVATIONS num (3P)))) 
(e FLIGHT :ws ( (NOUN num {3S) concept {AIRPLAN-E-FLIGHT))) 
:morph ((FLIGHTS num (3P)))) 
(e L.A .. :ws {(NOUN num (3S) concept {PLACE).))) 
(e LOCK :w~ ((NOUN num (3S) form {PRES) concept (LOCK))) 
: morph ( (LOCKS num (3P) ) ) ) 
(e KEY :ws {(NOUN num (3S) form {PRES) concept (KEY))) 
: morph ( {KEYS num (JP) ) ) ) 
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(e FIVE :ws ((ADJ concept (MEASURE)))) 
(e DOLLAR :ws ( (NOUN num (3S) concept (CURRENCY-NAME))) 
:morph ((DOLLARS num (3P)))) 
(e $20 : ws ( (NAME num (3S) concept (MONEY))) ) 
(e MORNING :ws ((NOUN num (3S) concept (MORNING))) 
:morph ((MORNINGS num (3P)))) . 
(e AFTERNOON :ws ((NOUN num (3S) cbncept (AFTERNOON))) 
:morph ((AFTERNOONS num (3P)))) 
) ) ., 
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AppendixE 
Sample Parse 
This appendix presents ICP's ability to parse sentences containing no prepostional 
phrase, exactly one prepositional phrase, and more than one prepostional phrase. In each 
case, unique attachment of each prepositional phrase is obtained. Parsing trace of [S14], 
[S15], and [S16] is given below.33 
I 
[ ~14] : [ s1 s] = 
[S16]: 
John loves Mary. 
John bought a book 
John bought a lock 
for Mary. 
with the key for Mary. 
Sample Parse for [S14] 
Starts dribbling to run/sampleO (1989/4/27, 1:31:10). 
>(parse-integrated) 
', 
ICP> Enter the sent··ence to be parsed as a list of words. 
ICP> For example type : 
ICP> {John gave a book to Mary). 
ICP> -=>(John loves Mary) 
ICP> ·Ehter your parse preferences : 
ICP> P - (For single parse with prompt for another [Default].) 
ICP> A= (For all possible parses.)-
ICP> ==>A 
ICP> Enter your trace preference : 
ICP> 0 - (No Trace [Default].) 
ICP> 1 - ( Short Trace.) ·· 
ICP> 2 = (Detailed Trace.) 
ICP> Sentence (pointer-asfignments) :· 
o~John 1-Loves 2=Mary 3=NIL. 
ICP> P1=14. Scheduling SEMANTIC parsing. 
lCP> PI=l8. Semantic Ambiguity Encounte.red. Converting SYN:R to SYN:A. 
ICP> PI=12.. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=l2. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=12 .. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsin~~ 
33The abbreviation PI in the trace stands for Parsing-Index. 
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I 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=l2. Continuing 
PI=12. Continuing 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
SYNTACTIC 
parsing. 
• parsing . 
• parsing. 
parsing. 
• parsing . 
• parsing. 
I parsing. 
I parsing. 
I parsing. 
I parsing. 
I parsing. 
ICP> Firing production: 
(PROD2 67 ( (AND 
(ISA-VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT2 
(AGENT243 MAN256 LOVE240))) 
((INTRODUCE-MODIFIED-STATE 
(1 CG245 (CG245) NIL) SEM)) 
((DELETE-STATE (1 CG245 (CG245) 
SEM) ) ) ) 
NIL} 
ICP> PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=21. Syntactic Parsing Succeeds (SYN:Sl). 
ICP> Firing production: 
Converting SEM:R to SEM:A. 
(PROD2 68 ( (AND 
(ISA-VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT2 
(OBJECT251 MAN255 LOVE248)}) 
((INTRODUCE-MODIFIED-STATE 
(1 CG245 (CG253) NIL) SEM)} 
((DELETE-STATE (1 CG245 (CG253} NIL) 
SEM) ) } } 
ICP> PI=20. Continuing SEMANTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=22. Unique solution is found. 
#S(BLACKBOARD %SYN 
#S(PARSING %BACKUP-STATES 
({(SUCCESS (S ("VP ( (AUX NIL) 
(MAIN-V 
+ NIL)) 
(VERB (ROOT LOVE) 
(SUBCAT 
(OBJ TO-INF FOR-TO-INF 
OBJ +TO- INF) ) 
(NUM ( I 3S I}} (FORM ( INF PRES}) 
(CONCEPT (LOVE}))} 
(VP-NP (NP (NAME MARY})) 
(VP-MODS NIL})) 
(OBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN))) 
(FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN))) (.MOOD DECL))) 
%STATUS SUCCESSl %QUERY~DESK NIL %ANSWER-DESK NIL 
~ %RESULT-DESK 
( (SYN-R269 
(SUBJ-RULE 
(AGENT-ROLE (NP (NAME JOHN) ) 
(MAIN-V (VERB (ROOT LOVE) 
(SUBCAT 
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(OBJ TO-INF FOR-TO-INF 
OBJ+TO-INF)) 
(NUM ( I 3S I)) (FORM (INF PRES)) 
(CONCEPT (LOVE))))))))) 
l 
%SEM 
#S(PARSING 
'· 
%BACKUP-STATES ( ((3 *NO-CONCEPT-WORD* (CG245) NIL) + NIL)) %STATUS SUCCESSl %QUERY-DESK NIL %ANSWER-DESK 
.((SEM-A275 
(TRUE NIL 
(SEM-Q274 
(VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT? (AGENT243 MAN256 LOVE240)) ))) (SEM-A271 
(FALSE NIL 
(SEM-Q270 
%RESULT-DESK 
(VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT? (0BJECT251 MAN255 LOVE248)))) )) 
• 
((SEM-R282 (UNIQUE-ATT (OBJECT244 GIRL280 LOVE240))) (SEM-R281 (UNIQUE-ATT (AGENT243 MAN256 LOVE240)) ))) %PARSING-MODE :SEM %SEARCH-TYPE BFS %ASSOC-LIST #S(ASSOC-LIST %SYNREG-LIST NIL %CONCEPT-LIST NIL %MATRIX NIL) %PROD-LIST NIL) 
ICP> Parsing Over .. 
NIL 
>;; Frame structure of semantic components: 
CG245: l [GRAPH:<instan>=CG245,<head-con>=LOVE240, 
<con-relations>= 
LOVE240: 
#S(CONCEPT 
MAN256: 
AGENT243 (Love240:<->, Man256:<+>). 
0BJECT244 (Love240:<->, Girl280:<+>) .] . 
TYPE LOVE REFERENT 
#S(REFERENT VALUE LOVES 
. 
-NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ((AGENT243 
TYPE LOVE QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
I 
. +) ( 0 B.JE CT 2 4 4 . + ) ) ) 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE MAN REFERENT 
.. 
GIRL280: 
#S(REFERENT VALUE JOHN TYPE MAN QUANTIFIER. NIL COREF-LINK NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ((AGENT243 . -))) 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE GIRL REFERENT 
AGENT243: 
#S{REFERENT VALUE MARY TYPE GIRL QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-'LINK NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ((0BJECT244 . ~))) 
#S (RELATION TYPE AGENT CONCEPT-LIST .( {LOVE240 . -) (MAN256 . +)) )· 
OBJECT244: 
IS(RELATION TYPE OBJECT CONCEPT-LIST ((LOVE240 . -) (GIRL280 . +))) 
ICP> ** End of Parse·** 
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Sample Parse for [S15] 
Starts dribbling to run/samplel (1989/4/27, 1:22:54). >(parse-integrated) 
ICP> Enter the sentence to be parsed as a list 6f words. ICP> For example type : ICP> (John gave a book to Mary). 
ICP> ==>(John gave a book to Mary) 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
Enter your parse preferences : P - (For single parse with prompt for another [Default].) A= (For all possible parses.) 
ICP> _;_=>A 
ICP> Enter your trace preference • • ICP> 0 - (No Trace [ Default] . ) 
ICP> 1 - ( Short Trace.) 
ICP> 2 - (Detailed Trace.) 
~ 
ICP> ==>0 
ICP> Sentence (po.inter assignments} : 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
TCP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
O=John l=Gave 2=A 
6=·NIL. 
3=Book 4=To 
PI=l 4·. Scheduling SEMANTIC pa-rsing. 
S=Mary 
P I=lH. Semantic Ambi·gui ty Encountered. Converting SYN: R to SYN: A. PI=l2. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI~12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=1·2. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. Pl=12. tontinuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=12. Conti·nuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
:PI-12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. PI=l2. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. Firing production: (P·ROD35 ( (AN·D ( ISA-VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT2 
PI= 
PI= 
PI= 
PI= 
PI= 
PI= 
PI= 
PI= 
(AGENTS MAN24 GIVE4))) ((INTRODUCE-MODIFIED-STATE (1 CGll (CGll) NIL) SEM)) 
" 
((DELETE-STATE (1 CGll (CGll) NIL) 
9. Continuing 
9. Continuing 
9. Continuing 
9. Continuing 
9. Continuing 
9. Continuing 
9. Continuing 
9. Continuing 
SEM) ) ) ) 
SYNTACTIC parsing. 
SYNTACTIC parsing. 
SYNTACTIC parsing. 
SYNTACTIC parsing. 
SYNTACTIC parsing. 
SYNTACTIC parsing. 
SYNTACTIC parsing. 
SYNTACTIC parsing. 
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ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=33. Syntactic Ambiguity Encountered. Converting SEM:R to SEM:A. 
Firing production: (PROD36 ((AND (ISA-VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT2 (RECPT17 MAN23 GIVE14))) ((INTRODUCE-MODIFIED-STATE (1 CGll (CG21) NIL) SEM)) ((DELETE-STATE (1 CGll (CG21) NIL) 
SEM) ) ) ) 
PI .32. Continuing SEMANTIC parsing. 
PI=32. Continuing SEMANTIC parsing. 
PI=32. Continuing SEMANTIC parsing. 
Firing production: (PROD4 9 ( (AND ( ISA-VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT2 
(NP ATTACH (PREP TO) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(PREV-NP (HEAD BOOK))))) ((INTRODUCE-MODIFIED-STATE 
(NP3 6 
( (VP2 
( ( (AND (TRANS (R SUBCAT MAIN-V)) 
' 
( (EQUAL (R VOICE) (V ACTIVE.)))) (.(((R FIRST-OBJ) < *) 
SYN)) 
((R VP-FIRST-NP<*)))}) (VP (SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN) ) ) (VOICE ACTIVE) (AUXS NIL) 
(MAIN-V 
(S3 
(VERB (ROOT GIVE) 
(FORM (PAST)) 
(NUM (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P)) 
( SUBCAT ( OBJ) ) 
(CONCEPT (GIVE)))) · (F IRST.-NP (NP (NAME JOHN))) ) ) 
( ( T) 
( ( ( (R SUBJ) < ( R SUBJ *).) 
((R OBJ) < (R FIRST-OBJ*)) 
( (R VP) < 
(LTS.T 
(LIST (VAUX) (R AUXS *)) 
(LIST (V MAIN-V) 
(R MAIN-V *)) 
(LIST (V VP-NP) 
(R FIRST-OBJ *)) 
(.LIST (V VP-MODS) 
( R VP-MODS *) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
(S (FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN))) (MOOD DECL)))) 
(NP 
(NP-MODS 
((PP (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) (PREP TO) ) ) ) 
(HEAD BOOK) (NUM (3S)) (DET A)) 
NIL) 
( (DELETE-STATE 
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(NP3 6 
( (VP2 
( ( (AND (TRANS (R SUBCAT MAIN-V)) 
(EQUAL (R VOICE) (V ACTIVE)))) ((((R FIRST-OBJ) < *) 
((R VP-FIRST-NP<*}})}} 
(VP (SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN)}} 
(s·3 
(VOICE ACTIVE) (AUXS NIL) (MAIN-V 
(VERB (ROOT GIVE} 
(FORM (PAST)) 
(NUM (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P)) 
( SUBCAT ( OBJ) ) 
(CONCEPT (GIVE)))) 
(FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN))))) 
( (T) 
( ( ( (R SUBJ) < (R SUBJ *)) 
( (R OBJ) < . (R FIRST-OBJ *)) 
( (R VP) < 
(LIST 
(LIST (V AUX) (R AUXS *)) 
(LIST (V MAIN-V) 
(R MAIN-V *)) 
(LIST (V VP-NP) 
(R FIRST-OBJ *) ) 
{LIST (V VP-MODS) 
(R VP-MODS*))}})}) 
(S (FIRST-NP (NP (.NAME JOHN))} 
(MOOD DECL) } ) } (NP· 
(NP-MODS 
( (PP (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(PREP TO)))) 
(HEAD BOOK) (NUM (3S)) (DET A)) 
NIL) 
SYN) ) ) ) 
ICP> PI=14. Scheduling SEMANTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=l6. Semantic Parsing Succeeds (SEM:Sl). Converting SYN:R to SYN:A. 
ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=I0. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI~lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
ICP> PI=22. Unique solution is found. 
#S(BLACKBOARD %SYN 
#S(PARSING %BACKUP-STATES 
( ( ( SUCCESS ( S (VP ( (AUX NIL) 
(MAIN-V 
., 
(VERB (ROOT GIVE) (FORM (PAST')) 
( N UM ( I 1 S I 1 P I 2 s I 2 P I 3 S I 3 P ) ) 
(SUBCAT (OBJ)) (CONCEPT (GIVE)))) (VP-NP 
(NP (HEAD BOOK) (NUM ( I 3S I)) 
(DET A))) ~ 
(VP-MODS 
( (PP (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY)) ) 
(PREP TO)))))) 
(OBJ (NP (HEAD BOOK) (NUM ( I 3S I)) 
~DET A))) 
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) 
• 
' 
%S·EM 
(SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN))) 
(FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN))) (MOOD DECL))) 
+ NIL) ) 
%STATUS SUCCESSl %QUERY-DESK NIL %ANSWER-DESK 
((SYN-ASS (FALSE NIL 
1SYN-QS4 (VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? 
(S ATTACH (PREP TO), 
(POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))))))).) 
(SYN-AS2 (TRUE NIL 
(SYN-Q81 (VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? 
(VP ATTACH (PREP TO) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(MAIN-V 
(VERB (ROOT GIVE) 
(FORM (PAST)) 
(NUM 
(llSI lP l2SI 2P l3SI 
3P)) 
( SUBCAT (OBJ)) 
( CONCEPT ( GI VE ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
(SYN-A75 (FALSE NIL \ 
(SYN-Q74 (VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? 
(NP ATTACH (PREP TO) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(PREV-NP (HEAD BOOK)))))))) 
%RESULT-DESK 
((SYN-R37 (SUBJ-RULE 
(AGENT-ROLE (NP (NAME JOHN)) 
(MAIN-V 
(VERB (ROOT GIVE) (FORM (PAST)) 
( NUM ( I 1 S I 1 P I 2 S I 2 P I 3 s I 3 P ) ) 
(SUBCAT (OBJ)) (CONCEPT (GIVE)) J)))))) 
#S{PARSING %BACKUP-STATES 
( ( ( 6 *NO-CONCEPT-WORD* (CGll) NIL) + NIL)) %STATU.S 
SUCCESSl %QUERY-DESK NIL %ANSWER-DESK 
((SEM-A43 (TRUE NIL 
(SEM-Q42 (VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT? 
(AGENTS MAN24 GIVE4J)))) 
(SEM-A3.9 (FALSE NIL 
( SEM-Q3S {VALID~SEMROLE-ATTACHMEN.T? 
(RECPT17 MAN23 GIVE14)))))) 
%RESULT-DESK 
((SEM~R72 (UNIQUE-ATT (RECPT9 GIRL70 GIVE4))) 
{SEM-R61 (UNIQUE-ATT (OBJECTlO BOOKS.9 GIVE4))-) 
{SEM-RSO {UNIQUE-ATT (AGENTS MAN24 GIVE4))))) 
%PARSING-MODE :SYN %SEARCH-TYPE BFS %ASSOC-LIST 
#S{ASSOC-LIST %SYNREG-LIST NIL %CONCEPT-LIST NIL %MATRIX NIL) 
%PROD-LIST NIL) 
ICP> Parsing Over .. 
NIL 
>;; Frame structure of semantic components: 
CGll: 
[GRAPH:<instan>=CG11,<head-con>=GIVE4, 
GIVE4: 
<con-relations>= 
AGENTS (Give4:<->, Man24:<+>). 
RECPT9 (Give4:<->, Girl70:<+>}. 
OBJECTlO {Give4:<->, Book59:<+>) .] ~ 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE GIVE REFERENT 
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MAN24: 
#S(REFERENT VALUE GAVE TYPE GIVE QUANTIFIER NIL COREF--LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ((AGENTS . +) (RECPT9 . +) (OBJECTlO . +) )) 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE MAN REFERENT 
#S(REFERENT VALUE JOHN TYPE MAN QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ((AGENTS . -))) 
GIRL70: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE GIRL REFERENT 
#S(REFERENT VALUE MARY TYPE GIRL QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ( (RECPT9 .~-))} 
B00K59: 
#S-(CONCEPT TYPE BOOK REFERENT 
#S(REFERENT VALUE BOOK TYPE BOOK QUANTIFIER NTL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST (_(OBJECTlO . -)}} 
AGENTS: 
#S {RELATION TYP-E AGENT CONCEPT-LIST ( (GIVE4 . -) (MAN24 . +))) 
RECPT9: 
#S (RELATION TYPE RECPT CONCEPT-LIST ( (GIVE4 . -) (GIRL70 . +)) }· 
0BJECT10: 
#S (RELATION TYPE OBJECT CONCEPT-LIST ( (GIVE4 . -) (B00K59 . +) ) } 
. 
ICP> ** End of· Parse** 
(-· .. 
' ) Sample Parse for [S16] 
Starts dribbling to run/sample2 (1989/4/27, 1:27:52). 
> (parse-integrated) 
ICP> Enter the Sentence to be parsed as a list of words. 
ICP> For example type : 
ICP> (John gave a book to Mary). 
ICP> ==>(John bought a lock with the key for Mary) 
ICP> Enter your parse preferences: 
ICP> P - (For single parse with prompt for another [Def~ult] .) 
ICP> A= (For all possible parses.) 
I.GP> ==>A 
ICP> Enter your trace preference : 
ICP> 0 - (No Trace [Default].) 
ICP> 1 - (Short Trace.) 
ICP> 2 = (Detailed Trace.) 
ICP> ==>0 
ICP> Sentence (pointer assignmehts) : 
O=John l=Bought 2=A 3=Lock 4=With S=The 
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ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
I.CP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
TCP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
ICP> 
6=Key 7=For 8=Mary 9=NIL. 
PI=14. Scheduling SEMANTIC parsing. 
PI=18 .. Semantic Ambiguity Encountered. Converting SYN:R to SYN:A. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=l2. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=12. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Firing production: 
{PROD126 ( (AND 
(ISA-VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT2 
{AGENT96 MANllS BUY91))) 
((INTRODUCE-MODIFIED-STATE 
{1 CGlOO (CGlOO) NIL) SEM)) 
((DELETE-STATE (1 CGlOO (CGlOO) NIL) 
SEM) ) ) ) 
PI~ 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI~ 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI- 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. ·continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=AE. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=· ·g. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI= 9. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
PI=33. Syntactic Ambiguity Encountered. Convertin·g SEM:R to SEM:A. 
Firing production: 
(PROD127 ( (AND 
(ISA-VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT2 
(SOURCE106 MAN114 BUY103))) 
((INTRODUCE-MODIFIED-STATE 
(1 CGlOO (CG112) NIL) SEM)) 
((DELETE-STATE (1 CGlOO (CG112) NIL) 
PI=32. Continuing SEMANTIC !:1~~~~-
PI=32. Continuing SEMANTIC parsing. 
PI=32. Continuing SEMANTIC parsing. 
PI=32. Continuing SEMANTIC parsing. 
Fi.ring ·pro:duction: 
(PROD140 ( (AND 
(ISA-VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT2 
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, 
(NP ATTACH (PREP WITH) 
(POBJ 
(NP (HEAD KEY) (NUM (3S) ) (DET THE))) (PREV-NP (HEAD LOCK))))·) ((INTRODUCE-MODIFIED-STATE (NP3 7 
SYN)) 
( (VP2 
( ( (AND 
(TRANS (R SUBCAT MAIN-V)) (EQUAL (R VOICE) (V ACTIVE)))) ((((R FIRST-OBJ) < *) ((R VP-FIRST-NP<*))))) (VP (SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN))) (VOICE ACTIVE) (AUXS NIL) (MAIN-V 
(VERB (ROOT BUY) 
(FORM (PAST EN) ) (NUM (lS lP 2S 2P 3S 3P)) (SUBCAT (OBJ)) 
(CONCEPT (BUY)))) (FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN))))) (S3 
( (T) 
( ( ( ( R SUBJ) < (R SUBJ *) ) ((R OBJ) < (R FIRST-OBJ*)) 
( ( R VP) < 
(LIST 
(LIST (V AUX) (R AUXS *)) (LIST (V MAIN-V) 
(R MAIN-V *) ) 
(.LIST (V VP-NP) 
(R FIRST-OBJ *) ) (LIST (V VP-MODS) 
(R VP-MODS*))))))) ( S (FIR ST-NP ( NP (NAME JOHN) ) ) (MOOD DECL) ) ) ) 
(NP 
(NP-MODS 
( (PP 
(POBJ 
(NP (HEAD KEY) (NUM (3S)) (DET THE))) 
(PREP WITH) ) ) ) 
(HEAD LOCK) (NUM (3S)) (DET A)') 
NIL) 
( (DELETE""'.'"STATE 
(NP3 7 
( (VP2 
( ( (AND 
(TRANS (R SUBCAT MAIN-V)) (EQUAL (R VOICE) (V ACTIVE) ) ) ) ((((R FIRST-OBJ) < *) 
((R VP-FIRST-NP<*))))·) (VP (SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN))) (VOICE ACTIVE) (AUXS NIL) (MAIN-V 
(VERB (ROOT BUY) 
(FORM (PAST EN)) (NUM (1S lP 2S 2P 3S 3P)) (SUBCAT (OBJ) ) 
(CONCEPT (BUY)))) 
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ICP> PI=14. 
ICP> PI=14. 
ICP> PI=14. 
ICP> P I=l 6. 
ICP> PI~lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=10. 
ICP> PI-10. 
ICP> PI=IO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI-10. 
JCP> PI=lO. 
,'' 
PI=lO. ICP> 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=10. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI~lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
TCP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI-10. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI-10. 
I.CP> PI=10. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
ICP> pr:_10. 
ICP> PI=lO. 
(FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN))) ) ) (S3 
( ( T) 
( ( ( ( R SUBJ) < (R SUBJ *) ) 
((R OBJ) < (R FIRST-OBJ*)) 
( (R VP) < 
(LIST 
(LIST (V AUX) (R AUXS *)) (LIST (V MAIN-V) 
(R MAIN-V *) ) (LIST (V VP-NP) 
(R FIRST-OBJ *) ) (LIST (V VP-MODS) 
(R VP-MODS*))))))) ( S (FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN) ) ) (MOOD DECL)) ) ) (NP 
(NP-MODS 
( (PP 
(POBJ 
(NP (HEAD KEY) (NUM (3S)) (DET THE))) ( PREP WITH) ) ) ) 
(HEAD~ LOCK) (NUM (3S)) (DET A)) 
NIL) 
SYN) ) ) ) 
Scheduling SEMANTIC parsing. 
Scheduling SEMANTIC parsing. 
Scheduling SEMANTIC parsing. 
Semantic Parsing Succeeds (SEM:Sl) .. converting SYN:R to SYN:A. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing~ 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing~ 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. 
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ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. ICP>. PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. ICP> PI=lO. Continuing SYNTACTIC parsing. ICP> PI=22. Unique solution is found. #S(BLACKBOARD %SYN 
#S(PARSING %BACKUP-STATES ( ( ( SUCCESS ( S (VP ( (AUX NIL) 
(MAIN-V 
+ NIL) ) 
(VERB (ROOT BUY) (FORM (PAST EN)) ( NUM ( I 1 S I 1 P I 2 S I 2 P I 3 S I 3 P ) ) (SUBCAT (OBJ)) (CONCEPT (BUY)))) (V~NP 
(NP 
(NP-MODS 
( (PP 
(POBJ 
(NP (HEAD KEY) (NUM ( I 3S I ) ) (DET THE))) (PREP WITH)))) (HEAD LOCK) (NUM ( 13S I)) (DET A))) (VP-MODS 
( (PP (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY)) ) ( PREP FOR) ) ) ) ) ) (OBJ (NP 
(NP-MODS 
((PP 
(POBJ 
(NP (HEAD KEY) (NUM ( I 3S I ) ) (DET THE)) ) (PREP WITH)) ) ) (HE~D LOCK) (NUM ( I 3S I)) (DET A))) (SUBJ (NP (NAME JOHN))) (FIRST-NP (NP (NAME JOHN))) (MOOD DECL))) 
%STATUS SUCCESSl %QUERY-DESK .NIL %ANSWER-DESK ( (SYN-A234 
(FALSE NIL 
(SYN-Q233 
(VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? (S ATTACH (PREP FOR) (P.OBJ (NP (NAME .MARY) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) (SYN-A231 
(TRUE NIL 
(SYN-Q230 
(VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? (VP ATTACH (PREP FOR) ( ]?OBJ ( NP ( NAME MARY) ) ) (MAIN-V 
(VERB (ROOT BUY) (FORM (PAST EN)) (NUM ( I lS I lP I 2S I 2P I 3S I 3P) ) (SUBCAT (OBJ)) (CONCEPT (BUY)))))}))) (SYN-A219: 
(FALSE NIL 
(SYN-Q218 
(VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? (NP ATTACH (PREP FOR) (POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
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.. 
%SEM 
4 
(PREV-NP (HEAD LOCK) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
(SYN-A213 
(FALSE NIL 
(SYN-Q212 
(VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? 
(NP ATTACH (PREP FOR) 
(POBJ (NP (NAME MARY))) 
(PREV-NP (HEAD KEY))))))) 
(SYN-A208 · 
(FALSE NIL 
(SYN-Q207 
(SYN-A203 
(FALSE NIL 
(VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? 
(S ATTACH (PREP WITH) 
(POBJ 
(NP (HEAD KEY) (NOM ( I 3S I)) 
(DET THE) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
(SYN-Q202· 
(SYN-Al83 
(TRUE NIL 
(VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? 
(VP_ATTACH (PREP WITH) 
(POBJ 
(NP (HEAD KEY) (NUM ( I 3S I)) 
(DET THE) ) ) 
(MAIN-V 
(VERB (ROOT BUY) 
(FORM (PAST EN)) 
( N UM { 11 S I 1 P I 2 S I 2 P I 3 S I 3 P ) ) 
{SUBCAT (OBJ)) (CONCEP'T (BUY)))).))) ) ) 
(SYN-Q182 
(VALID-PP-ATTACHMENT? 
%RESULT-DESK 
( (SYN-R128 
{SUBJ-RULE 
(NP ATTACH (PREP WITH) 
(POBJ 
(NP {HEAD KEY) (NUM ( I 3S I) ) 
(DET THE))) 
(PREV-NP (HEAD LOCK)))))))) 
{AGENT-ROLE (NP (NAME JOHN) ) 
(MAIN-V (VERB (ROOT BUY) (FORM· (PAST EN) ) 
{NUM (llSI lP l2SI 2P l3SI 3P)) 
{ SUBCAT {OBJ) ) (CONCEPT (BUY) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) } 
#S(PARSING %BACKUP-STATES 
( ((9 *NO-CONCEPT-WORD* (CG177) NIL) + NIL)) %STATUS 
SOCCESSl %QUERY-DESK NIL %A~SWER-DESK 
( (SEM-Al34 
(TRUE NIL 
(SEM-Ql33 
(VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT? 
(AGENT96 MAN115 BUY91))))) 
(SE·M-Al30 
(FALSE NIL 
(SEM-Q129 
%RESULT-DESK 
(VALID-SEMROLE-ATTACHMENT? 
(S0URCE106 MAN114 BUY103))) )1) 
((SEM-Rl92 (UNIQUE-ATT (S0URCE97 GIRL190 BUY91))) 
(SEM-Rl81 (UNIQUE-ATT (PART171 KEY176 LOCK175))) 
(SEM-R180 (UNIQUE-ATT (PART151 KEY176 LOCK175))) 
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(SEM-R179 (UNIQUE-ATT (OBJECT98 LOCK175 BUY91))) 
(SEM-R157 (UNIQUE-ATT (OBJECT98 LOCK154 BUY91))) 
(SEM-R141 {UNIQUE-ATT (AGENT96 MAN115 BUY91) )))) 
%PARSING-MODE :SYN %SEARCH-TYPE BFS %ASSOC-LIST 
#S(ASSOC-LIST %SYNREG-LIST NIL %CONCEPT-LIST NIL %MATRIX NIL) 
%PROD-LIST NIL) 
ICP> Parsing Over .. 
NIL 
~ 
>;; Frame structure of semantic components: 
CG177: . 
[GRAPH:<instan>=CG177,<head-con>=BUY91, 
<con-relations>= 
BUY91: 
AGENT96 (Buy91:<->, Man115:<+>). 
SOURCE97 (Buy91:<->, Girll90:<+>). 
OBJECT98 (Buy91:<->, Lockl75:<+>}. 
INSTR99 (Buy91:<->, Money95:<+>}. 
PART151 (Lock175:<->, Key176:<+>) .] . 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE- BUY REFERENT 
MAN115: 
#S (REFERENT VALUE BOUGH.T TYPE BUY QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST 
( ·(AGENT96 . +) (SOURCE97 . +) (0BJECT98 . +) (INSTR99 . +))) 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE MAN REFERENT 
. . 
#S(REFERENT VALUE JOHN TYPE MAN QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ({AGENT96 . -)}) 
GIRL190: 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE GIRL REFERENT 
LOCK175: 
#S(REFERENT VALUE MARY TYPE GIRL QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ((S0URCE97 . -))) 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE LOCK REFERENT 
MONEY-95: 
#S(REFERENT VALUE LOCK TYPE LOCK QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LINK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ( {PART171 . +) (PART151 . +) (OBJECT98 . --) ) ) 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE MONEY REFERENT 
KEY1 76: 
#S(REFERENT VALUE* TYPE MONEY QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-LlNK 
NIL) 
' RELATION-LIST ((INSTR99 . -))) 
#S(CONCEPT TYPE KEY REFERENT 
AGENT96: 
#S(REFERENT VALUE KEY TYPE KEY QUANTIFIER NIL COREF-L.INK 
NIL) 
RELATION-LIST ( (PART171 .· -) {PAR_Tl51 . -) ) ) 
#S (RELATION TYPE AGENT CONCEPT-LIST ( (BUY91 . -) (MANl 15 . +·)) ) 
> 
SOURCE97: 
#S(RELATION TYPE SOURCE CONCEPT-LIST ((BUY91 • -) (GIRL190 . +))) 
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0BJECT98: 
IS(RELATION TYPE OB~CT CONCEPT-LIST ((BUY91 • -) (LOCK175 . +))) 
INSTR99: 
IS (RELATION TYPE INSTR CONCEPT-LIST ( (BUY91 . -) (MONEY95 . +))) 
PART151: 
IS(RELATION TYPE P~T CONCEPT-LIST ((LOCK175 . -) (KEY17fi. +))) 
\ 
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